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               A Hornblower Miscellany 
 

Introduction 

Frequent readers of the Hornblower books will be familiar with the several 
recurrent themes and topics that appear in them. They give a richness to each 
volume and provide a degree of continuity throughout the story of 
Hornblower’s life and career.  

This paper illustrates many of these subjects by bringing each one together and 
showing where they appear throughout the saga. Additionally, various other 
passages and descriptions have been selected as a reminder of the pleasure 
and knowledge to be found in reading C S Forester’s work. 

As this is a “Miscellany”, or a series of “odds and ends”, there is little method 
in the order of items shown. Readers are invited to dip into the pages and look 
at whatever takes their interest and to see why they enjoyed reading about 
Hornblower, and why they would enjoy reading him again. The details covered 
provide a good indication of the research that C S Forester carried out when he 
wrote the Hornblower biographies. A more ordered approach to the books is 
available in three papers already published by the C S Forester Society. In 
alphabetical order, these give a briefing of all the people, ships and places 
associated with Hornblower and they therefore can serve as a reference to, 
and provide more information about, the names appearing in this Miscellany. 
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The Hornblower Books: (in order of his career progression) 
 
MID: Mr Midshipman Hornblower   Published 1950 
LTH: Lieutenant Hornblower           1952 
HOT: Hornblower and the Hotspur          1962 
CRS: Hornblower and the Crisis          1967 
ATR: Hornblower and the Atropos          1953 
HAP: The Happy Return           1937 
SOL: A Ship of the Line           1938 
FLY: Flying Colours            1938 
COM: The Commodore           1945 
LDH: Lord Hornblower           1946 
HWI: Hornblower in the West Indies         1958 
 
OMT: Hornblower One More Time          1976 
CPN: The Hornblower Companion          1964 
 …………………………………………………………………………… 
Books with individual chapter titles: 
Mr Midshipman Hornblower: (10 titles) 
 The Even Chance     MID-EC 
 The Cargo of Rice             -CR 
 The Penalty of Failure                           -PF 
 The Man Who Felt Queer            -MQ 
 The Man Who Saw God             -SG 
 The Frogs and the Lobsters             -FL 
 The Spanish Galleys              -SG 
 The Examination for Lieutenant             -EL 

Noah’s Ark              -NA 
The Duchess and the Devil            -DD 

 
Hornblower and the Crisis: (3 titles) 
 Hornblower and the Crisis (unfinished novel)     CRS 
 Hornblower and the Widow McCool      CRS-WM 
 The Last Encounter                     CRS-LE 
 
Hornblower in the West Indies: (5 titles) 
 St Elizabeth of Hungary                     HWI-EH 
 The Star of the South                -SS 
 The Bewildered Pirates                -BP   

The Guns of Carabobo                -GC 
The Hurricane                 -HU 

 
Hornblower – One More Time: (the “missing” three short stories)  
 Hornblower and the Hand of Destiny     OMT-HD 

Hornblower’s Charitable Offering              -CO 
Hornblower and His Majesty              -HM 
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Timeline of Hornblower’s Career 
 
January 1794 to March 1798  Mr Midshipman Hornblower (MID) 
 
October 1796 to December 1796 The Hand of Destiny (OMT-HD) 
 
May 1800 to March 1803  Lieutenant Hornblower (LTH) 
 
Late 1800    Hornblower and the Widow McCool (CRS-WM) 
 
April 1803 to July 1805  Hornblower and the Hotspur (HOT) 
 
August 1805 to December 1805 Hornblower and the Crisis (CRS) 
 
December 1805 to January 1808 Hornblower and the Atropos (ATR) 
 
June 1808 to October 1809  The Happy Return (HAP) 
 
May 1810 to October 1810  A Ship of the Line (SOL) 
 
June 1810    Hornblower’s Charitable Offering (OMT-CO) 
 
November 1810 to June 1811 Flying Colours (FLY) 
 
May 1812 to October 1812  The Commodore (COM) 
 
1813     Hornblower and His Majesty (OMT-HM) 
 
October 1813 to May 1815  Lord Hornblower (LDH) 
 
1819     The Point and the Edge (CPN) 
 
May 1821 to October 1823  Hornblower in the West Indies (HWI) 
 
1848     The Last Encounter (CRS-LE) 
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Themes and Other Topics: 
Page no/Subject: 
8-Opening Lines,          
8-Hornblower’s First Appearance, 
8- Hornblower’s First Appearance to Bush, 
8-Who Said That? -1, 
8-War and Logic, 
9-The Good Companion, 
9-Hornblower the Navigator, 
9-Using Foreign Charts, 
10-Hornblower and the USA, 
11-His Mathematical Skills, 
12-Hornblower’s Love of Whist, 
13-Orrock v. Horrocks, 
13-During an Atlantic Crossing, 
14-When was Hornblower Born? 
14-Volunteers or “King’s Letter Boys”, 
14-Setting Foot on Foreign Soil for the First Time, 
15-His Self-Doubt and Harsh Introspection -1, 
16-His Self-Doubt and Harsh Introspection -2, 
18-Hornblower at the Moment of Peace, 
18- A Dislike of Melodrama, 
18-Loading a Ship for Sea, 
19-Courageous -1, 
20-Courageous -2, 
21--St Elizabeth of Hungary, 
21-An End to the “Crisis”, 
21-Hornblower’s Principal Ships, 
22-Some Other Ships Associated with Hornblower, 
22-Hornblower and Duels, 
23-Fire at Sea, 
23-D/DD/R, 
24-Hornblower’s Liberal Feelings and Humanity -1, 
25-Hornblower’s Liberal Feelings and Humanity -2, 
26-On Heaving-to, 
27-No Longer Heaving-to, 
27-“Hornblower’s Charitable Offering”, 
27-The Sounds of a Battle,  
28-A Hatred of Physical Punishment and Cruelty, 
29-First Impressions – Maria, 
29-More about Maria, 
29-More Opening Lines, 
30-Hornblower and Maria, 
30-Mutinies -1, 
31-His Presentational Swords – the First One, 
32-Which Castilla? 
33-His Presentational Swords – the Second One, 
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33-Mutinies -2, 
34-Hornblower the Actor -1, 
36-Hornblower the Actor -2, 
37-Droits de l’Homme, 
37-Hornblower and Bush, 
40-Bush on Hornblower, 
40-Bush on Hornblower, as told to Lady Barbara, 
41 -Some Thoughts of Bush on Naval Officers, 
41-The “Unbushed” Bush, 
42-Who Said That?  -2, 
42-How to Prevent a Loose Cannon,  
42-Repelling Boarders, 
42-A Pleasant Evening on a Caribbean Beach, 
43-Hornblower’s Tone-Deafness - 1, 
44-Hornblower’s Tone-Deafness –2,  
45-Hornblower’s Cabin on the Atropos, 
46-Left Wing or Right Wing? 
46-Arriving Home, 
46-“The Immortal Memory”, 
47-Hornblower’s Encounter with a Slave Ship, 
47-What was the Devil? 
47-Who Said That? - 3, 
48-Hornblower and Duty, 
50-List of Monarchs during Hornblower’s Lifetime, 
50-Hornblower and Royalty, 
52-The Noise of a Ship, 
53-The Smell of a Ship, 
53-Napoleonic Spyware, 
53-Hornblower and Promotion, 
54-Hornblower as a Linguist, 
55-Hornblower and the Pacific, 
56--What Really Happened to Captain Sawyer? 
56-The Loire in Spring, 
56-First Impressions- El Supremo, 
57-First Impressions-Lady Barbara, 
57-Hornblower and Horses, 
58-Hornblower – Cautious, Clever and Canny, 
59-A Dog-Watch on a Crowded Warship, 
60-Hornblower and Alcohol, 
61-“Up Spirits!” 
62-Keeping Up Good Spirits, 
62-A Life on the Ocean Wave, 
62-“Coup des Deux Veuves”, 
63-Reading the Articles of War, 
63-Some Convenient Deaths, 
63-Discretion Required – a Nautical Proverb, 
64-The Colour of Sails, 
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64-Action Stations, 
65-Reprimand for a Midshipman, 
65-Hornblower and Humour (or the Lack of it), 
66-Some Mangled French, 
66-Hornblower and His “Charmed Life”, 
67-Hornblower and Seasickness, 
69-Hornblower’s Canal and River Journeys, 
70-Yet More Opening Lines,  
70-Book Appearances, 
70-Fine Sailing! – HMS Atropos, 
70-Fine Sailing! – HMS Sutherland, 
71-First Impressions - Marie, 
71-Hornblower and Marie, 
72-The Big “What If” Question, 
72-The Principality of Seitz-Bunau, 
73-His Reading Tastes, 
74-Sunday on a Royal Navy Ship, 
74-Concerns for Fresh Water and Food Supplies,  
76-HMS Lydia’s Food Order, 
76-Hornblower and Bracegirdle, 
77-Uninvited Memories, 
78-The Peace of Amiens, 
78-Shipboard Infestations, 
79-Blockading the French Coast, 
79-Gales and Hurricanes, 
80-His Stewards and Servants, 
81-“Arme’s en Flute”, 
82-His Food Tastes and Experiences -1, 
83-The Famous Castle Pie, 
83-Hornblower and His Morning Coffee, 
84-His Food Tastes and Experiences - 2, 
86-His Food Tastes and Experiences – 3, 
87-Words of Wisdom from Erasmus Spendlove, 
87-Ice in the Caribbean, 
87-Hornblower’s Captain’s Stores, 
87-On Writing a Naval Report and Receiving Orders, 
88-Old English Words, 
88 -Showers on Deck, 
90-Walking the Deck in Deep Thought, 
91-Walking and Talking, 
92-A Pacific Sunrise, 
92-Further Opening Lines,  
92-A New Captain “Reads Himself In”, 
93-The Rules of Neutrality, 
93-A Dislike of Farewells, 
93-Hornblower’s Baltic Squadron in 1812, 
94-The Man Alone, 
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94-His Captains, 
95-His Admirals, 
96-An Embarrassing Moment for Hornblower, 
97-How to be a Successful Forger, 
97-Surgeons and Doctors, 
98-Hornblower and “Bleeding”, 
98-Courts Martial, 
98-Court of Inquiry, 
99-Hornblower and Captivity -1, 
99-Hornblower and Captivity -2, 
100-Why Shelter in Tor Bay and not Plymouth? 
101-His Physical Reaction on Thinking of an Idea for Action, 
102-An Evening’s Interlude on a Canal Journey, 
102-Signalling on Land, 
103-Hornblower’s Landings Ashore, 
104-Hornblower and His Children, 
104-One Law of the Sea… 
105-Hornblower and Lady Barbara, 
108-Hornblower and Jealousy, 
109-Lady Barbara’s Acts of Compassion, 
110-The Smartly Dressed Hornblower, 
111-Hornblower’s Views on the Spanish, 
112-The Intendant of Livonia…and His Wife, 
112-Parley Invitations, 
113-Tall, Gawky and Envious of the Physically Stronger Brown, 
114-An Enquiring Mind, 
114-Hornblower – New Technology and Progress, 
116-Hornblower’s Hot Shots, 
116-Hornblower’s Finances and Prize Money, 
119-“Droits of Admiralty” v. “Droits of the Crown”, 
119-Hornblower’s Thoughts on Naval Wives, 
119-Hornblower after 1815, 
120-Last Impressions – Lady Barbara. 
121-The Last Encounter – the Hornblowers in their Early Seventies. 
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Opening Lines: 
“It was not long after dawn that Captain Hornblower came up on the quarterdeck of the 
Lydia. Bush, the first lieutenant, was officer of the watch, and touched his hat but did not 
speak to him; in a voyage which had by now lasted seven months without touching land he 
had learned something of his captain’s likes and dislikes. During this first hour of the day the 
captain was not to be spoken to, nor his train of thought interrupted”. 
(The Happy Return, chapter 1).  
Thus began the first ever lines in the first book written about Hornblower. 
  
Hornblower’s First Appearance: 
In January 1794, when Hornblower joined his first ship, HMS Justinian, at Spithead as a 17-
year old midshipman, his biographer described him as “a skinny young man only just leaving 
boyhood behind, something above middle height, with feet whose adolescent proportions 
to his size were accentuated by the thinness of his legs and his big half-boots. His gawkiness 
called attention to his hands and elbows”. He also observed his soaked and badly fitting 
uniform and a skinny neck below a white bony face. A faint green colour in his hollow 
cheeks indicated seasickness. However, the lieutenant of the watch who received him also 
noticed “a curiosity and interest there which could not be repressed and which continued to 
function notwithstanding either seasickness or shyness”. The “boy had a vein of caution or 
foresight in his temperament”. His shyness was such that, if he got the opportunity in his 
first days in the navy, he was “delighted to shrink into his shell and attract no notice to 
himself”. Unfortunately for him, “at seventeen he was too ponderous a person to clown” 
and this did not help him to deflect the atrocious bullying he experienced, especially from a 
bitter and sadistic midshipman (Simpson) who was already in his thirties.  
(Mr Midshipman Hornblower - The Even Chance).  
 
 
Hornblower’s First Appearance to Bush: 
When Bush joined HMS Renown as a lieutenant, the officer of the watch at the time was 
Hornblower. Bush saw “a tall and rather gangling individual with hollow cheeks and a 
melancholy cast of countenance whose uniform looked as if it had been put on in the dark 
and not readjusted since”. 
(Lieutenant Hornblower, chapter 1). 
 
Who Said That? -1 
“He knows nothing, sir. He doesn’t know the bobstay from the spanker-boom”. 
Q: Who said that, to whom, about whom, why and where did it take place? 
A: Lieutenant Bush said this to the mad Captain Sawyer to defend Mr Wellard, a young 
volunteer, on the quarterdeck of HMS Renown. 
(Lieutenant Hornblower, chapter 2). 
 
 
War and Logic: 
“War was as unlike spherical trigonometry as anything could be, thought Hornblower…. 
 War was generally a matter of slipshod, makeshift, hit-or-miss extemporisation. Even if it  
were not murderous and wasteful it would still be no trade for a man of logic”. 
(Lord Hornblower, chapter 5). 
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The Good Companion: 
The Hornblower Companion was published in 1964. C S Forester wrote it after he had 
completed all the Hornblower books with the exception of Hornblower and the Crisis. The 
Companion is in two parts. The first section contains thirty maps showing where most of the 
action in Hornblower’s career took place. In particular, the first map shows all the areas of 
the world where he sailed while some of the other maps just show the settings of individual 
incidents. Studying the maps and the accompanying commentary can greatly enhance the 
reading of the books. 
 The maps relevant to each volume of Hornblower’s biography are as follows: 
Map 1: All Hornblower’s travels worldwide, 
Maps 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7: Mr Midshipman Hornblower, 
Maps 8, 9, 10: Lieutenant Hornblower, 
Maps 11, 12, 13: Hornblower and the Hotspur, 
Maps 14, 15, 16, 17, 18: Hornblower and the Atropos, 
Maps 21, 22, 23: The Happy Return, 
Maps 23 and 24: A Ship of the Line, 
Map 23: Flying Colours, 
Maps 25, 26, 27, 28: The Commodore, 
Map 29: Lord Hornblower, 
Map 30: Hornblower in the West Indies.   
 In the second section, C S Forester tells how he started writing the Hornblower biographies 
and about his own individual approach to them. He provides many interesting details of the 
background and circumstances of each Hornblower biography and lastly, he indicates a 
future possible story that eventually was to become the unfinished Hornblower and the 
Crisis. 
 
Hornblower the Navigator: 
Hornblower, with his mathematical prowess, was an excellent navigator. This was a product 
of his skill with a sextant, his painstaking study of charts and, like most sailors of his time, a 
good share of luck. His skill was obvious on blockade duty off the coast of France outside 
Brest while on HMS Hotspur and again in the Mediterranean on HMS Atropos. 
“After eleven weeks out of sight of land”, he “made a perfect landfall” on HMS Lydia when 
she reached the Gulf of Fonseca on the Pacific coast of Central America. In typical 
Hornblower fashion, he “gave himself no credit for sound judgement and good seamanship”. 
On the return voyage and once back in the Atlantic, Hornblower first made for the island of 
St Helena. A cry of “”Land ho!” told Hornblower that once more he had made a perfect 
landfall”. 
(The Happy Return, chapters 1, 3, and 23). 
Like his navigation, Hornblower “never gave a thought to his good seamanship”. 
(A Ship of the Line, chapter 5). 
 
Using Foreign Charts: 
It always seemed necessary for Hornblower’s ships in the Baltic to be taking soundings. He 
found the use of the charts available to him not easy and complex. He had a Swedish one 
with soundings in feet, a French one in metres and only a sketchy English one in fathoms. At 
least he did not have to use Spanish ones. 
(The Commodore, chapter 14). 
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Hornblower and the USA: 
When Hornblower’s new captain interviewed him for the first time after joining HMS 
Justinian, he remarked on Hornblower’s date of birth, 4th July 1776. For his biographer, this 
date was surely no coincidence. Mr Midshipman Hornblower was published in 1950 and it 
was the sixth book in the series but the first to cover the start of Hornblower’s career. By 
then, the Hornblower books were very popular, especially in America. C S Forester, now 
living in California, was well aware of what pleased his readers. By aligning Hornblower’s 
date of birth with that of the USA, he was promoting the “Hornblower brand”.  Similarly, to 
keep his hero on the right side of his American readers, he kept Hornblower well away from 
America during 1812 and the war with the USA by giving him a command far off in the 
Baltic, as related in The Commodore.  
The closest that C S Forester got to placing Hornblower in opposition to any United States 
ship is described in Hornblower and the Hand of Destiny. This was a short story, written in 
1940, when his biographer had published just three Hornblower books. Set in 1813, it tells 
the story of the royal yacht, temporarily under his command, taking a mentally ailing King 
George III on a sailing trip for his health in the English Channel. At night and in thick fog, the 
yacht lost contact with her escort in an area where American privateers were present. Such 
a ship did sight the royal yacht but fortunately, the escort re-appeared and saved the Royal 
Navy from a very embarrassing incident. That was the nearest Hornblower ever got to firing 
on, and being fired on by, an American ship.  
Earlier, in 1804, in Hornblower and the Hotspur, Hornblower had been able to point out to 
his steward, Doughty, the presence in Cadiz harbour of the USS Constitution, a large US Navy 
frigate under the command of Commodore Preble. When the Hotspur entered harbour, 
each ship rendered the other passing honours. This occurred at a time when the USA was 
fighting a war against piracy in the Mediterranean off the coast of North Africa. 
In 1811, as he left Nantes on his escape from France, as related in Flying Colours, 
Hornblower noticed a ship coming up to the port flying the “Stars and Stripes - American 
again”. He had already seen two American ships lying against the quay, their flags “fluttering 
jauntily in the gentle wind”. In exasperation, he asked himself “what was the use of 
blockading a coast, and enduring all the hardships and perils of that service if neutral vessels 
could sail in and out with impunity?” 
 In 1821, when Hornblower was the “Commander-in-Chief of His Majesty’s Ships and Vessels 
in the West Indies”, he paid an official visit to New Orleans in HM schooner Crab. This was 
the only recorded time that Hornblower set foot in the USA. There, the British Consul-
General briefed him and told him, among other things, to be very careful in how he 
conducted his anti-slavery patrols. On encountering slave ships flying American colours, “the 
utmost tact would have to be employed”. “We want no trouble, My Lord”. “To shoot away 
an American spar or to kill an American citizen would mean trouble. America had gone to 
war with England only nine years before over matters very similar”. 
(Hornblower in the West Indies – St Elizabeth of Hungary). 
C S Forester explained that the British Government in 1821 was in favour of the attempts by 
Spanish colonies in the Americas to obtain their independence and it did not wish to see 
other powers intervening in support of Spain.  It appeared that President Monroe in the USA 
was planning a declaration of a similar doctrine. 
(Hornblower in the West Indies – The Guns of Carabobo). 
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His Mathematical Skills: 
In addition to his classical education, from which he could “construe Xenophon as well as 
Cicero”, Hornblower possessed quite advanced mathematical skills. This ability became 
apparent at an early stage in navigation classes as a newly joined midshipman on HMS 
Justinian. However, in one incident, this ability worked against him when he happened to be 
the only one in the class who had correctly calculated a result. To make matters worse, 
while his captain congratulated him for this, he at the same time belittled the struggling 
Midshipman Simpson, the much older and malicious bully of the midshipmen’s mess. 
Hornblower’s mathematical mind enabled him later to devise the method of his duel that 
put him at a mathematical advantage. With one pistol loaded and the other empty, he had 
an even chance against an opponent who was in all likelihood a better swordsman and a 
better pistol shot. See under “Duels”. 
(Mr Midshipman Hornblower- The Even Chance). 
As a lieutenant on HMS Renown, Hornblower was “supremely confident” in the use of a 
sextant and in the mathematics required after taking an observation. It surprised him that 
Bush should find these calculations difficult although he tactfully kept this discovery to 
himself. 
(Lieutenant Hornblower, chapter 5). 
C S Forester always portrayed Hornblower as a first class seaman and an excellent navigator. 
He exemplified his ability with mathematics and its application to navigation in Hotspur with 
a description of a passage at night into and out of the complicated and dangerous 
approaches to Brest. This involved judgements and calculations with variables such as the 
tide, wind, currents and depth readings.  
(Hornblower and the Hotspur, chapter 16). 
While travelling on the Thames and Severn Canal, Hornblower’s “mathematical mind” 
enjoyed the consideration of how the two lines or ropes of the boat, one at the bow and 
one at the stern, “held the boat parallel to the bank with the smallest use of the rudder”. 
(Hornblower and the Atropos, chapter 1). 
As HMS Lydia approached the rebel-held Natividad before the beginning of their violent 
engagement, Hornblower was busy estimating the speed of each ship and the strength of 
the wind. “His mind was making calculations with delirious rapidity”. 
(The Happy Return, chapter 13). 
As captain of HMS Sutherland, Hornblower came across a class taking place on deck one 
morning instructing midshipmen on navigation and the use of the sextant. He felt sorry for 
the young men but reflected that he “had delighted in mathematics since his boyhood”. He 
got pleasure from “a problem in spherical trigonometry” but realised, incomprehensively, 
that some of them obtained a similar pleasure from music.  
(A Ship of the Line, chapter 12). 
C S Forester again referred to Hornblower’s mathematical ability when he described how he 
and the Sutherland rescued the disabled Pluto from drifting ashore or being driven under 
the guns of an enemy shore battery off Cape Creux during a severe storm in the 
Mediterranean. This was feat of great seamanship and “Hornblower’s mind became a 
calculating machine” estimating the effect of wind, waves and the uncontrolled “reelings 
and plungings” of the stricken flagship. This was “a nice algebraic problem in convergent 
series which Hornblower had to convert into mental arithmetic and solve in his head”. In 
passing, during all of this particular crisis, Bush “never dreamed of doubting his captain’s 
judgement in a matter of seamanship”. 
(A Ship of the Line, chapter 16). 
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Hornblower’s Love of Whist: 
Hornblower was a very good whist player, a game of cards at which he excelled. At the age 
of seventeen, “the game was already something of a passion with him”. He had learnt whist 
following the death of his mother when “he had made a fourth with his father and the 
parson and the parson’s wife”. He enjoyed calculating chances and “the varying demands it 
made upon his boldness or caution”.   In the story of the incident that led to Hornblower 
challenging another midshipman to a duel, C S Forester wrote for two pages just describing 
the run of play of the cards, indicating to readers that he was a fellow whist enthusiast. He 
was also an accomplished bridge player.  
(Mr Midshipman Hornblower- The Even Chance). 
His ability at whist came to his rescue when, because of the Peace of Amiens between 1802 
and 1803, he became an unemployed naval officer. He earned a half guinea a week to play 
whist from midday until two in the morning at the Long Rooms gambling establishment in 
Portsmouth. He was expected to play whist with any three in need of a fourth and to do 
this, he maintained a reserve of ten pounds against a run of losses. C S Forester again wrote 
several pages covering the whist played between Hornblower and Admirals Parry and 
Lambert in the Long Rooms during the night before the beginning next morning of the 
resumption of hostilities with Bonaparte. 
(Lieutenant Hornblower, chapters 18 and 19). 
C S Forester next wrote about Hornblower playing whist when he and three of his officers 
played a rubber just a few hours before they knew that they would be attempting to 
capture a larger, more powerful fifty-gun Spanish ship, the Natividad. “Whist was enough of 
a passion with him to claim most of his attention whatever the distraction”. It was also his 
way of showing the men on HMS Lydia that he “could face uncertainty with indifference”. 
Once again, he was play-acting.  
(The Happy Return, chapter 6).  
After Lady Barbara had joined the Lydia in Panama, Hornblower began to enjoy playing 
whist with her. C S Forester detailed the run of play in one of their rubbers. Hornblower 
realised that she was quite a capable player. “Not since the Lydia had left England had 
Hornblower had such a good partner”. Such was his discovery that he “quite forgot to have 
any qualms at the fact that here was a woman who could do something well”.  
(The Happy Return, chapter 12). 
Despite his love of the game, there was one evening on the long southerly journey of the 
Lydia towards Cape Horn when a moody and sulking Hornblower declined Lady Barbara’s 
offer of an after-dinner rubber of whist. Perhaps Hornblower was still recovering from the 
recent trauma in his life where he had led his men in a gruelling and bloody battle with the 
Natividad. Fresh in his mind was the death of so many including individuals like Lieutenant 
Galbraith and the bloody decapitation of Midshipman Clay. There was also the memory of 
the madman, El Supremo, lying in his own excrement and chained to the deck by his Spanish 
captors. 
(The Happy Return, chapter 22).  
Hornblower even resorted to thinking about the run of play in a recent game of whist in 
order to take his mind off Lady Barbara and to ease for a moment his pangs of jealousy over 
her and her new husband. The rubber had also cost him two guineas. 
(A Ship of the Line, chapter 4). 
Before the cutting out raid at Port Vendres, there was time on the Sutherland for dinner but 
not whist. Playing whist before a night action served to calm his nervousness and limit his 
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talkativeness. With no whist, Hornblower chatted freely. His fellow officers “never saw him 
in this mood except on the eve of action…they had forgotten how human and fascinating he 
could be”.  
(A Ship of the Line, chapter 11). 
During the four months or so that the trio of Hornblower, Bush and Brown was in hiding at 
the Chateau de Gracay during their protracted escape from France, for the two officers 
“whist was the regular way of passing the evening”. C S Forester again took some time in his 
writing to describe various aspects of the play. The Count’s style was different from 
Hornblower’s “mathematical variety” while Marie was “a good well-taught player of no 
brilliance”. For poor old Bush, these evenings were a “genuine penance”.  
(Flying Colours, chapter 9). 
There was no Bush to play with them on Hornblower’s second visit to the Chateau. This left 
the three of them playing with a “dummy”. Hornblower found dummy whist “somehow 
unsettling”, especially as they had to change seats as the hands progressed. Both Count 
Ladon and Hornblower noticed the need for closer calculations and its “more scientific” 
nature. C S Forester still did not use the word “bridge” as a name for this amended form of 
whist. 
(Lord Hornblower, chapter 17). 
It was Hornblower’s love of whist that provided him with some temporary respite from one 
of his extreme bouts of jealousy about Barbara. At a formal reception at the Governor’s 
house in Jamaica, he joined a group of good whist players. This gave him something to think 
about and it helped him to come out of his “unpredictable” mood. Once again, C S Forester 
wrote at length describing the play and Hornblower’s success in achieving a “Grand Slam” 
(Hornblower in the West Indies – The Hurricane). 
 
Orrock v. Horrocks: 
Mr Orrock was one of the four “young gentlemen” or “King’s Letter Boys” on board HMS 
Hotspur to be trained as a midshipman. Hornblower often sent him aloft with a telescope 
because of his good eyesight.  
Midshipman Horrocks served on HMS Atropos. Hornblower thought him to be “the 
stupidest of his midshipmen”. This “big raw-boned lout” was steering Nelson’s funeral barge 
when it hit a pier in adverse weather and tidal conditions leading to the springing of a leak. 
Later, Hornblower appointed him as the guide for the young and inexperienced Mr Prince 
when he began his naval career. 
 
 
 
During an Atlantic Crossing: 
“It was Sunday morning. The Renown had caught the northeast trades and was plunging 
across the Atlantic at her best speed, with studding sails set on both sides, the roaring trades 
driving her along with a steady pitch and heave, her bluff bows now and then raising a 
smother of spray that supported momentary rainbows. The rigging was piping loud and 
clear, the treble and the tenor to the baritone and bass of the noises of the ship’s fabric as 
she pitched – a symphony of the sea. A few clouds of startling white dotted the blue of the 
sky, and the sun shone down from among them revivifying and rejuvenating, reflected in 
dancing facets from the imperial blue of the sea”. 
(Lieutenant Hornblower, chapter 3). 
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When was Hornblower born? 
The accepted date of birth for Hornblower is 4th July 1776. He confirmed this in his interview 
on HMS Justinian with Captain Keene when he joined the Royal Navy in January 1794. 
However, in the first volume written of Hornblower’s biography, C S Forester refers to 
Hornblower starting his career as a seventeen year old and by 1808, he had been at sea for 
twenty years. At this stage, Hornblower was the Captain of HMS Lydia, sailing in the Pacific. 
If that was the case, Forester’s subject would have joined the service in 1788 (1808 less 20 
years) and therefore he would have been born in 1771 (1788 less 17 years). There is thus a 
discrepancy of five years with the 1776 date. The most likely explanation for this is that The 
Happy Return was the first book that C S Forester wrote about Hornblower and at that time, 
the full details of his subject’s later life and career had not yet come to light. He had also 
probably not noticed an opportunity to please his American readers. Based on references 
elsewhere in the other biographical volumes, 1776 remains the most likely year of his birth. 
(The Happy Return, chapter 1). 
 
Volunteers or “King’s Letter Boys”: 
These were “young gentlemen”, First Class Volunteers from the Naval Academy, or “King’s 
Letter Boys”. Apparently, such volunteers were “detested” by captains because their 
presence reduced the number of other volunteers by whom a captain could profit. 
Hornblower had received four of them when he commissioned HMS Hotspur. By contrast, 
“practically every captain in the Navy had several boys of good family on board, rated as 
volunteers or as servants, learning to be sea officers. Most families had a younger son to be 
disposed of, and this was as good a way as any. Accepting such a charge was profitable to 
the captain in many ways, but particularly because by conferring such a favour he could 
expect some reciprocal favour from the family”.  This topic arose from a discussion Admiral 
Cornwallis had with Hornblower that underlined the fact that there was a ”long, long step 
from Commander to Captain” for an officer with no patron from anyone at Court and no 
friends in the Cabinet or in the Admiralty. 
(Hornblower and the Hotspur, chapters 7 and 19). 
Confusingly, in Lord Hornblower, C S Forester refers to Hornblower as a King’s Letter Boy 
“when he had first climbed to the maintruck of the HMS Indefatigable”. This is the only 
reference to him as a Letter Boy in any of the books that the author wrote about him. At the 
beginning of Mr Midshipman Hornblower, in 1794, the Justinian’s captain, Keene, 
interviewed Hornblower as a newly joined midshipman and on first boarding that ship, 
Hornblower hesitantly reported to the officer of the watch as “H-Hornblower, sir. 
Midshipman”. It was as a midshipman that Hornblower was transferred from the Justinian 
to the Indefatigable. It is very likely that C S Forester, writing then about Hornblower’s later 
career, had not then been able to research fully the career of the younger Hornblower.                                       
(Lord Hornblower, chapter 12). 
 
  Setting Foot on Foreign Soil for the First Time: 
Although Hornblower had already been sailing on HMS Indefatigable close to the coast of 
France and had taken part in a cutting out expedition on the River Gironde, the first time he 
ever walked on foreign soil was in July 1795. This happened when he was part of a mixed 
British and royalist French force that landed on a beach near the town of Muzillac in 
Brittany.  
(Mr Midshipman Hornblower –The Frogs and the Lobsters). 
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His Self-Doubt and Harsh Introspection -1: 
Hornblower’s worst critic was himself. An early example of this is described during the night 
before he fought a duel with the bullying and sadistic older midshipman, Simpson. Being 
unable to sleep, and full of thoughts about what could happen to him at dawn, he felt “a 
growing contempt at his cowardice”. It was as if he just could not accept that his feelings 
and sleeplessness were quite normal for anyone about to face possible death in a few hours. 
 Later, when he boarded the Marie Galante of Bordeaux, a French ship with a cargo of rice 
taken as a prize by HMS Indefatigable, his biographer described the “bitter self –reproach” 
that he felt because he had forgotten to re-prime his pistol after a dunking in the sea and 
with a captured French crew to keep under control. When he also remembered that he had 
forgotten to check if the captured brig was taking on any water, he went on deck with “his 
skin cold with anxiety, and a prodigious self-contempt vying with anxiety for first glance in 
his emotions”. He continued to punish himself with guilt while he was a prisoner on the 
French privateer, Pique. He did attempt to address the matter rationally, mitigating his guilt 
by reference to the smallness of his prize crew (only four), the lack of time for thought in the 
circumstances and being unaware of the damage sustained by the Marie Galante. However, 
he would not excuse himself for what he considered his ignorance and incompetence, even 
for an inexperienced midshipman on what happened to be his eighteenth birthday on 4th 
July 1794. “His self-respect was at its lowest ebb”. However, Hornblower was later able to 
expunge his guilt. When he could have informed Captain Pellew that it was he who had set 
fire to the Pique that led to her capture, he said nothing. “He alone knew of his remissness 
in plugging that shot-hole, he alone could decide on his punishment, and this was what he 
had chosen. This alone could re-establish him in his own eyes”.  
 (Mr Midshipman Hornblower - The Even Chance, -The Cargo of Rice and -The Penalty of Failure). 
Hornblower continued to punish himself with his self-loathing when the Loire, a French 
frigate that was faster, bigger and more heavily gunned, closely pursued HMS Hotspur in the 
waters between Brest and Ushant. “He found himself sneering at himself for not facing the 
horrid truth that he was afraid”. But at the time, he was in real and imminent danger of 
being killed or mutilated or taken prisoner. Who would not have been afraid in those 
circumstances? 
(Hornblower and the Hotspur, chapter 6). 
To his surprise, the officers of HMS Hotspur had furnished Hornblower’s cabin with curtains 
and cushions and a coverlet, “all gay with red and blue roses and green leaves painted on”. 
After thinking about this, “he had to believe the unbelievable, and accept the fact that they 
had done it because they liked him. That showed their poor judgement; gratification warred 
with guilt in his mind”.  
(Hornblower and the Hotspur, chapter 8). 
Another opportunity for his self-loathing arose when Hornblower had been so engrossed in 
a discussion about prize money with Bush and the sailing master, Prowse, that he had failed 
to notice that the Hotspur was still on a course that would have run her aground. “It was his 
first moment of carelessness in a professional career of ten years”. This brought on for him a 
bout of “bitter self-contempt” and “torments of conscience”.  
(Hornblower and the Hotspur, chapter 12). 
Hornblower endured “perhaps the worst moment he had ever known” when he realised 
that the Turks had tricked and deceived him and had trapped HMS Atropos in Marmorice 
Bay. His men had recovered most of the silver and gold bullion from a wrecked British 
transport ship lying on the bottom of the Bay and the earlier feeling that everything seemed 
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to be going so well had been shattered leaving him in despair and with a feeling of “frightful 
self-contempt”. Matters were so bad for a moment that he briefly thought of committing 
suicide by jumping to the deck from the foretopmast head. Then he calmed down and went 
on to retrieve what at first appeared to be a hopeless situation. 
(Hornblower and the Atropos, chapter 17). 
After the completion of urgent repairs to the damaged Lydia following her first brutal 
engagement with the Natividad, Bush congratulated Hornblower for organising such “a 
magnificent piece of work”. Bush meant this in all sincerity. However, and as usual with “his 
cursed temperament”, Hornblower was “suspicious as ever of congratulation, knowing his 
own weakness so well”. 
(The Happy Return, chapter 16). 
 
 
His Self-Doubt and Harsh Introspection -2: 
After Hornblower had been persuaded over a dinner to recount to other captains the 
bloody engagements in the Pacific between HMS Lydia and the Natividad, he realised that 
he was still “one of the contemptible few” because of his “sick fear” during the fight and his 
horror of possible mutilation. Once again, he was being very hard on himself.  
(A Ship of the Line, chapter 3). 
In the early stages of the Sutherland’s voyage in the Mediterranean, Hornblower 
successfully sailed the ship close inshore to attack and destroy the French battery in Llansa 
and to seize a collection of small transport craft. After the action, “he cursed himself for a 
reckless fool, and for his habit of plunging into danger and only counting the risk 
afterwards”. However, once again he was giving himself little credit “for the careful 
precaution he had taken to ensure success, for his ingenuity in making the best of 
circumstances”. 
(A Ship of the Line, chapter 10).  
When Hornblower gave the order for the Sutherland to sail further up the coast shortly after 
taking on board a Spanish Hussars officer, Colonel Villena, he also ordered Bush to “have the 
guns loaded and run out too” but he offered no reason for this command. “Hornblower 
always kept his projected plans to himself, because then if he should fail his subordinates 
would not be able to guess the extent of the failure”. 
(A Ship of the Line, chapter 14). 
After a successful run of actions in the Mediterranean, Hornblower wrote the inevitable 
report that was required. On its completion, “he was even vaguely conscious of his own 
cross-grainedness, which always plunged him into depression after a success”. 
(A Ship of the Line, chapter 15). 
Hornblower’s dramatic escape from France received full publicity and with that came fame, 
something he was not sure he liked. “His ever-present personal modesty made him feel it 
was all a sham”. 
(Flying Colours, chapter 17). 
In the Baltic, Hornblower commanded a squadron of six ships. The captains of four of them 
were comparatively young, even “pleasant boys”. “He realised that his subordinates were 
already fond of him. He thought, guiltily, that if only they knew all the truth about him they 
might not like him so much”. Perhaps he “was losing – temporarily at least, said his cautious 
spirit – that urgent desire to get away by himself and torture himself” “with his usual pitiless 
self-analysis”. “The only person really capable of depressing Hornblower was Hornblower 
himself”. When he later experienced seasickness, he knew that he could never be seasick 
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“unselfconsciously” but “with his usual rasping self-analysis”, he knew that he was never 
unselfconscious about anything.   
(The Commodore, chapters 8, 10, 13 and 15). 
Occasionally, Hornblower would not be so hard on himself. He told himself that there were 
“undeniable achievements on his record, solid victories for which he had borne the 
responsibility and therefore deservedly wore the laurels”. “His weaknesses, his seasickness, 
and his moodiness, could be smiled at now instead of being laughed at”. However, he was 
not carried away by such thoughts. After all, people did not know about what he regarded 
as his doubts and hesitations or his mistakes. 
(Lord Hornblower, chapter 4).  
Hornblower received a letter and copies of English newspapers from Barbara while he was 
in Le Havre. He found that he especially could not stop reading the papers, they were “as 
hard to resist as opium was to an addict”. What embarrassed him in the papers was their 
unrestrained praise for him, comparing him with Nelson. To Hornblower, Nelson was 
“brilliant, a man of lightning thought”.  By contrast, Hornblower considered himself a 
“plodder” and someone who had experienced “extraordinary good fortune” and devoted 
subordinates. 
(Lord Hornblower, chapter 12). 
While he was at an official dinner in New Orleans in 1821, a group of French Napoleonic 
supporters led by General Cambronne, a veteran of Waterloo, cleverly pulled a trick on 
Hornblower. The French had stolen away down the Mississippi and out to sea leaving his 
ship stranded in the city’s port waiting for another steam tug to take him down river. He 
was furious with himself for letting this happen. In his mind, he had failed, he “had made a 
woeful hash of the first important business he had encountered”. Although he was “insane 
with fury”, “pride came to help him. He would not sink to human weakness in the sight of 
these men”. Eventually, Hornblower correctly deduced both the purpose and the track of 
Cambronne’s ship, the Daring, and intercepted her near the Tobago Channel. To convince 
the Frenchmen to abandon their voyage to St Helena to free Napoleon and return him to 
France, Hornblower had to lie to them and tell them it was a pointless expedition because 
the Emperor was already dead. Hornblower lied to prevent another catastrophic outbreak 
of war in Europe and he therefore did this for the very best of intentions. Nevertheless, he 
had given his “word of honour as a gentleman” and then lied and for this, he suffered 
extreme mental anguish. Hornblower had always kept his word and had accepted this 
convention. For example, when he was in captivity in Ferrol, he was on parole and returned 
to his prison even when he was already on a British warship and free. He was by no means 
alone in observing this convention. The captain of the Royal Navy ship carrying him to 
freedom accepted without hesitation his request for a return. Hornblower therefore saw 
himself, his career and his place in society as finished. For him, it was “far worse than death 
that it should be his honour that had to be sacrificed” even though he had “done my duty 
towards the world”.  
(Hornblower in the West Indies – St Elizabeth of Hungary). 
After his kidnapping in Jamaica, Hornblower successfully returned to the hideout of the 
pirates and with the use of a mortar, he blasted them out of their cave. His success resulted 
in a number of dead, dying or soon to be hung criminals. He had achieved this economically 
with a low cost in disease among his men. He had “re-established his self-esteem after the 
indignity of being kidnapped”. Despite this, he still sneered at himself. “There were few 
occasions when Hornblower could do what was right in Hornblower’s eyes”. 
(Hornblower in the West Indies – The Bewildered Pirates). 
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Hornblower at the Moment of Peace: 
 C S Forester wrote a telling and sympathetic picture of Hornblower in 1814 at a time when 
the world thought that war had ended with the surrender of Napoleon and the arrival of 
peace: 
“He had joined the Navy as a boy, and he had known war ever since; he could know nothing 
of the Hornblower, the purely hypothetical Hornblower, who would have existed had there 
been no war. Twenty-one years of frightful strain, of peril and hardship, had made a very 
different man of him from what he would have become otherwise. Hornblower was no born 
fighting man; he was a talented and sensitive individual whom chance had forced into 
fighting, and his talents had brought him success as a fighter just as they would have 
brought him success in other walks of life, but he had had to pay a higher price. His morbid 
sensitiveness, his touchy pride, the quirks and weaknesses of his character might well be the 
result of the strains and sorrows he had had to endure”.  
(Lord Hornblower, chapter 15). 
 
 
A Dislike of Melodrama: 
When the gruelling pursuit of the Hotspur by the French frigate, Loire, had ended in 
Hornblower cleverly putting his ship in a position to disable the French warship, he realised 
that “he had to make an exit, like some wretched actor leaving the stage as the curtain fell”. 
Before he went below, he stopped and spoke. “We are going back to watch Brest again.” 
The melodramatic pause; “Loire or no Loire”.  
(Hornblower and the Hotspur, chapter 6). 
While briefly being held by a gang of pirates in Jamaica, Hornblower was forced to write a 
ransom note to the Governor-General. He carefully composed his message and, as “he 
wanted no melodrama”, he stated that the pirates were demanding a pardon in exchange 
for the lives of his secretary, Spendlove, and himself. However, to avoid “a crude appeal to 
emotion”, or melodrama, he used “our freedom” instead of “our lives”.  
(Hornblower in the West Indies – The Bewildered Pirates). 
 
 
Loading a Ship for Sea: 
“The tiers of great casks, down against the skin of the ship, were squeezed and wedged into 
position; the contents of the hold had to be jammed into a solid mass, for once at sea 
Atropos would roll and pitch, and nothing must budge, nothing must shift, lest the fabric of 
the ship be damaged or even perhaps the ship might be rolled completely over by the 
movement of an avalanche of her cargo”.  
(Hornblower and the Atropos, chapter 7). 
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Courageous - 1 
Although he personally would not have agreed with the idea, Hornblower was a brave man. 
What he feared most was being thought a coward and because of this, he forced himself to 
go beyond what many would regard as a normal show of fortitude. Very early in his career, 
Hornblower showed his courage in challenging his tormenting fellow midshipman, Simpson, 
to a duel. He accepted that he had a 50:50 chance of dying but such was his total misery 
that he insisted on seeing it through despite several opportunities to back down. See also 
under “Duels”. 
(Mr Midshipman Hornblower – The Even Chance) 
When being detailed for his part in a cutting-out expedition and, naturally, feeling fearful 
about it, “he himself had been too much of a coward even to give voice to his 
apprehensions – too much afraid of what people would say about them”. 
(Mr Midshipman Hornblower – The Man Who Felt Queer). 
In the battle between two Spanish galleys and the ship’s boats launched from a becalmed 
HMS Indefatigable, Hornblower “was shaking with excitement and mad with the fury of 
fighting”. “His higher faculties were quite negated by his lust for blood. He was seeing things 
through a pink mist”. A vacancy caused by the death of a lieutenant from his ship and this 
display of courage had both won Hornblower a promotion to acting-lieutenant. “Fighting 
madness, sheer insanity, had won him this promise of promotion. Hornblower had never 
realised the black depths of lunacy into which he could sink”. 
(Mr Midshipman Hornblower – The Spanish Galleys). 
Later, while trying to steer a burning, out of control fire-ship, “he was being borne along on 
a wave of the highest exaltation; the roar of the fire was intoxicating and he knew not a 
moment’s fear”. 
(Mr Midshipman Hornblower – The Examination for Lieutenant). 
Patrolling the waters off Brest, the Hotspur “was as close in to that lee shore as Hornblower 
dared risk”. “It was as if there were a line drawn on the chart along with the parallels of 
longitude – rashness on one side, boldness on the other”. 
(Hornblower and the Hotspur, chapter 6). 
After nearly eighteen months of blockade duty outside Brest, the Hotspur was sent to “the 
wild and rocky shore of Northern Brittany” to prevent the movement along the coast of 
French invasion gunboats. French shells had blown apart the lugger, Grasshopper. A five-
inch shell then landed on Hotspur’s deck with its fuse burning and seconds from exploding. 
Without thinking, Hornblower grabbed it and extinguished the sizzling bomb before getting 
it thrown overboard. To his embarrassment, he saw that Bush and other witnesses had 
regarded his act as “something heroic”. True to form, Hornblower considered that “he had 
not been brave, and most certainly not heroic”. To him, what he had done was the obvious 
thing to do. To Bush’s disappointment, he also refused to mention what he had done in any 
letter such as the kind that might have been published in the Naval Chronicle.  Only 
Hornblower knew how frightened he had been and because of that, he had to make light of 
the whole matter. 
(Hornblower and the Hotspur, chapters 18 and 19). 
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Courageous - 2 
Evidence of a similar disregard for personal danger appeared in an incident that occurred on 
the beach in the Bay of Fonseca on the Pacific coast of Central America in June 1808. Some 
members of a working party from the Lydia had disobeyed orders and wandered away from 
the beach to try to aid one of El Supremo’s victims, dying of thirst and lashed to a spar. This 
had led to a standoff with some shots fired. Hornblower rushed ashore and, standing in 
front of the “gesticulating inhabitants”, eventually resolved the issue.  
(The Happy Return, chapter 5).  
After a successful cutting out raid carried out by Hornblower and seamen from HMS 
Sutherland in Port Vendres, he at last began to feel pride for not being afraid. “He had 
proved to himself to his own surprise that he possessed the brute physical courage which he 
had envied in his subordinates”.  
(A Ship of the Line, chapter 12). 
As the Sutherland prepared to face four French ships of the line off Rosas, Hornblower knew 
that “he would know again, as the whirl of battle eddied around him, the physical fear of 
which he was so intolerably ashamed”. He was continuing to be very hard on himself. When 
the French were sighted, he still had a choice. Fighting all four of them would mean the loss 
of his ship and the death and maiming of many men including himself. He could possibly 
wait for the arrival of reinforcements. HMS Pluto and HMS Caligula were about twenty miles 
away “possibly becalmed”. In fact, for Hornblower, there was no choice. He did not want to 
spend the rest of his life thinking himself a coward. He therefore ordered his ship to change 
course to intercept the enemy. 
(A Ship of the Line, chapter 20).  
Sometimes, Hornblower’s “cross-grainedness” led him to look for trouble, especially when 
things seemed to be going too well. At the start of the last stage of his journey down the 
Loire and escape from France, he reflected on how well matters had gone since his 
departure from Rosas. Bush had recovered his health with his wound free of infection, their 
escape from their French escort had been almost “miraculous” and they had stumbled on a 
sympathetic and hospitable aristocratic French family and consequently had hidden safely 
all winter. However, “there had been so much trouble in his life that he felt uneasy without 
it”. “He had always gulped down any pill which life had presented to him, knowing that any 
hesitation would give him a contempt for himself more bitter still”.  
(Flying Colours, chapter 11).  
As Hornblower’s squadron proceeded into the Baltic, it sighted a British merchant ship, the 
Maggie Jones. The glibness of her captain and some unsatisfactorily explained noises from 
below her decks aroused his suspicion. The ship warned him that she was carrying seven 
men with smallpox. Hornblower did not believe these answers and ordered Bush to send 
over a boarding party. Making such an order was a very courageous step. An outbreak of 
smallpox on the Nonsuch would have been catastrophic but “Hornblower knew the chance 
he was taking”. It turned out that Hornblower was right and the Maggie Jones was a prize of 
a French privateer, Blanchefleur, then at large in the Baltic. 
(The Commodore, chapter 7).  
As a prelude to bringing about the recovery of HMS Flame, then in the hands of those of her 
crew who had mutinied, Hornblower organised a cutting-out operation to capture a newly 
arrived blockade runner, the Caryatide, a French West Indiaman, now in the harbour in Le 
Havre. To achieve this, he ran an enormous but calculated risk with potential danger to his 
reputation and to him and the crew of his ship, HMS Porta Coeli. In the gathering darkness, 
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he had sailed into the harbour and its protective batteries of heavy guns. Although it was 
not his objective, he had also secured a ship worth at least £1000 to him in prize money.  
(Lord Hornblower, chapter 6). 
 
 
 
St Elizabeth of Hungary: 
When Hornblower learnt that Napoleon had actually died on St Helena three weeks before 
he had confronted and lied to the French general sailing there to take him back to France, 
he thought of St Elizabeth of Hungary. C S Forester related her story. Apparently, “she, 
disobeying her husband’s commands, had been carrying food to the poor – an apron full of 
bread –when her husband saw her”. He challenged her and she replied that she was 
carrying roses. When she opened her apron, it was full of roses… Thus with the news for 
Hornblower that Napoleon had already died on St Helena on 5th May 1821, and before he 
intercepted the French, meant that for him, “life could begin anew”. 
(Hornblower in the West Indies – St Elizabeth of Hungary). 
 
 
 
An End to the “Crisis”: 
C S Forester died in 1966 before he was able to finish his eleventh Hornblower biography, 
Hornblower and the Crisis. However, he had written the first nine chapters of this work. 
Since his death, there have been various suggestions about how the book might have been 
finished had he survived. Around the year 2000, a member of the C S Forester Society, R W 
(Bob) Smith, took up where the writer had ended and wrote a completion to the story, 
starting at chapter 10. His book is a very enjoyable read and, in the view of many 
Hornblower enthusiasts, it “feels right”. In June 2010, the Society published this work in a 
book entitled, “C S Forester’s Hornblower & the Crisis a novel finished”. 
 
 
Hornblower’s Principal Ships: 
 Justinian, 
 Indefatigable, 
 Renown, 
 Hotspur, 
 Atropos, 
 Lydia, 
 Sutherland, 
Witch of Endor, 
 Flame, 
Porta Coeli, 
Nonsuch, 
Crab, 
Clorinda. 
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Some Other Ships Associated With Hornblower: 
Guepe, Marie Galante, Pique, Sophia, Caroline, Retribution (formerly the Spanish prize, 
Gaditana), Victory, Caligula, Pluto, Camilla, Lotus, Raven, Harvey, Moth, Clam, Daring and 
Pretty Jane. 
 
 
Hornblower and Duels: 
In his career, Hornblower fought only the one duel. However, he probably witnessed a 
challenge to a duel between two captains and he also suffered the consequences of another 
duel that nearly killed an important salvage director on whom he was most reliant.  
The circumstances that brought about Hornblower’s own duel began while he was ashore 
with the press gang and in an inn waiting for the arrival of the West India convoy. He was 
playing whist and one of the other three players was the sadistic bully, Simpson. This man 
was not a keen whist player and had begun to mount up heavy losses. Unlike Hornblower, 
“he never thought of the game either as a sacred rite or as an intellectual exercise”. 
Frustrated with his game and after perhaps too much drink taken, Simpson more or less 
accused Hornblower of cheating. This outburst and Simpson’s refusal to retract or apologise 
for his accusation provided Hornblower with an opportunity and he chose to take offence 
and challenged him to a duel. 
 At that time in his life, the seventeen-year old Hornblower was utterly miserable and such 
was his deep unhappiness that he had even considered suicide. He now saw a way of 
resolving his misery one way or the other by fighting a duel with his tormentor and he 
seized this opportunity. As the insulted party, he devised the idea of fighting the duel with 
pistols but with only one of them loaded. To his logical mind, there was then an “even 
chance” of either dying or removing the cause of his “hideous misery”. However, neither 
party was shot because, on the orders of his captain, the ship’s doctor, Hepplewhite, had 
loaded neither gun. In due course everyone had heard of Hornblower’s name “and not as 
the midshipman who was seasick in Spithead but as the man who was willing to take an 
even chance in cold blood”. 
(Mr Midshipman Hornblower – The Even Chance). 
As an Acting-Lieutenant, Hornblower attended an examination for lieutenant on a hulk lying 
in Gibraltar Harbour. His examiners were three captains, Dreadnought Foster, Black Charlie 
Hammond and Harvey. When an attack from Spanish fire ships interrupted his interrogation, 
Hornblower found himself with Captain Foster on one of these ships trying to deflect her 
from the Royal Navy vessels. Hammond and Harvey were supposed to follow them to take 
them off afterwards. However, the fire ship was apparently too fast for them to keep up and 
after rescue, Foster made an “offensive remark” understood by Harvey to imply that he 
could not rely on them even though they were “brother officers”. Harvey concluded this 
exchange by saying that “I shall send a friend to wait on you”. Hornblower’s biographer 
never made clear what became of this altercation but it is possible that all parties later 
accepted Foster’s remarks as merely a “rather hysterical outburst” and dropped the matter.  
(Mr Midshipman Hornblower – The Examination for Lieutenant). 
An actual duel did take place ashore in Malta when Hornblower was the captain of HMS 
Atropos. “The idiotic Eisenbeiss and the bad-tempered McCullum” fought each other. True 
to form, Hornblower blamed himself for it because he felt he had not taken sufficient steps 
to keep apart two men who got on each other’s nerves. McCullum had fired his pistol and 
missed but Eisenbeiss had hit his opponent with the bullet initially thought to have entered 
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his chest cavity with death very likely to follow. Later it was found that the bullet had lodged 
in the muscles of his back up against the ribs. For Hornblower, this incident looked as if it 
had made his task of recovering bullion from a wreck impossible. He “boiled with 
exasperation at the duelling conventions which had claimed the life of a valuable man”. 
Fortunately, for all concerned, Eisenbeiss successfully operated to remove the bullet and the 
small layers of clothing that had travelled through with it. 
(Hornblower and the Atropos, chapters 10, 11 and 12). 
 
 
Fire at Sea: 
“The four elements of Aristotle, thought Hornblower insanely -earth, air, water, and fire – 
were the constant enemies of the seaman, but the lee shore, the gale, and the wave, were 
none of them as feared in wooden ships as fire. Timbers many years old and coated thick 
with paint burnt fiercely and readily. Sails and tarry rigging would burn like fireworks. And 
within the ship were tons and tons of gunpowder waiting its chance to blast the seamen into 
fragments”. C S Forester wrote the above passage as a preliminary to the action that 
Hornblower took to set fire to the fast French privateer, Pique. The slower frigate, HMS 
Indefatigable, was losing its race to catch the Frenchman on which Hornblower and four of 
his seamen were prisoners. The fire badly damaged the Pique and led to her capture and the 
rescue of the captives by men from the frigate. 
(Mr Midshipman Hornblower – The Penalty of Failure) 
Later, in Gibraltar harbour, the Spanish sent fire ships towards anchored Royal Navy ships   
with the grave risk of making contact so that “the fire would be transmitted to the dry, 
painted timber, to the tarred cordage, to the inflammable sails, so that nothing would put it 
out. To men in highly combustible ships filled with explosives fire was the deadliest and most 
dreaded peril of the sea”. 
(Mr Midshipman Hornblower – The Examination for Lieutenant). 
Towards the end of her battle with the Natividad, the close proximity of the Lydia had 
caused flaming wads from her guns to be “flung in amongst the splintered timbers. The 
tinder-dry wood of the old ship had taken fire from them and the fire was spreading fast”. 
“The ship would be a mass of flames soon”. 
 (The Happy Return, chapter 17).  
 
 
 
D/DD/R: 
In a ship’s muster, “R” indicated “run” or deserted, “DD” meant “dead” and “D” was for 
“discharged”. Therefore, on HMS Hotspur, in the case of Hornblower’s steward, Doughty, 
the entry showed “R”. 
(Hornblower and the Hotspur, chapter 21). 
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Hornblower’s Liberal Feelings and Humanity -1: 
Throughout his life, Hornblower was a decent man with sympathetic feelings for the 
underdog although they were often tempered by necessity and the good of the service:  
An early example of his decency was provided when, as a midshipman on HMS 
Indefatigable, Hornblower saw at close quarters two Spanish galleys. He observed the 
terrible conditions endured by the galley slaves and their treatment and the stench issuing 
from the vessels revolted him. He quickly developed a “feeling of violent hostility” towards 
them, a feeling shared by his fellow crew and a feeling of personal animosity towards an 
enemy that was new to him. 
(Mr Midshipman Hornblower – The Spanish Galleys). 
“Remembering his humanitarian duty, “you can let the prisoners up on deck”. They had been 
battened down below for the last forty-eight hours, because the fear of a recapture was the 
nightmare of every prize nightmare -master”. He said this on the arrival into Gibraltar of the 
captured French sloop, “Le Reve”, with Hornblower in command.  
(Mr Midshipman Hornblower – The Duchess and the Devil). 
While a lieutenant on HMS Renown, Hornblower had to organise the execution by hanging 
of the Irish prisoner, Barry McCool. This task had revolted him and he still “felt nausea at the 
thought”. He had discovered in McCool’s sea chest a list of names of fellow rebels in Ireland 
but he returned the list to the chest and ditched it over the side. He did not want the 
hangman “to have more work to do in Ireland”. 
(Hornblower and the Widow McCool). 
In Portsmouth one morning, Hornblower and Bush observed a group of seamen, armed with 
staves, escorting a group of about a hundred men, with their waistbands cut to prevent 
them from running away. These men had been caught in the press and were being led away 
into a brutal life in the navy. Much to Bush’s incomprehension, Hornblower exclaimed with 
sympathy, “Hard luck on them”. 
(Lieutenant Hornblower, chapter 20). 
Hornblower had to write a report about the successful raid on the semaphore station and 
battery on Petit Minou just outside Brest. When it came to listing the limited number of 
casualties, he included the name of his steward, Grimes, who had hung himself presumably 
out of shame for “displaying cowardice” for not joining the raid. Thinking of the effect of his 
report on the deceased’s family and the possible consolation of their receiving back pay and 
a small gratuity for their loss, he included on the list “John Grimes, Captain’s Steward”. Not 
many captains would have shown such compassion.  
(Hornblower and the Hotspur, chapter 11). 
After the violent capture of a French brig whose crew were still resisting but for the time 
being were battened down below, Baddlestone, the captain of the water-hoy, Princess, 
suggested that the only way to extricate themselves from a ship with a numerically superior 
crew was to burn it. Hornblower strongly opposed this idea. An inferno in the ship would 
lead to “fifty-sixty-seventy Frenchmen” being burnt to death. “He could not do it – at least 
he would not do it in cold blood”. 
(Hornblower and the Crisis, chapter 6). 
Another good example of Hornblower’s decency was his treatment of his steward, Doughty, 
who was facing a court-martial and death for striking a superior officer. More details of this 
are shown below under “Hornblower and Duty”. 
(Hornblower and the Hotspur, chapter 21).  
Hornblower realised that he “found himself growing more and more liberal minded with the 
progress of years”. “So imaginative an individualist” because he secretly sympathised with 
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the conditions of his seamen. Most of them on HMS Lydia came from “an all-embracing 
press”. At the time, however, he also thought of his liberal mindedness as a “weakness”.  
(The Happy Return, chapter 17). 
 
 
Hornblower’s Liberal Feelings and Humanity -2: 
While commanding HMS Sutherland in the Mediterranean, Hornblower led the 
bombardment of a long column of Italian troops, part of Napoleon’s army, as it marched 
along the coast road between Malgret and Arens de Mar. This was a bloody business, killing 
and maiming about six hundred men. He was doing his duty but the slaughter sickened him. 
Although they were enemy soldiers, to him they were also “human beings suffering agonies 
from heat and thirst and fatigue; and the still figures which littered the road here were not 
disembowelled corpses, lately fathers or lovers”. He “saw corpses, widows and orphans, 
misery and pain”. 
(A Ship of the Line, chapters 14 and 15).  
In the same way that he was distressed to watch the cruel treatment of galley slaves in 
Spain when he was a midshipman, Hornblower also observed the misery of a chain gang 
working on the dockside in Nantes. He later freed one such group to serve as his crew when 
he, with Bush and Brown, took over the Witch of Endor and sailed her out to sea and their 
freedom.  
(Flying Colours, chapter 13). 
When Hornblower’s Baltic squadron intercepted and recovered a British merchant ship, the 
Maggie Jones, being sailed as a prize, her captain tried to blow his brains out. As an 
Englishman who had apparently taken service with an enemy country or as a possible 
deserter, he faced hanging. However, the ever decent Hornblower “knew perfectly well that 
he was quite incapable of hanging a man who was physically unable to make any defence”. 
By contrast, Bush wanted him hung as an act of revenge for his treason and as a deterrent 
to desertion. 
(The Commodore, chapter 7). 
As Hornblower tried to devise a plan to overcome the mutiny on HMS Flame, he knew that 
he secretly sympathised with the mutineers. Aware of the way that they had been treated 
by their sadistic captain, “he had seen enough backs cut to ribbons; he knew that he himself 
would do anything, literally anything, to avoid such torture for himself”. In his view, “the 
men had moral right on their side; it was not a matter of justice, but one of expediency”. 
However, the Navy and the existence of the very nation demanded that the mutiny be 
ended, the ringleaders hung and the remainder severely punished. It is not too difficult to 
imagine the dilemma that Hornblower faced. 
(Lord Hornblower, chapter 1). 
Once Hornblower had become the temporary Military Governor of Le Havre, he used his 
position to pardon forty of the mutineers, seamen and boys, because he needed extra men 
for his own ship and two prize crews. Later, he cleverly used blackmail to persuade the 
newly returned Duc d’Angouleme to pardon the twenty mutineers who were facing 
hanging. In both instances, Hornblower’s humanitarian principles had led him to these acts 
of mercy and he achieved without any prejudice to naval discipline. 
(Lord Hornblower, chapter 13). 
Hornblower was a prisoner in June 1815 after the abortive attempt of the “Upper Loire” to 
resist the return of Napoleonic rule. He was facing an imminent trial to be followed almost 
certainly by execution by firing squad. It was at this stage that he pleaded with his captor, 
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General Clausen, for Brown’s life to be spared. “The genuineness and sincerity of his anxiety 
about Brown’s welfare had their effect on Clausen, who could not fail to be affected by these 
pleadings for a subordinate by a man who himself was about to lose his life”. For 
Hornblower, what he had done had seemed the obvious thing to do. 
(Lord Hornblower, chapter 20). 
In The Hornblower Companion, C S Forester outlined the plot of a story that he never got 
round to writing. It was to be set in 1819 when there was considerable unemployment in 
England with its smaller peacetime Navy and with many seamen looking for work. 
Hornblower himself was a half-pay captain. While in Portsmouth visiting his old friend, 
Pellew, now Lord Exmouth, a footpad confronted him one night demanding his money. In 
his biographer’s words, “Hornblower’s liberal feelings have no time to assert themselves. He 
reacts violently against compulsion” and disarms his assailant with a lunge with his walking 
stick. However, instead of having the man arrested, he marched him back to Pellew’s ship 
and asked that he be enlisted. If he had written a story around this incident, it would have 
been published under the title of The Point and the Edge. 
(The Hornblower Companion, section 39). 
There is no doubt that Hornblower felt much sympathy for the slaves being carried on the 
Estrella, a Spanish slave ship. He could hear their “continuous faint wailing” from the open 
hatchways of their ship as she lay at anchor near HMS Clorinda in San Juan harbour. In his 
case, there was probably more to capturing the Estrella than just “head money”, his share of 
the payment made to the Navy ship that stopped her. 
(Hornblower in the West Indies – The Star of the South). 
During the last days of his office as Commander-Chief in the West Indies, Hornblower had to 
deal with the impending court martial of Bandsman Hudnutt, a Royal Marine, who had 
wilfully disobeyed an order to blow the right note, as written in the sheet music, on his 
cornet. Hornblower did not welcome the almost certain outcome of the trial. It would be 
either a hanging or a probable lethal round of flogging. His own secretary “was perfectly 
well aware that his admiral detested hangings and floggings”. However, Hudnutt managed 
to escape and Hornblower enjoyed some “small comfort” that his whereabouts were still 
unknown. However, he was worried in case his recapture would lead to Barbara taking 
action to save him by appeals to Hornblower’s successor or even the Governor.  
(Hornblower in the West Indies – The Hurricane). 
In what seemed like a farewell address in praise of his subject, C S Forester described 
Hornblower at the age of seventy-two and, in 1848, very happily settled in Smallbridge with 
a still beautiful wife, Barbara. He referred to Hornblower’s “lifelong and kindly Liberalism”. 
(The Last Encounter). 
 
 
On Heaving-to: 
A ferocious Channel storm eventually forced Hornblower and the Porta Coeli, an eighteen-
gun brig, to heave–to as she headed towards the coast of Normandy. C S Forester described 
the effect as follows: “the furling of the foretopsail eased her, and the stay-sail steadied her, 
and then she came to the wind. Until now she had fought against it; now she yielded to it, 
like a woman giving way at last to an importunate lover. She rose to an even keel, turning 
her starboard bow to the choppy seas, rising and falling to them with something of rhythm 
instead of her previous unpredictable plunges over the quartering waves”. 
(Lord Hornblower, chapter 3). 
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No Longer Heaving-to: 
“In a moment the Porta Coeli changed from something quiescent and acquiescent into 
something fierce and desperate. She ceased to yield to wind and sea, ceased to let them 
hurtle past her; now she met them, she fought against them, battled with them. She was like 
some tigress previously content to evade the hunters by slinking from cover to cover, but 
now hurling herself on her tormentors mad with fighting fury”. 
(Lord Hornblower, chapter 4). 
 
 
“Hornblower’s Charitable Offering”: 
This is the title of one of the so-called missing three short stories originally written as 
magazine articles. This one was published in Argosy Magazine in the USA in May 1941 and 
again in 1976 in Hornblower One More Time. While the three pieces are not part of the main 
Hornblower canon, this particular one could have been easily slotted in between chapters 8 
and 9 in A Ship of the Line if it had been written three years earlier in 1938 when that book 
was published. The action takes place after Hornblower and HMS Sutherland have sailed 
into the Mediterranean to rendezvous off the coast of Spain with HMS Caligula in June 
1810. What followed is another example of Hornblower’s humanity. Before arrival at the 
rendezvous point, the Sutherland picked up two French seamen from a raft. They had been 
prisoners of war held by the Spanish on the Balearic island of Cabrera from which they had 
escaped. Hornblower then sailed to the island where he attempted to land much needed 
food to the other starving and badly treated French prisoners. Sutherland’s track showing 
the location of this very “charitable offering” is shown at the front and back of the One 
More Time volume. In his Hornblower Companion, C S Forester used the analogy of the shish 
kebab to explain the composition of his story of Hornblower and the Sutherland. The shish 
kebab contains a variety of food pieces held together on a skewer. Similarly, A Ship of the 
Line contained various different actions such as cutting out expeditions, convoy battles, 
shore raids and a battle with four French warships. The skewer in this case was Hornblower 
and his ship. The Charitable Offerings short story could be regarded as a piece of food that 
was prepared too late for its place on the skewer. 
(Hornblower One More Time – Hornblower’s Charitable Offering). 
(The Hornblower Companion, section 20). 
 
 
The Sounds of a Battle: 

(1) By now an eighteen-year old midshipman on HMS Indefatigable, and in charge of the 
ship’s jolly boat, Hornblower took part in a cutting out expedition in the River 
Gironde to capture and to bring out the twenty-gun French corvette, Papillon.  

“He put the tiller over and the boat swirled round and the bowman hooked on. From the 
deck just above came a noise exactly like a tinker hammering on a cooking-pot”. “He realised 
with vague astonishment that the kettle-mending noise he had heard was the sound of 
cutlass against cutlass – that clash of steel against steel that poets wrote about. So much for 
romance”.  

(2) As the captured Papillon was worked down the river towards the sea and the 
Indefatigable, “the misty air was torn by a series of infernal screams, supernaturally 
loud. The first cannon balls Hornblower ever heard were passing him by”. 

(Mr Midshipman Hornblower – The Man Who Felt Queer). 
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A Hatred of Physical Punishment and Cruelty: 
As the junior lieutenant on HMS Renown, Hornblower had responsibility for the prisoner, 
McCool, and he had the task of carrying out his execution. For Hornblower, the thought of 
such an execution was “nauseating”. Once it had happened, he was left “sick and pale” and 
later “he felt undiminished that revulsion of spirit”. 
(Hornblower and the Widow McCool). 
When Mr Foreman, one of his Volunteers or “young gentlemen”, failed to hand over some 
newly received and important despatches when he should have, Hornblower could have 
had him beaten by the boatswain’s rattan. However, he saw the “sick fright” on Foreman’s 
face and the horror of possible corporal punishment, “a horror that Hornblower himself 
shared”, and punished him instead by holding back his spirits for a week.  
(Hornblower and the Hotspur, chapter 7).   
His steward, Grimes, had pleaded not to be sent ashore on the raid on Petit Minou and he 
had therefore made himself liable to hanging or “at the very least five hundred lashes” for 
“showing cowardice”. Hornblower hated the thought of having to order either punishment. 
However, Grimes saved his captain from having to make any decision by hanging himself in 
Hornblower’s cabin while he was ashore on the raid. 
(Hornblower and the Hotspur, chapters 10 and 11).  
Although Hornblower hated ordering physical punishment, despite the need for the 
maintenance of discipline, he was only “a little sorry afterwards” when he ordered the 
beating on HMS Atropos of Mr Prince. The royal personage had been skylarking aloft in the 
rigging and had fallen off, fortunately into the sea and not on to a hard deck.  Hornblower’s 
anger with him boiled over and perhaps, just for once, he derived satisfaction in leaving a 
“smarting royal posterior”. 
(Hornblower and the Atropos, chapter 19). 
C S Forester continued to describe how Hornblower hated the use of corporal punishment. 
One morning on HMS Lydia, a half-witted seaman was flogged for persistently spitting on 
the deck despite being ordered to stop the habit. Hornblower “hated ordering it and 
dreaded witnessing it” but at the same time, “he was ashamed of the fact that he looked 
upon punishment as a beastly business”. 
(The Happy Return, chapter 1). 
Hornblower “had never forgotten the misery of his early days at sea”. He was on deck on 
HMS Sutherland when newly pressed men were being deloused and put under the 
washdeck pump. He noticed on one of them “a red angry welt across one white shoulder”. 
He hated bullying and reprimanded the petty officer responsible, leaving Bush puzzled by 
Hornblower’s “disciplinary methods”.  During the first ten days of the Sutherland’s voyage to 
the Mediterranean, Hornblower ordered five floggings. Even though this “sacrifice” had 
“sickened his stomach”, he felt them to be necessary “to show the wilder spirits what might 
happen as a result of inattention to orders”. A glance later at the men told him that he had 
“prescribed” the correct level of punishment. 
(A Ship of the Line, chapters 1 and 7). 
Hornblower one morning came across a class being taken on the quarterdeck of the 
Nonsuch. Its subject was navigation and the sailing master was instructing a group of 
midshipmen. One of them, “a mere child whose voice had not broken” was having difficulty 
completing the definition of parallax. Hornblower did not want the boy caned for not 
knowing the answer and he “intervened in hurried pity” to avoid such a punishment. As it 
happened, the midshipman was Gerard, the nephew of the second lieutenant on HMS 
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Sutherland and still held as a prisoner of war by the French. Bush had taken the young 
Gerard on his ship “for the sake of his uncle”. 
(The Commodore, chapter 17). 
After the destruction of the Jamaican pirate gang who had kidnapped him, Hornblower 
decided not to wait to see the survivors hung.  When asked by the Governor, Hornblower 
replied that, “hangings don’t agree with me, Your Excellency”. He would have been only a 
little more surprised if “he had heard that Hornblower did not agree with hangings – and 
that was very nearly as correct”. 
(Hornblower in the West Indies – The Bewildered Pirates). 
 
 
 
First Impressions – Maria: 
“A young woman – no, a woman not quite young”. “Bush could see that with her sturdy 
figure she was in no need of help” (in moving his temporary bed and bedding). But for 
Hornblower, “There’s a strange pleasure”, he said, “in knowing there’s a human being who 
cares whether I’m alive or dead. Why that should give pleasure is a question to be debated 
by the philosophic mind”. 
(Lieutenant Hornblower, chapter 19).  
 
 
More about Maria: 
C S Forester went on to make it clear that Maria had fallen heavily for Hornblower while he 
was staying at her mother’s boarding house in Portsmouth. Her attention to him and her 
small acts of kindness were not unnoticed. She had slipped a half crown into his needy 
pocket much to his great embarrassment and her tearful reaction on the news of his 
impending absence at sea  made him feel under an obligation to her, much to Bush’s 
puzzled amusement when he observed this. “It had not occurred to Hornblower that he 
might run away from a situation for which his temperament necessarily made him feel 
responsible”. Bush watched when “she gazed up at Hornblower with adoration shining in her 
face, and he looked down at her with infinite kindness. And already there was something a 
little proprietorial about the adoration, and perhaps there was something wistful about the 
kindness”. 
(Lieutenant Hornblower, chapter 20). 
This situation led on to the following mistake being made about a week later on 2nd April 
1803 .…. 
 
 
More Opening Lines: 
““Repeat after me”, said the parson. “I Horatio, take thee Maria Ellen…” The thought came 
up in Hornblower’s mind that these were the last few seconds in which he could withdraw 
from doing something which he knew to be ill-considered. Maria was not the right woman to 
be his wife, even admitting that he was suitable material for marriage in any case. If he had 
a grain of sense, he would break off this ceremony even at this last moment, he would 
announce that he had changed his mind, and he would turn away from the altar and from 
the parson and from Maria, and he would leave the church a free man”. 
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Thus began Hornblower’s troubled and unhappy marriage to Maria, a marriage where he 
forced himself to be affectionate to her because he, being a fundamentally decent man, 
never wanted to be cruel to her. 
(Hornblower and the Hotspur, chapter 1) 
 
Hornblower and Maria: 
Hornblower did not love Maria and knew he had made a great mistake. However, he never 
wished to hurt her and he tried very hard to avoid making her aware of his lack of feelings. 
“He had entered into this marriage voluntarily, and he had to go on playing the part”. He 
therefore “forced” himself to appear to be a loving husband. He made himself write letters 
to her in as tender words as possible. On the rare times he was at home with her and their 
baby, he “was careful to make Maria the centre of his thoughts”. When it came to his 
career, “Maria was shrewd and sharp, but she was content to leave naval details to her 
husband”. 
(Hornblower and the Hotspur, various chapters). 
On so many occasions, Hornblower felt guilty and then tried to make amends to Maria “for 
his cavalier treatment of her”. Each time he did this left him “battling with the self-contempt 
that his hypocrisy was arousing”.  
(Hornblower and the Atropos, chapter 2). 
 “As long as he pretended to be in love with her Maria would be happy and unconscious”. 
“All his decent instincts as well as his soft-heartedness and irresolution compelled him to 
remain faithful to her, to give her pleasure, to act as if he were her truly devoted husband”.  
 (A Ship of the Line, chapters 2 and 3). 
Hornblower found it hard to describe Maria to a stranger, particularly the non-English 
speaking Marie on the banks of the Loire. He was wary “lest he should betray the fact that 
he did not love her”. 
(Flying Colours, chapter 8). 
With the prospect of his imminent return to England from France, Hornblower “forced 
himself to admit that he did not want to go back to Maria. He did not want to”. But then 
Hornblower received the news that Maria was already dead. She had died following the 
birth of their third child. He was now free of her. “He would not have bought his freedom at 
such a price. She had earned by her own devotion his attention, his kindness, and he would 
have given them to her uncomplainingly for the rest of his life. He was desperately sorry that 
she was dead”.  
(Flying Colours, chapters 15 and 17). 
In later life and married to Barbara, he had a wife he could be proud of “and not a wife he 
could only gloweringly dare the world to criticise – poor Maria in her forgotten grave in 
Southsea”. 
(Lord Hornblower, chapter 4). 
 
 
Mutinies – 1: 
The principal mutiny that required Hornblower’s attention and resolution was the one that 
took place on HMS Flame in the Bay of the Seine. However, prior to that episode, and not 
included as part of the normal Hornblower canon, he had been dragged into another mutiny 
when he was a newly promoted lieutenant. The short story, The Hand of Destiny, describes 
Hornblower’s detachment to HMS Marguerite, a frigate on blockade duty in the Bay of 
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Biscay off Ferrol. He had been on the ship for only a week with its bloody tyrant of a captain, 
Courtney. The crew had been mustered to witness no less than fifteen floggings, something 
Hornblower regarded as “a human sacrifice”. Before this could take place, the fifteen men 
about to be punished broke free from their escort and loaded and pointed two eighteen-
pounder carronades from the forecastle depressed to sweep the main deck and the crew 
with “grape atop o’ canister”. Much to Hornblower’s consternation, the leader of the 
mutineers then told the captain to “send Mr Hornblower. We can trust ‘im” as a mediator. 
As he was to find out later in the Flame mutiny, there was an immediate need to establish 
the extent of his powers to treat with the rebels. They were in a strong position with one of 
them, the ship’s half-wit, Fletcher, waiting “in the magazine with flint and steel”. A short 
truce followed for a week broken when the Marguerite sighted and engaged the Spanish 
thirty-six gun ship, Castilla. Hornblower led one of the boarding parties and they captured 
the Spaniard in a brief but very violent fight. At its end, Hornblower spotted the wounded 
Fletcher lying on the deck and aiming a pistol at his captain. “Hornblower’s instinct was to 
put out his hand and drag him out of the line of fire”. There was a “tiniest moment of 
hesitation” by “the hand of destiny” in the title of this story, leading to the wounding of 
Courtney and the end of his naval career. 
Hornblower had joined the Marguerite from HMS Indefatigable and the command “of the 
just and humane Sir Edward Pellew”. He saw “a potential masterpiece like HMS Marguerite 
and her crew mishandled and wasted”. He wanted to see the crew change “from a mass of 
sullen, incipient mutineers into an organisation of enthusiasts such as Pellew commanded”. 
To his mind, the wounding of Courtney “had certainly resulted in the further good of the 
service”. In passing, it is noteworthy that the idea of acting for the good of the service was 
already in Hornblower’s mind about four years before he served under Captain Sawyer on 
HMS Renown. 
(Hornblower One More Time – The Hand of Destiny). 
 [published in Collier’s magazine, November 1940] 
 
 
His Presentational Swords - the First One: 
In May 1805, Hornblower attended as an expert witness at the court martial of his 
successor, the new captain of HMS Hotspur. The ship had been lost after grounding in 
hazardous waters off Brest. For the trial, he “wore the brass-hilted Langer which was all he 
could boast as a sword”. 
(Hornblower and the Crisis, chapter 3).  
As the Captain of HMS Atropos, the sword that he wore in 1806 “at the court of his King was 
a cheap one”. At that stage in his career, “he had never been able to afford a good sword”. 
When he prepared to board the Castilla, he actually discarded his sword and armed himself 
with a standard Navy issue cutlass. 
(Hornblower and the Atropos, chapter 20).   
However, he later received two swords that were of much higher quality: 
In 1810, Hornblower was in the Mediterranean in command of HMS Sutherland. When he 
led a cutting out raid on Port Vendres, he actually used the “fifty guinea” sword to cut 
through the boarding net of the ship being taken. The sword “was of the finest steel and had 
a razor edge; he was cutting through strand after strand of the netting”. When later,   
Hornblower was forced to surrender the Sutherland to the French, he realised that “they 
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would take his sword of honour away from him” while his other sword was “still in pawn to 
Duddingstone the ship chandler”. He never expected to be able to redeem it. 
(A Ship of the Line, chapters 11 and 20). 
His first presentational sword, most probably awarded in 1808, was a “gold-hilted sword (a 
sword to the value of fifty guineas), the gift of the Patriotic Fund for Lieutenant (?) 
Hornblower’s part in the capture of the Castilla”. (He was actually a Captain at this stage 
when he commanded HMS Atropos). He wore it on ceremonial occasions or when he had to 
call on local foreign governors and viceroys when he commanded the Lydia and the 
Sutherland. He last saw it in 1810 when his French captors forced him to surrender it in the 
Spanish fortress of Rosas. By then, the sword was in a very poor state with “the hiltless tang 
and the battered places on the sheaf where the gold had been torn off”.   
 
 
Which Castilla? 
Confusingly, Hornblower’s biographer mentions two ships in Hornblower’s career with the 
same name.  
The first Castilla was the thirty-six gun Spanish warship intercepted and captured by the 
frigate, HMS Marguerite (Captain Courtney) when Hornblower was a newly promoted 
lieutenant. He led one of the boarding parties. This Castilla had managed to break out of the 
Ferrol blockade in the Bay of Biscay in late 1796. C S Forester never mentioned this incident 
again in the Hornblower biographies and its story is not included in the main Hornblower 
canon. See section above under “Mutinies - number one”. 
(Hornblower One More Time – The Hand of Destiny). 
The second Castilla was a large forty-four gun Spanish frigate, a survivor of Trafalgar. 
Boarding parties from Hornblower’s ship, HMS Atropos, and from another British frigate, 
HMS Nightingale, (Captain Ford), captured her in the Mediterranean and took her into 
Palermo Harbour in Sicily probably in late 1807. 
(Hornblower and the Atropos, chapter 19 and 20). 
C S Forester mentioned the Castilla and Hornblower’s connection with her five times in the 
Hornblower books: in Hornblower and the Atropos, The Happy Return, A Ship of the Line, 
Flying Colours and Lord Hornblower. The principal reference is to the “fifty-guinea sword” 
awarded to him for the capture of the Castilla. However, which Castilla was C S Forester 
writing about and when did the capture take place? In The Happy Return, covering the 
period in 1808 when Hornblower was in the Pacific, C S Forester referred to “a gold-hilted 
sword, (a sword of the value of fifty guineas), the gift of the Patriotic Fund for Lieutenant 
Hornblower’s part in the capture of the Castilla six years ago”.  In 1808, “six years ago” 
would have been 1802. The first Castilla was captured in 1796, twelve years before and the 
second Castilla taken in 1807, one year before. If C S Forester had referred to the capture as 
taking place only one year ago, there would be little doubt that the Castilla he was referring 
to was the one captured by the Atropos and Nightingale in 1807. He would also most likely 
refer to a capture described in the main Hornblower canon of books and not one reported 
in an early short story when he might not have had full access to details about Hornblower’s 
early life and career. Remember that he did not write about Hornblower’s life as a 
midshipman and lieutenant until fifteen years after he started writing about Captain 
Hornblower. 
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His Presentational Swords – the Second One: 
The reason for Hornblower receiving this sword is much more straightforward. It was “the 
sword “of one hundred guineas value” presented to him by the Patriotic Fund for his defeat 
of the Natividad in the Lydia”. It had a gold-mounted scabbard and a gold hilt.  Before he 
took HMS Sutherland to sea, he had had to pawn the sword with a Mr J. Duddingstone, a 
Plymouth pawnbroker, to buy captain’s stores. He was allowed forty guineas for a “sword of 
one hundred guineas value”. However, such was the public acclamation for Hornblower’s 
escape and the way in which he achieved it, Duddingstone let the forty guineas “slip out of 
his fingers” an act that left Hornblower “genuinely moved”. This was the sword that 
Hornblower later saw with the hilt pointing towards him proclaiming that he had been 
found not guilty at his court martial. 
(Flying Colours, chapter 17). 
As Hornblower travelled to London for a meeting at the Admiralty, “the hundred-guinea 
sword given him by the Patriotic Fund” performed yet another useful service. He was able to 
hold it with his hands vertically under his cloak to keep the heavy wet garment away from 
his cocked hat that was on his knees. The sword was later actually used in anger. At the 
official dinner at the Peterhof Palace held in the presence of the Tsar and the Prince of 
Sweden, Hornblower wielded the “hundred-guinea gold-hilted sword, the gift of the 
Patriotic Fund, with an edge like a razor” to slash the wrist of his secretary, Braun. The latter 
was about to use a pistol he had stolen from Hornblower to assassinate the two royals 
(The Commodore, chapters 2 and 12). 
 
 
Mutinies - 2:  
The more serious mutiny that involved Hornblower was the one that took place in October 
1813 on HMS Flame, just off Normandy in the Bay of the Seine. The captain of the Flame, an 
eighteen-gun brig, was Chadwick whom Hornblower remembered from when he was a 
midshipman on the Indefatigable some twenty years before. The mutineers had set free five 
men who returned to England with their demands. Apparently, the captain had persistently 
acted cruelly and unjustly, flogging and starving his crew. Lord St Vincent ordered 
Hornblower somehow to sort out the situation, recover the ship and arrest the mutineers. 
For the Admiralty, “whatever the cause, mutiny must be suppressed instantly, visited with 
extreme punishment. Smallpox or the plague were no more infectious and no more fatal 
than mutiny in a fighting service”. Hornblower firstly had to obtain from the Admiral carte 
blanche or full powers to deal with the mutineers. During a tense discussion, St Vincent 
explained to Hornblower that he had appointed him because the men liked him and trusted 
him and because “it’s brains that are needed here”. He did grant full powers to Hornblower 
to deal with mutineers and he had to deal urgently with the threat. Any news of the mutiny 
leaking out could lead to it being copied throughout the fleet with unthinkable 
consequences for the country. Hornblower sailed into the Bay of the Seine on HMS Porta 
Coeli and was rowed over to the Flame where he encountered the leader of the mutineers, 
Nathaniel Sweet. A hostile meeting ensued leaving Hornblower little option but to return to 
his ship. However, he was able to take careful note of the appearance of the Flame, almost 
identical to the Porta Coeli except for her foretopsail on which there was a white cross-
shaped patch. He eventually came to the point where he expected a vicious battle to be 
fought between the two ships. The thought of this suddenly brought to the surface his 
memories of his new domestic life, his son, Richard, and his wife, Barbara, and their lives at 
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Smallbridge and in London in Bond Street. “He wanted to live, and soon he might die”. His 
earlier sympathy for the mutineers and their cause faded and a “fierce resentment” took its 
place. At the end of the engagement with the Flame and its encircling French gunboats, 
Hornblower saw that some mutineers were escaping by jumping overboard to swim ashore. 
He saw the leader of the mutineers, Nathaniel Sweet, in the water, picked up a musket and 
shot him dead. As far as Hornblower was concerned, he was the one mutineer who could 
not escape. “For the sake of England, for the sake of the service, he must die”. Later, as he 
composed a report of this action for the Admiralty, he realised that killing the leader of a 
mutiny would appear to be good for naval discipline but it might not appear so well in 
Barbara’s eyes. He had, after all, “shed blood and had taken a human life with his own  
hands”.  “He himself did not relish the memory of that white head sinking beneath the 
waves”. 
 Once ashore in Le Havre and for the time being acting as its Governor, Hornblower was able 
to pardon forty of HMS Flame’s mutineers. These were forty seamen and boys and he 
urgently needed extra men for that ship and for the prize crews for the two French ships he 
had taken, the West Indiaman, Caryatide, and the chasse-maree, Bonne Celestine. However, 
twenty more mutineers awaited Hornblower’s signature on their death sentences. The 
humanitarian Hornblower really did not want these men executed. He cleverly blackmailed 
the Duc d’Angouleme into granting them a pardon because “it would be unfitting that the 
opening days of the return of the Dynasty to France should be marred by the shedding of 
blood of Englishmen, however guilty”. Hornblower arranged this without prejudice to naval 
discipline because he could then be seen to have been compelled to accept the wishes of 
returning French royalty. He had triumphed over “Bourbon narrow-mindedness and 
stubbornness”. 
(Lord Hornblower, chapters 1, 4, 5, 7, 8, 12 and 13).  
 
 
Hornblower the Actor -1: 
For the time that Hornblower was with Maria, he acted the part of a committed and loving 
husband and he was generally successful in this role. Maria showed little open signs of 
feeling unloved. Hornblower was always capable of acting or pretending to be someone he 
was not. Bush noticed this when he first met him when he joined HMS Renown. Bush 
initially thought that he had come across a “firebrand” but then he saw “a ghost of a 
twinkle” in Hornblower’s eye and realised that he was not fierce at all. “It was almost as if 
he had been exercising himself in a foreign language”.  
(Lieutenant Hornblower, chapter 1).  
Hornblower deliberately and knowingly acted the part of a cruel and sadistic naval officer 
when he retook the Amelia Jane, a large brig that a French privateer had captured. Once in 
control of this ship, he needed to extract from its prize crew the location of the privateer 
herself. Hornblower knew this ship was close but it was totally obscured by a very dense fog 
in the Downs, near Deal in Kent. To obtain this information from the naturally reluctant 
Frenchmen, he threatened to lynch them one by one unless they divulged their ship’s 
position. Hornblower forced himself to appear as tyrannical and blood thirsty as possible to 
his captives and to his own men from the Atropos. However, Hornblower hated himself “for 
the part he had to play”. 
(Hornblower and the Atropos, chapter 8). 
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Hornblower wanted “to appear in the eyes of his officers and men to be a man of complete 
self-confidence and imperturbability – and this was only partially to gratify himself. The 
more respect in which a captain was held, the better for his ship”. For these reasons, he 
actively tried to affect an attitude of unhurried calm and composure, for example, walking 
slowly when he really wanted to hurry, and other similar tricks.  
(The Happy Return, chapters 1 and 13). 
Hornblower “was always yearning after the impossible, to appear a strong silent capable 
man, unmoved by emotion”. He wanted to seem to be this to himself as well as to other 
people. For example, even though he had every cause to congratulate himself after making 
a perfect landfall at the Gulf of Fonseca on the Pacific coast of Central America after eleven 
weeks of being out of sight of land, he “felt no elation about it”. 
(The Happy Return, chapter 2). 
He continued to play the actor with his “desire to appear a hero in the eyes of his steward”. 
Hornblower therefore forced himself to eat a (distasteful) meal in front of him while not at 
all hungry but feeling nervous about the Lydia’s impending arrival in the Gulf of Fonseca.  
(The Happy Return, chapter 3). 
“He lay there for the rest of the night, unsleeping, and yet staying rigidly still so that the 
quarterdeck officers might think him asleep and admire the steadiness of his nerves”. 
(The Happy Return, chapter 16).  
Sometimes Hornblower forgot to act a part in situations where he might have been 
expected to adopt a pose. For example, when HMS Sutherland was off Ushant and escorting 
a convoy of six East Indiamen, two French privateer luggers attempted to carry off one of 
these ships. “In the excitement of instant action he had no thought for the dramatic aspect 
of affairs, forgot the need to pose, and made no attempt to impress his subordinates with his 
calm”. 
(A Ship of the Line, chapter 6). 
Sometimes Hornblower did not need to act. For example, on the night before the 
Sutherland was expecting to intercept four French ships of the line near Rosas, he actually 
twice fell asleep naturally. This meant that his steward, Polwheal, had to wake him each 
time. Hornblower was secretly pleased that Polwheal would then tell the ship that their 
captain had “nerves of steel” and could sleep soundly even before an imminent battle. He 
was able to strengthen this impression by taking time to shave and have a “chill bath under 
the washdeck pump”. 
(A Ship of the Line, chapter 20). 
Just for once, Hornblower really had to act a part. When he, together with Bush and Brown, 
arrived in Nantes on their escape from France, they each wore the disguise of a Dutch 
customs official. Count Ladon and his household had made these costumes at the Chateau 
de Gracay. Hornblower, as a colonel of douaniers, was required to affect a “haughty 
demeanour”. He was well aware that he had long played the part of a man of “rigid 
imperturbability”. He now acted his new role with great success.  
(Flying Colours, chapter 13). 
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Hornblower the Actor - 2: 
While Hornblower was waiting for Admiral Louis to tell him what his next mission was to be, 
he decided for once to be natural and not to adopt a pose and appear to be reluctant or as if 
he was making a great personal sacrifice. He was too pleased with his promotion and too 
excited to bother to act. 
(The Commodore, chapter 2). 
As Hornblower’s squadron of ships prepared to sail into the Sound that divided Sweden and 
Denmark, he also prepared to start acting again. This time his force would be sailing close to 
Danish gun batteries under French control. “He was about to walk up and down, when he 
remembered that he must stand still to maintain his pose of indifference”. However, this act 
did not fool Bush. “When Hornblower stood still instead of walking about, and when he 
drawled out his words as he was doing at present, then in Hornblower’s opinion there was 
danger ahead”. 
(The Commodore, chapter 6). 
After the four boats from his squadron had set off on their attack into the Frisches Haff, 
Hornblower was feeling very anxious about its outcome. “He had to force himself to relax, 
to appear composed. He permitted himself to walk the deck, but slowed down his nervous 
strides to a casual saunter”. To make his acting easier, he told himself that he had made 
every preparation possible and that “worry and anxiety were not really connected with the 
facts of the case”. He also understood those senior officers who had in the past appeared 
pompous to him. Being pompous was a way of hiding his anxiety. 
(The Commodore, chapter 15). 
Hornblower sometimes did himself no favours by his acting. “For the ephemeral and 
extremely doubtful pleasure of showing himself to be what he was not, a man untouched by 
human emotions, he was now having to pay the present price of loneliness”. He felt it served 
him right. On this occasion, he had been alone in his room in Le Havre and worrying about 
the fate of Bush and the expedition up the River Seine to destroy a French siege-train. After 
a very loud and far-off explosion had been heard from that direction, he had dismissed his 
two senior officers by putting on an act of being above such trifling news. He immediately 
regretted this because what he really needed then was company and friendship. His role as 
the local military governor was a lonely one.   
(Lord Hornblower, chapter 12). 
C S Forester alluded to Hornblower’s “acting ability” at the time in San Juan when the 
Spanish Captain-General suggested to his visitor that HMS Clorinda should remain in port 
until after the departure of the slave ship, Estrella. His suggestion was an implied threat 
because there were “a hundred thirty-two pounders” that could sweep the harbour. 
Hornblower had to maintain an expressionless pose and in so doing, “he smiled the smile of 
a good loser”.  
(Hornblower in the West Indies – The Star of the South). 
After Hornblower’s escape from pirates in Jamaica, his first rescuer asked what had 
happened to him. “It would never do for an Admiral, a Commander-in-Chief, to betray 
unmanly weakness” and so he answered that pirates had kidnapped him. He spoke 
“nonchalantly”, acting as if this happened to anyone any day. 
 (Hornblower in the West Indies – The Bewildered Pirates). 
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Droits de l‘homme: 
The Droits de l’homme was a Temeraire class 74-gun French ship of the line launched in 
1794. In December 1796, she sailed on what was to be, for the French, a disastrous invasion 
attempt to land troops in Ireland. Heading back to Brest and still with troops aboard, she 
was intercepted by two British frigates, HMS Indefatigable (Captain Sir Edward Pellew) and 
HMS Amazon (Captain Robert Reynolds). The engagement took place off Brittany in heavy 
seas on 13th January 1797 and the following day, damaged and not manoeuvrable, she 
grounded on a sand bank and was wrecked. Hundreds of lives were lost. HMS Amazon also 
ran aground and was captured. 
 What is not at all clear, however, is Hornblower’s involvement, if any, with this episode. On 
the one hand, C S Forester records that while on HMS Lydia, Hornblower told Lady Barbara 
about the sinking of the Droits de l’homme by HMS Indefatigable. Later, on HMS Sutherland, 
Hornblower said he remembered very clearly the French ship being driven “into the 
breakers”. Again, on HMS Nonsuch, he had remembered being at the lead when the French 
ship was destroyed “in the Biscay surf”. On the other hand, in Mr Midshipman Hornblower, 
there is no mention at all of any involvement by him in the sinking of this ship. The Droits de 
l’homme is not even mentioned in the book. Hornblower was captured by a Spanish fleet on 
Valentines Day 1797.  That date can be confirmed because he could hear the firing of 
broadsides “over there by Cape St Vincent”. That battle took place on 14th February 1797.  
Only a month before that date, the Droits de l’homme was wrecked but there is no 
reference to it whatsoever in Midshipman. To confuse matters further, when Hornblower 
was a lieutenant serving on HMS Renown, he was given responsibility for arranging the 
hanging of the Irish rebel, Barry McCool. Because he had been a Spanish prisoner in Ferrol 
for two years, “there were gaps in his knowledge of recent history”. He was said to have 
known nothing of any attempts by the French to invade Ireland in 1796 even though he only 
became a prisoner in February 1797. 
 One theory for this confusion is that C S Forester did not get round to a full research of 
Hornblower’s life as a midshipman until he had already written about Hornblower’s life as a 
captain and commodore in his first five biographies. His Midshipman book was his sixth and 
it was written over ten years after the first three. Alternatively, C S Forester had just 
forgotten what he had already written about the French ship. 
 
  
Hornblower and Bush: 
Bush first met Hornblower when he reported to him as the officer of the watch when he 
joined HMS Renown. He first thought that Hornblower was a “firebrand” but then changed 
his mind when he realised that “this fierce young lieutenant was not fierce at all” but was 
“play-acting” when he was admonishing an “acting gunner, and no good”. The biographies 
that C S Forester wrote about Hornblower were of course about Hornblower but in 
Lieutenant Hornblower, he also wrote considerably about Bush, initially describing the 
bewilderment felt by him with the mad Captain Sawyer of the Renown. Later on in the 
voyage, his attitude to Hornblower “might be called kindliness; it might be called affection. 
He had grown fond of this volatile, versatile young man, and he had no doubts now as to his 
physical courage”. 
Hornblower visited Bush while he was recovering from his wounds in the naval hospital in 
Jamaica. Each one was very pleased to see the other and there was clearly a close bond 
between them. Hornblower had brought a gift of fresh fruit. For Bush, “it was utterly 
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beyond possibility that he could give the least hint of the feeling that the gift evoked in him, 
that after lying lonely for these days in the hospital that he should find that someone cared 
about him”.  
(Lieutenant Hornblower, chapters 1, 8 and 15). 
Bush was a thoroughly reliable, diligent and competent seaman. He was a doughty fighter 
and was completely loyal to Hornblower who told him “there couldn’t be a more perfect 
First Lieutenant”. However, Bush lacked imagination and Hornblower at times cruelly 
allowed his moods to exploit this weakness. “The deliberate teasing of a nearly dumb 
animal; such behaviour really gave him no pleasure and only occasioned embarrassment to 
Bush”.  They shook hands with each other when Hornblower moved on from HMS Hotspur 
in May 1805. 
(Hornblower and the Crisis, chapter 1).  
Hornblower looked at Bush and saw “this very capable sailor, this splendid disciplinarian and 
fearless fighter who boasted so many of the good qualities in which he felt himself to be 
lacking”. However, he had a low opinion of Bush’s “capacity to make original plans”.  
(A Ship of the Line, chapters 1 and 12). 
 On HMS Sutherland, as the ship prepared to engage four French ships of the line, 
Hornblower saw that Bush’s “eyes were bright with anticipation of action. He saw in him a 
fighting man of the type to which he regretted he did not belong – a man who relishes the 
prospect of a battle for its own sake, who loved physical danger, who would never stop to 
count the odds against him”. In the later stages of the battle, Hornblower “saw Bush fall, 
with blood running from the stump of one leg where a foot was missing”. Despite his 
protestations, Hornblower ordered Bush to be carried below “into a place of safety where 
he might yet live”.  
(A Ship of the Line, chapters 19 and 20). 
Hornblower felt much loyalty towards his old friend. This showed itself on the road journey 
from prison at Rosas towards Paris for their trial. Bush had lost a foot during the battle with 
the French ships and he was in great pain as their enforced move began. At one stage, to 
comfort him Hornblower held his hand. “For a few brief seconds Bush’s hand stroked his  
feebly”. “During all the years they had served together it was the first sign of affection 
either had shown for the other”. (This was not strictly correct because Hornblower had 
visited Bush in the naval hospital in Jamaica where Bush was recovering from wounds 
received when Spanish prisoners on the ship had risen up in an attempt to capture HMS 
Renown. He had brought with him a gift of fresh fruit to his bedside). Further on in the 
journey, the absence one night of a doctor made it necessary for Hornblower and Brown to 
attend to Bush’s inflamed stump. Hornblower made himself remove a ligature from the 
wound and then to clean and redress it. C S Forester, once a trainee doctor, described this 
procedure in some detail and it is easy to understand why Hornblower felt queasy.  Ever the 
actor, he then made himself eat his supper. His “stomach resisted a protest at the 
suggestion of food. He would have liked to refuse, but that would have been too obvious a 
confession of weakness in front of a subordinate”. 
(Flying Colours, chapters 3 and 5).  
Hornblower was aware that Bush was not happy with mathematics, disliked playing whist 
and resisted any attempt to learn to speak French. “Bush mentally classed together French, 
whist and spherical geometry as subjects in which he was too old ever to make any further 
progress, and which he would be content, if he were allowed, to leave entirely to his admired 
captain”. 
(Flying Colours, chapter 9). 
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Bush visited Hornblower on the Victory when he had returned to Portsmouth to face his 
court martial. “At the sight of that homely face Hornblower’s depression evaporated like 
mist. He found himself grinning as delightedly as Bush. He wrung his hand over and over 
again”.  
(Flying Colours, chapter 17). 
Hornblower and Bush met each other again on the quarterdeck of HMS Nonsuch.  “He met 
Bush’s eye and he laughed outright, and Bush laughed with him. They were like a pair of 
schoolboys exulting over a successful bit of mischief. It was extraordinarily pleasant to be 
aware that Bush was not only pleased at serving with him again, but was also pleased just 
because Hornblower was pleased”. In the early stage of the voyage to the Baltic, an irregular 
thudding or thumping noise on the deck above his cabin had intrigued Hornblower. It had 
begun to irritate him because he could not find a cause for it. His curiosity was satisfied 
when, after going up on deck and calling Bush over to him, he heard the sound of Bush’s 
“wooden leg with its leather button” hitting the planking. As the voyage in the Baltic 
continued, Hornblower, as Commodore on his flagship, knew “he could trust Bush with any 
routine duty and he had to be very careful not to interfere with the working of the ship”. 
Hornblower did not communicate anything he regarded as unnecessary. Even though he 
could at any time be incapacitated for whatever reason, he gave little away to his second in 
command. When he was told anything, Bush “remained grateful for any scraps of 
information which Hornblower condescended to throw at him”.  
(The Commodore, chapter 4, 5, 11 and 14). 
Bush did not like Hornblower spending so much time ashore at Riga. He was “like a fussy 
parent with a venturesome child – like a hen with one chick. He was always nervous about 
entrusting his precious Hornblower to these unpredictable Russians”. 
(The Commodore, chapter 23). 
“Bush, by God!” This was Hornblower’s uncontrolled reaction when he heard that one of the 
ships detached to him in Le Havre by Admiral Pellew was HMS Nonsuch and Bush was her 
captain. “The devils that surrounded him were chased away as though by holy water at the 
thought of his old staunch matter-of-fact friend being just over the horizon”.  
“Good old Bush. It gave Hornblower some comfort to think that he would be supported 
today by the thundering broadsides and Bush’s stolid loyalty”. With Hornblower as the 
acting Governor of Le Havre, Bush, as the senior naval officer, was presented to the Duc 
d’Angouleme. He was the first member of the Bourbon royal family to set foot in France 
again in readiness for the restoration of the French monarchy. This “was convenient, for 
Bush loved a lord, and royalty he adored. The Duke would be an important name on the list 
in Bush’s memory headed by the Tsar of All the Russias”.  
Hornblower appointed Bush to lead an overnight amphibious attack on a French siege 
artillery unit comprising twenty-four heavy cannon together with all its accompanying 
ammunition. The attack was to proceed from Le Havre up the River Seine to the town of 
Caudebec. Much to his disappointment, Hornblower, as Commodore and as Governor, 
realised that he was too senior to lead this attack himself. He now trusted Bush’s capability 
to plan and execute the task. During the attack, there was an explosion in Caudebec of some 
hundred tons of gunpowder that obliterated Bush and most of his force. For once, “he could 
not pose”, faced by the shock of Bush’s death. There were no other survivors from the 
Nonsuch’s boats but the operation had been a great success with the destruction of a 
complete siege-train and its munitions. “But the loss of Bush coloured all Hornblower’s 
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thoughts”. “It was hard to think of a world without Bush in it”. “Brown’s grave would never 
be marked”, “his body had been blown into bloody unidentifiable rags”. 
(Lord Hornblower, chapters 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 and 14). 
 
 
Bush on Hornblower: 
“He looked at Hornblower with interest which he knew to be constantly increasing. 
Hornblower was a man always ready to adopt the bold course, a man who infinitely 
preferred action to inaction; widely read in his profession and yet a practical seaman. A 
student yet a man of action; a fiery spirit and yet discreet”. Yet at the same time, Bush kept 
wondering at what had actually happened to cause Captain Sawyer to fall through a 
hatchway. 
(Lieutenant Hornblower, chapter 5). 
After Hornblower’s distinguished behaviour in the capturing of Samana Fort, his (almost) 
mastery of heating shot, his skill and tact in dealing with Renown’s weak and frightened 
acting captain, Buckland, Bush “was fatalistic now about Hornblower. Exasperation over his 
activity and ingenuity had died of surfeit. There was something of resignation about Bush’s 
attitude, but there was something of admiration too. Bush was a generous soul, and there 
was not a mean motive in him”.  “Hornblower was a very brilliant young officer”. 
(Lieutenant Hornblower, chapter 12). 
Following Hornblower’s promotion to Commander, an admiring Bush realised that first class 
seamanship was not enough. “He knew now of other qualities equally necessary: a bold and 
yet thoughtful initiative, moral as well as physical courage, tactful handling both of superiors 
and of subordinates, ingenuity and quickness of thought”.  
(Lieutenant Hornblower, chapter 17). 
Once Hornblower was senior to Bush as his captain on HMS Hotspur, Bush seemed to take 
on a caring role for his younger friend. He tried unsuccessfully to persuade Hornblower to 
get more sleep because he considered that he was “not looking as well as you should” and 
because he had been “doing too much, sir”. Hornblower typically rebuffed these comments. 
(Hornblower and the Hotspur, chapter 16).  
Bush usually tried hard to be tactful with Hornblower and that in turn made him even 
angrier and sometimes ended with him swearing at his First Lieutenant. Bush had really 
wanted to sympathise with him but “he knew he dared not sympathise with his queer-
tempered captain”.  
(The Happy Return, chapter 12). 
“Bush had the queer feeling … that he was a father dealing with a high-spirited son; he loved 
his captain as he would have loved a son if ever he had had one”. These were Bush’s feelings 
after Hornblower had denied him the chance to lead a landing on a Mediterranean beach to 
capture and destroy a French coaster sailing in the nearby lagoon. Hornblower, though the 
Sutherland’s captain, chose to lead it. 
(A Ship of the Line, chapter 12). 
 
 
 
Bush on Hornblower, as told to Lady Barbara: 
In the course of the long southward Pacific journey of the Lydia towards Cape Horn, there 
were several opportunities for the ship’s officers to talk to Lady Barbara. Such an instance 
occurred one evening when Bush sat with her beside the taffrail. Their topic of conversation 
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was Hornblower. Bush confided that he regarded him as a thinker, a bit like Nelson. “He has 
more brains than all of the rest of us in this ship put together”. He was also the best seaman 
and navigator. Bush liked him and was sometimes concerned about him. He said that the 
men “worshipped” him. He was shy and had little “faith in himself”. Bush asked Lady 
Barbara if she “could try to take him out of himself” and distract him. She replied by saying 
that “Captain Hornblower has never taken a great deal of notice of me”. How little she 
knew!  
(The Happy Return, chapter 22).   
 
 
Some Thoughts of Bush on Naval Officers: 
While Bush might not have been able to frame his thoughts in a tabular system, on his 
behalf, C S Forester put into words his various ideas as he looked over at the young fifth 
lieutenant, Hornblower, talking to the elderly, worried first lieutenant, Buckland, on the 
quarterdeck of HMS Renown. From his own experience and observations plus “his native 
wit”, Bush seemed to categorise certain qualities into opposites. For example, a naval officer 
might be: 
-active v. passive. 
-eager for responsibility v. waiting for it to be forced on him. 
-efficient v. a blunderer. 
-intelligent v. stupid. 
-one who could act quickly and correctly in an emergency v. one who could not. 
-one with discretion v. one without it. 
-patient v. impatient. 
-one with strong nerves v. one with weak nerves. 
-one who leads v. one who is led. 
(Lieutenant Hornblower, chapter 6). 
 
 
The “Unbushed” Bush: 
C S Forester provided a good example of the extent of the research he employed in writing 
Hornblower’s biography when he explained the meaning of a gun becoming “unbushed”. 
Bush was commanding a small force on a headland overlooking Samana Bay on the island of 
Santo Domingo. He had managed to place a long nine-pounder gun so that it could fire 
down on to three Spanish privateers sheltering at the closed end of the bay. (This had been 
Hornblower’s idea).On the eighth round of shooting, “something screamed through the air 
like a banshee two yards over Bush’s head”, the gun had been “unbushed”. This meant that 
the touchhole in the breech of the gun, a tapering plug, had blown out due to erosion 
caused by the blasts of hot gas on each firing. The author then went on to explain in some 
detail how the gunner’s mate, Berry, carefully, and much too slowly for Bush, fitted a new 
plug. However, the previous seven rounds had already persuaded the Spanish Captain-
General, Villanueva, to surrender totally. “This was a victory, the destruction of a nest of 
privateers, the capture of a Spanish regiment, security for convoys going through the Mona 
Pass” and also prize money. 
(Lieutenant Hornblower, chapter 13).   
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Who Said That? – 2: 
“Black as the Earl of Hell’s riding boots”. (and similarly: “Black as Newgate Knocker”): 
Q: Who said that and why? 
A: Another Bush-ism. Lieutenant Bush was describing the darkness in the early hours of a 
Pacific morning as the Lydia was searching for the Natividad.  
(The Happy Return, chapter 16). 
 
How to Prevent a Loose Cannon: 
Shifting a cannon in a moving ship was highly dangerous, “it would go surging out of control 
in a moment”. However, when Hornblower took a fully loaded HMS Hotspur to sea for the 
first time he realised that she required trimming because she was slightly down in the bows. 
The solution was to move two of the ship’s nine pounders aft to two vacant gun-ports, thus 
transferring four tons of guns, carriages and ready use shot. The method used tackle to lift 
each gun from its carriage on to a mat “with its trunnions prohibiting any roll” and then to   
drag the mat to the new position. Once put in place, like all guns, the lashings “should be 
bowsed up taut”. The resulting adjustment to the trim made the Hotspur easier to tack or 
“more handy in stays”. 
(Hornblower and the Hotspur, chapter 3). 
 
  
Repelling Boarders: 
Boarders could be repelled, or at least slowed down, by rigging boarding nettings. Here are 
some notes from C S Forester on how to set them up: 
-“firstly, it’s a harassing, irritating business”, 
-get the nets out, lay them in position along the sides of the ship, 
- fasten their lower edges all round, 
-reeve lines from the yardarms and bowsprit through the upper edges, 
-haul them up into position, 
-see that they slope up and out from the ship’s sides from bow to stern, 
-do not fasten them too tautly, it’s more difficult to climb up loose netting. 
- practice makes perfect! 
(Hornblower and the Atropos, chapter 17). 
 
 
A Pleasant Evening on a Caribbean Beach: 
“The sea breeze had died away with the cooling of the land, and it was that breathless time 
of night when air pressures over island and ocean were evenly balanced. Not many miles out 
at sea the trade winds could blow, as they blew eternally but here on the beach a humid 
calm prevailed. The long swell of the Atlantic broke momentarily at the first hint of shallows 
far out but lived on, like some once vigorous man now feeble after an illness, to burst 
rhythmically in foam on the beach”. “And sea and surf and beach seemed to be afire; in the 
dark night the phosphorescence of the water was vividly bright, heaving up with the surf, 
running up the beach with the breakers”. These passages began C S Forester’s description of 
the landing in Samana Bay by men from HMS Renown.  
(Lieutenant Hornblower, chapter 9).  
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Hornblower’s Tone-Deafness - 1: 
The year before he joined the Navy, Hornblower went to classes given by a French émigré 
for lessons in “French, music, and dancing”. His teacher discovered that Hornblower “had no 
ear for music”. As can be seen below, this was to be a life-lasting condition. 
(Mr Midshipman Hornblower – The Cargo of Rice) 
C S Forester mentioned Hornblower’s unmusical ear when “the raucous sound of a military 
band” approached him followed by a royalist French band. “Hornblower’s tone-deaf ear 
distinguished it as making a thinner noise than the British infantry band”. However, he later 
heard the British band beating their drums to arms. “Hornblower, tone-deaf, but highly 
sensitive to rhythm, thought it was fine music, real music”. 
(Mr Midshipman Hornblower – The Frogs and the Lobsters). 
At his wedding to Maria, Hornblower wondered “how anyone could possibly find enjoyment 
in these distasteful noises” of the church organ playing.  
(Hornblower and the Hotspur, chapter 1). 
Shortly before the resumption of hostilities with the end of the Peace of Amiens, HMS 
Hotspur and the French frigate, Loire, passed each other just outside Brest. Their proximity 
allowed each ship to “render passing honours”. This was a first for Hornblower with a 
French ship of war and he acted very cautiously before he committed his ship to this 
ceremony. The Loire had twice as many guns as the Hotspur and her broadside would have 
been four times heavier. Hotspur’s pipes “twittered long and agonisingly” for a tone-deaf 
Hornblower while the Loire’s band produced an “incomprehensible blend of noises” that 
Bush later informed him was “God Save The King”. 
(Hornblower and the Hotspur, chapter 5). 
Hornblower was able to observe the ceremony by which Admiral Cornwallis was being  
received aboard HMS Tonnant. He heard “the sound of the squealing of the pipes and the 
boomp-bump noise that to his ears indicated a band playing”. 
(Hornblower and the Hotspur, chapter 9). 
While slowly sailing back to Plymouth on the becalmed water-hoy, Princess, a change in the 
direction and strength of the wind brought about a lifting of spirits among the men. 
“Someone near at hand raised his voice; Hornblower could tell that he was not hailing or 
quarrelling, but singing, going through an exercise incomprehensible and purposeless for 
the sake of some strange pleasure it gave”. 
(Hornblower and the Crisis, chapter 5). 
At the start of the waterborne procession on the Thames of Nelson’s body, “the band 
approached; all tunes were dreary to Hornblower, but he gathered that the one they were 
playing was drearier than most”. 
(Hornblower and the Atropos, chapter 4). 
When Hornblower brought the Atropos into Sicily, the church bells of Palermo were ringing. 
“Of all musical noises that was the one that annoyed him most”. He could not wait for the 
gun salute to start in order “to shatter this maddening sound”. 
(Hornblower and the Atropos, chapter 21).  
As the men on HMS Lydia strove to weigh anchor at Panama, a fiddler, two fifers and two 
drummers “were playing some lively tune – to Hornblower one tune was much the same as 
another”. Later on the voyage, Lady Barbara entertained and enchanted both officers and 
men with her singing in “a sweet soprano” voice while accompanying herself with a guitar. 
Hornblower “cursed his own tone-deafness which made Lady Barbara’s singing not merely 
indifferent to him but almost painful”. 
(The Happy Return, chapters 10 and 12). 
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At each Sunday morning church service at sea, Hornblower heard the singing of hymns or, 
what were to him, “tuneless bellowings”. To his tone-deaf ear, “the most beautiful music 
was to him no more than comparable with the noise of a cart along a gravel road”. He really 
wondered if there was more to music than just “mere noise”. 
(A Ship of the Line, chapter 7). 
 
 
Hornblower’s Tone-Deafness – 2: 
Hornblower and Barbara stood outside the door of their Smallbridge House to meet the 
local tenants and villagers. The ostler from the nearby inn started playing his fiddle and the 
children started to sing. The music was intended as a salute to Hornblower but “the tune 
meant nothing to his tone-deaf ear, but he could distinguish some of the words”. 
(The Commodore, chapter 1). 
At a dinner with some of his junior officers, Hornblower asked Lieutenant Freeman to 
entertain them with his singing. He had always hidden the fact that singing meant nothing 
to him. “Other people had this strange desire to hear music”. He noticed that Freeman’s 
singing was giving pleasure to the others but he just could not see how people derived this 
from music. Hornblower told himself that for him to try to understand music “was like a 
blind man trying to imagine colour”.  
(The Commodore, chapter 10). 
Further musical torture continued for Hornblower when the Governor of the city took him 
to the ballet in Riga. He endured over an hour of “sheer agony” and “persistent insidious 
noise”. “It was incorrect to say that music meant nothing to Hornblower; the monotonous 
beat of its rhythm, when he was compelled to listen to it for long, stirred something in the 
depths of him even while its guessed-at sweetness tormented his ear like a Chinese water 
torture”. 
(The Commodore, chapter 18). 
As Hornblower sat uncomfortably on a chapel stall in Westminster Abbey listening to a 
“deadly dull” sermon, he feared that it would be followed by further hymn singing. There 
would be “more of those high-pitched noises from the surpliced choir boys which would 
distress him painfully again, more painfully than the sermon or the oaken stall”. 
(Lord Hornblower, chapter 1).  
An orchestra played at the wedding of Brown and Annette at the Chateau de Gracay. It 
comprised fiddlers and pipers from the Auvergne “who played instruments something like 
Scottish bagpipes that afflicted Hornblower’s tone-deaf ear atrociously”. “Unable to tell one 
note of music from another”, Hornblower had to listen to the rhythm and watch the other 
dancers in order to move around the floor.  
(Lord Hornblower, chapter 18). 
At a formal reception in New Orleans, “somewhere within earshot of the drawing-room a 
string orchestra was playing, but luckily in a subdued manner, so that Hornblower was 
spared much of the irritation that he usually suffered when he was compelled to listen to 
music with his tone-deaf ear”. 
(Hornblower in the West Indies – St Elizabeth of Hungary). 
There was no escape for the tone-deaf Hornblower when he went ashore in San Juan on a 
full ceremonial visit to the Captain-General of the Spanish colony of Puerto Rico. He heard 
the “jerky braying” of a band and stood at attention “until the deafening noise ceased.  
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(As a matter of interest, the Spaniard who greeted him had already met Hornblower some 
eleven years before during the unsuccessful attack on Rosas on the east coast of Spain when 
he had been a “major of migueletes”).  
(Hornblower in the West Indies – The Star of the South). 
At times, it seemed as if Hornblower’s problem with his tone-deafness got worse as he got 
older. For example, he had to send his steward, Giles, two rooms away to tell his secretary 
and flag lieutenant to stop their “caterwauling”. They were “singing lustily while “they 
dressed for a ball being held in Jamaica. They should have known that “their tone-deaf 
Commander-in-Chief detested music”. At the ball, Hornblower was able to escape “the 
exasperating din of the orchestra” by playing whist in a separate room. 
(Hornblower in the West Indies – The Bewildered Pirates).  
Hornblower was guest for a fine dinner aboard the Bride of Abydos in Jamaica. He was 
starting to enjoy a very pleasant and nicely cooled dry sherry “when a new sound struck on 
his ear, and he turned and looked forward. At the foot of the mainmast a small orchestra 
had struck up, of various stringed instruments whose names he had never bothered to learn 
except for the fiddle. If it were not for the intrusion of this horrible music there could be 
nothing more delightful than to sit under an awning on the deck of a well-found ship with 
the sea breeze just beginning to come in”.  
(Hornblower in the West Indies – The Guns of Carabobo).  
As Commander-in Chief in the West Indies, Hornblower had his own band with Drum-Major 
Cobb in charge. He would go through the “farce” of approving Mr Cobb’s choice of music for 
formal occasions. “He had never publicly admitted that he could not tell one note from 
another”. However, he could usually tell one tune from another “by the jigginess” of the 
time. Ironically, the source of an impending court martial was a bandsman (Hudnutt) 
refusing to play a B or a B flat correctly. Such a difference was indistinguishable to 
Hornblower but “he could dimly understand that it might be important to some people”. 
Hornblower told Barbara about the bandsman’s impending court martial and the almost 
certain hanging or flogging that awaited him and she was appalled. However, she had never 
mentioned anything about his tone-deafness. “She knew of his tone-deafness, and he knew 
she knew, and she knew that he knew”.  
(Hornblower in the West Indies – The Hurricane). 
 
 
Hornblower’s Cabin on the Atropos: 
Before he took the Atropos to sea, Hornblower had neither the money nor the time to buy 
anything for his cabin. The ship’s carpenter had therefore made him a table, canvas chairs 
and a cot strung with cords. He had a canvas mattress and pillow stuffed with straw, course 
naval blankets and no floor carpet. His cabin was lit by a “swinging and odorous ship’s 
lantern”. A hole in a shelf held a tin washbasin with a “scrap of polished steel mirror”. With 
all this, apart from his two sea chests, “a monk’s cell could hardly have been more bare”. 
By way of contrast, in the great cabin on Admiral Collingwood’s flagship, HMS Ocean,  
C S Forester described Hornblower sitting on an upholstered chair with his feet on thick 
carpet. “There were a couple of pictures in gilt frames on the bulkheads; silver lamps hung 
by silver chains from the deck-beams”. There were two long window boxes planted with 
hyacinths and daffodils, “blooming and lovely”.  
(Hornblower and the Atropos, chapter 9).   
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Left Wing or Right Wing? 
Hornblower “reached for pen and paper, returning to the commonplace world with his 
routine annoyance at having a left wing pen. Pens from the left wing of the goose were 
cheaper than right wing ones, because when held in position for writing they pointed 
towards the writer’s eyes and not conveniently out over his elbow as right wing ones did”.  
From the above, we may deduce that Hornblower was right handed. 
(Hornblower and the Hotspur, chapter 7). 
By way of contrast, Admiral Lord St Vincent wrote out new orders for Hornblower using “a 
handsome turkey-feather with one of the new-fangled gold nibs”. 
(Lord Hornblower, chapter 1). 
 
 
Arriving Home: 
“As always, there was something unreal, a sort of nightmare quality in this first contact with 
England. The people, the sheds, the houses, seemed to stand out with unnatural sharpness; 
voices sounded different with the land to echo them; the wind was vastly changed from the 
wind he knew at sea”. “Next there was the strange sensation of feeling the unmoving earth 
under his feet as he stepped ashore”. 
(Hornblower and the Crisis, chapter 7). 
“A shore boat took Hornblower to the Sally Port, and he set foot on English soil again, with a 
surge of genuine emotion, mounting the steps and looking round him at the familiar 
buildings of Portsmouth”. 
(Hornblower and the Atropos, chapter 21).  
On Hornblower’s arrival home from France and after being found not guilty at his court 
martial, he travelled by post chaise from Portsmouth to London. “The sun shone gloriously 
as they left the town behind them, lighting up the lovely green of the trees and the majestic 
rolling Downs. Hornblower found himself swallowing hard. This was the England for which 
he had fought for eighteen long years, and as he breathed its air and gazed round he felt 
that England was worth it”. 
(Flying Colours, chapter 18). 
When Hornblower travelled from Smallbridge to France to stay with Count Ladon and Marie 
at the Chateau de Gracay, his arrival there “was a homecoming”. “There was no pleasure on 
earth comparable with this sensation of being looked for and of feeling that his arrival was 
causing pleasure”. “A sailor’s life was a chain of departures and homecomings. 
Homecomings to Maria now dead and gone, homecomings to Barbara – and now this 
homecoming to Marie”.  
(Lord Hornblower, chapter 17). 
 
 
 
“The Immortal Memory”: 
This was the countersign (password) that Hornblower chose for access for those attending 
the waterborne procession carrying Nelson’s body from Greenwich Pier to Whitehall Steps 
in January 1806. A private in the Blackheath Militia challenged Hornblower for this phrase 
when he arrived at Greenwich Pier early in the morning of the event. 
(Hornblower and the Atropos, chapter 4). 
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Hornblower’s Encounter with a Slave Ship: 
In complete contrast with the smell of a naval warship was the awful stink of slave ships and 
slave galleys. Hornblower had encountered the stench from Spanish slave galleys when he 
was a midshipman on HMS Indefatigable while off Cadiz and Gibraltar. As an Admiral, he 
again come across the awful reek of a slave ship when, from the deck of the frigate, 
Clorinda, he noticed it blowing from the fast Spanish slave ship, Estrella del Sur, carrying her 
closely packed, wretched cargo. The smell was again noticeable with the two ships later 
anchored near each other in the port of San Juan, capital of the Spanish colony of Puerto 
Rico. The Estrella had opened her hatchways and “over the water came very plainly to them, 
along with the miasma of her stench, the continued wailing of the wretched slaves”. With 
the subsequent capture of the Estrella, “more than three hundred slaves had been set free”. 
Hornblower had already learnt much about the slave trade during the year he had been in 
the West Indies. 
(Hornblower in the West Indies – The Star of the South). 
 
 
What was the “Devil”? 
As a prisoner of war in Ferrol, Hornblower was able to wander around the local countryside 
on parole as he had given his word to return to his gaolers at an agreed time. During this 
period, he took part in a dangerous rescue of shipwrecked Spanish seamen. After spending a 
stormy night at sea in the rescue boat with the other rescuers and the survivors, a British 
frigate, HMS Syrtis, (Captain George Crome), picked them up. Hornblower had just spent 
nearly two years in captivity and desperately wished to be free. In dry clothes and 
recovering with food and a glass of hot rum and water, “the joy of being in a King’s ship 
again was so keen as to be almost painful”. “And that was when the Devil came to tempt 
him”. However, Hornblower resisted the “devil” of temptation to break his word. His sense 
of honour prevailed and he asked Captain Crome to send him back to Ferrol. In a sign of the 
general acceptance of the concept of parole, the captain did “not attempt to influence a 
gentleman’s decision on a matter as personal as a parole”. He arranged for the return of 
Hornblower and the Spanish seamen to the port. 
(Mr Midshipman Hornblower – The Duchess and the Devil). 
 
 
Who Said That? – 3: 
“Like old Mother Brown’s washing on the line”. 
Q: Who said that and what was he talking about? 
A: Lieutenant Bush said it. He was First Lieutenant on HMS Lydia and the previous day she 
and the rebel held “two-decker” Natividad had fought each other in the Pacific. Each ship 
had badly damaged the other and then had drifted apart to carry out repairs as far as they 
were able. The next morning the Natividad reappeared with a jury rig. Her captain, Crespo, 
and his crew had partly patched her up so that she “carried a queer collection of jibs and 
foresails and spiritsails all badly set”. It was this that Bush was describing. 
(The Happy Return, chapter 17). 
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Hornblower and Duty: 
Just after his marriage to Maria in April 1803, Hornblower left Portsmouth bound for the 
waters off Brest in HMS Hotspur. He “could feel the well-remembered thrill of excitement at 
the thought of seeing action again, of risking reputation – and life – in doing his duty, in 
gaining glory, and in (what was really the point) justifying himself in his own eyes”. “He was 
a naval officer first, and a married man only second, and a bad second at that”. This later 
meant that when Hornblower and HMS Hotspur, after seven months at sea, were at anchor 
in Tor Bay taking shelter from severe storms, he was still not able to leave the ship to see his 
new wife, now heavily pregnant and waiting to greet him on a nearby pier. His orders, and 
therefore his duty, required him to return to sea as soon as the wind direction changed to 
allow this.  
(Hornblower and the Hotspur, chapter 1 and 14). 
When his steward, Grimes, had shown cowardice by pleading not to be sent on the raid at 
Petit Minou, he had made himself liable to hanging or a severe flogging.  Hornblower hated 
the thought of ordering such punishment but he “would have to do his duty; he must pay 
one of the penalties for being a naval officer, just as he suffered sea-sickness – just as he 
risked his life”.  
(Hornblower and the Hotspur, chapter 10). 
Hornblower’s steward, Doughty, faced trial and almost certain hanging for striking a 
superior officer. This thought sickened Hornblower because he had grown to respect 
Doughty who was a first rate servant. He therefore contrived to leave Doughty on his own in 
his cabin having informed him that the foreign ship just a short swim away across the 
harbour in Cadiz was the American frigate, USS Constitution. Consequently, Doughty took 
his opportunity and deserted to save his life. The whole incident depressed Hornblower. “He 
had lost his integrity, and that meant he had lost his self-respect” “He had committed a 
breach of duty” “because he was a soft-hearted sentimentalist”. He was ashamed of himself 
but, “if he could relive those past hours, he would do the same again”. Although 
Hornblower realised that he was “the man who had plotted Doughty’s escape from justice”, 
he was later able to clear his conscience by foregoing the chance of sharing a vast amount of 
potential prize money by staying in position to keep the French frigate, Felicite, from 
warning the Spanish treasure fleet of approaching British warships. 
(Hornblower and the Hotspur, chapter 21).  
For Hornblower, “a King’s officer had his duty to do”. For his wife Maria, “she had learned 
that she weighed in the scale nothing, nothing at all, against his duty”.  
(Hornblower and the Crisis, chapter 7, and Hornblower and the Atropos, chapter 2). 
Hornblower “fought for his country; it might be better said that he fought for the ideals of 
liberty and decency against the unprincipled tyrant who ruled across the Channel; the 
hackneyed phrase for “King and Country” hardly expressed his feelings at all. If he was ready 
to lay down his life for his King,” that did not really refer to the King to whom he had 
recently been presented at Court. It meant that that he was ready to die for the system of 
liberty and order that the King represented.  
(Hornblower and the Atropos, chapter 6). 
Duty called again for Hornblower when HMS Atropos was in the Downs anchorage off the 
coast of Kent waiting for a wind to take her down channel towards Ushant and the 
Mediterranean. Through the thick fog, he had heard a musket shot and shortly afterwards 
he noticed an oar floating alongside the ship. The oar had on it a crossed “7” in the 
continental (possibly French) style. “He was a King’s officer, and it was his duty to make 
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inquiry into the unexplainable at sea”. Hornblower therefore took action, recovered a seized 
British merchant ship and captured a French privateer.  
(Hornblower and the Atropos, chapter 8). 
When Hornblower took the Atropos out of Gibraltar harbour and into the Mediterranean for 
a rendezvous with Admiral Collingwood, he was pleased that “his duty and his inclination 
should coincide in this way; one of the few small bits of good fortune that he had 
experienced since he had made his original choice of the career of a naval officer”. This 
conjunction of his duty with what he wished to do was in contrast to what had just gone 
before. Since he had joined the Atropos at Deptford, “he had mortified his flesh”. By that, he 
meant that he did not leave the ship again and he had not made his farewells to Maria or 
little Horatio or newly born Maria. As far as he was concerned, he was doing his duty. 
(Hornblower and the Atropos, chapter 9). 
While he was watching the hands at their morning routine of washing down the decks and 
doing so “in amicable companionship”, Hornblower momentarily envied them. “He would 
be glad to exchange with them his loneliness, his responsibility, the complexity of his 
problems”. But he knew that such a change of roles would horrify him. 
 (Hornblower and the Atropos, chapter 12). 
Hornblower was a very complicated, self- torturing individual. For example, “he wondered 
what was the mysterious force that always drove him into voluntarily taking part in 
dangerous adventures. He thought it might be curiosity, and then he realised that it was a 
sense of shame as well; and it never occurred to him that a sense of duty had something to 
do with it too”. 
(Hornblower and the Atropos, chapter 15). 
“A Captain in the Navy should have no personal feelings; he had a duty to do”. 
(Hornblower and the Atropos, chapter 18). 
The last lines of Hornblower and the Atropos make it difficult to try to grasp and sympathise 
with Hornblower’s priorities.  They leave some people perplexed about what appears to be 
the balance in his approach to life. He had arrived home from Sicily to find his two children 
very ill and dying from smallpox. He had to tell Maria and her mother what these signs 
meant. “Before he rose to his feet he had reached another conclusion, too. There was still 
duty to be done, his duty to his King and Country and to the Service and to Maria. Maria 
must be comforted. He must always comfort her, as long as life lasted”. 
(Hornblower and the Atropos, chapter 21). 
Hornblower felt that he was bearing a “terrible load of responsibility” in the Baltic. He was working 
at high levels of diplomacy dealing directly with the Tsar and his staff and endeavouring to fulfil his 
orders from Whitehall and the Admiralty to further good relations between the British and Russians. 
Before Colonel Wychwood, a high level British emissary,  returned to London on HMS Clam, he told 
Hornblower that “you have done more than any one man to bring the war about” (between Russia 
and France). “You’ve done your whole duty, sir”. 
(The Commodore, chapter 16). 
The unexpected arrival of Barbara into Le Havre where Hornblower was the acting Military 
Governor created for him a struggle between his professional duty and his duty as a 
husband. “The mainspring of his life was his professional duty. For more than twenty years, 
for all his adult life, he had been accustomed to sacrifice himself for that”. He resented 
distractions such as a wife being with him on active service. As far as he was concerned, 
“there should be a time and a place for everything”. 
(Lord Hornblower, chapter 14). 
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When faced with the information that a force of Frenchmen was intent on springing 
Napoleon from his captivity on St Helena, Hornblower could have covered himself by 
reporting this to London. However, for him “it was not the measure of a man’s duty to avoid 
blame. He had a positive duty to do, and he had done it, in the only way possible”. 
(Hornblower in the West Indies – St Elizabeth of Hungary). 
 
 
 
List of Monarchs during Hornblower’s Lifetime: 
1760-1820 George III. Between 1811 and 1820, because of his failing mental health, he 

was represented by his eldest son, George, the Prince Regent, who then 
became: 

1820-1830 George IV. Referred to at times as “First Gentleman of Europe” but also 
regarded as unpredictable. 

1830-1837 William IV. He was the third son of George III and brother of George IV. He 
was known as the “Sailor King” because he had served ten years in the Royal 
Navy. Born in 1765, he joined the Royal Navy aged 15 years and left ten years 
later in 1790 after seeing service in North America and the Caribbean. He and 
Nelson were said to be friends. Later as King, he was a great promoter of 
naval matters and wore a naval uniform on ceremonial occasions. 

1837-1901  Victoria. She was the daughter of the fourth son of George III. 
 
 
 
Hornblower and Royalty: 
It was always obvious that royalty never overawed Hornblower whether it was British or 
foreign. He did not buy into the “mystique of the monarchy” unlike his wife, Maria, who 
regarded the King as “the Lord’s anointed”. The future Lord Hornblower also “disliked the 
aristocracy”. 
Hornblower’s view was apparent while “Henry Pallender, Esq. Blue Mantle Pursuivant at 
Arms, at the College of Heralds” was briefing him about preparations for the water-borne 
procession for Nelson’s body. He was nearly compelled to remind this gentleman that its 
timing depended on the tide and winds. Any ideas of the King (George III) about the tide had 
no more influence than those of “his illustrious predecessor King Canute”. 
 Following the “satisfactory” (per Admiral Lord St Vincent) conclusion of the procession, the 
Admiral arranged for Hornblower to accompany him to the Court of St James’ for the King’s 
levee. Hornblower had not seen the King before. The “kindly pop-eyed old gentleman” 
looked at him and asked him about the Atropos, and when she would be going to sea. What 
Hornblower did not realise was that the King had decided to foist on him his great-nephew, 
a German prince, to serve as a midshipman. This development was also a surprise for the 
Admiral – “I hardly expected you would be saddled with this”.  
Once on the Atropos, Hornblower made it very clear that “His Serene Highness” and his 
Chamberlain were to be accorded no “royal honours”. They were now subject to naval 
discipline and the Articles of War. The prince became known as “Mr Prince” and Eisenbeiss 
was told to “leave off the farce” of being Secretary of State. Hornblower did however take 
Mr Prince ashore in Malta for presentation to the Governor. 
(Hornblower and the Atropos, chapters 4, 5, 6 and 10). 
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If Hornblower thought little of German royalty, his dislike of other foreign monarchs was 
much more intense. The Portuguese Queen was “insane”, the Swedish King was “mad”, 
Ferdinand, the King of Naples and Sicily, the “Two Sicilies”, was “bad, cruel, selfish” and his 
brother, the King of Spain, was an ally of Bonaparte. Of all these, the worst seemed to be 
Ferdinand. He was “a tyrant more bloodthirsty and more tyrannical than Bonaparte himself, 
faithless and untrustworthy”. What intensified his loathing for this man was the fact that he 
had asked that the Atropos be transferred from the Royal Navy to the Sicilian Navy and the 
British Government had agreed to this to keep the Sicilian King from going over to the 
French. Ferdinand thus became, in Hornblower’s eyes, “the imbecile monarch coveting the 
newly-painted toy”. 
(Hornblower and the Atropos, chapter 21). 
Almost as soon as he reached London after his triumphant escape from France, Hornblower 
attended Court. There he was received first by the Duke of Clarence, “pop-eyed and 
pineapple-headed” with “his kindly imbecile face wreathed in smiles”. (He was the future 
King William IV). He then was introduced to the Prince Regent, “corpulent, handsome, and 
dissipated, weak and sly” (and the future King George IV). The Prince invested him as “a 
Knight of the Most Honourable Order of the Bath”, thus making him “Sir Horatio 
Hornblower”. Before his arrival at Court, Hornblower had informed his escort, Mr Hookham 
Frere, that he had already “attended two levees” when he was presented to King George III. 
However, according to C S Forester’s later work on Hornblower’s biography as opposed to 
his earlier work, there is only one recorded mention of his presence at Court when Admiral 
Lord St Vincent introduced him to the King in 1806, just after Nelson’s funeral.  
(Flying Colours, chapter 18).   
Hornblower met Alexander, “His Imperial Majesty the Emperor of All the Russias” at the 
Peterhof Palace in St Petersburg on 30th May 1812. A short meeting with the Russian 
Minister of Marine had been set up but for reasons unknown to Hornblower, the Tsar was 
sitting in on the meeting. “In the far corner of the room was another figure, tall and slender, 
in a beautiful light-blue uniform. He was strikingly handsome, but as though he came from 
another world”. Hornblower took the opportunity to speak at some length to promote 
Britain’s naval power and her role in fighting Bonaparte at sea and in supporting its allies 
who were also at war with the French “tyrant”. He addressed his remarks to the Minister 
but was fully aware of his Imperial audience. In effect, he had provided the Tsar with a 
comprehensive briefing of the situation in the Baltic through British eyes. Later at a formal 
dinner at the Peterhof Palace, Hornblower was presented to the Tsar as if the two had not 
seen each other before. On the next day, Hornblower met the Tsar again but once more he 
arrived on the Nonsuch incognito with the title of the Comte du Nord. Hornblower used the 
visit to show off his ship and his men, both seamen and marines. Tsar Alexander “was a very 
tall man, an inch or two taller than Hornblower”. He was “young and impressionable”. 
Hornblower did his best to impress his visitor, served him plain naval food and showed how 
the Royal Navy lived, slept and worked. “Hornblower felt a wave of exaltation, of sublime 
confidence that his plan had succeeded”. 
(The Commodore, chapters 11, 12 and 13). 
Hornblower’s last recorded meeting with King George III took place in 1813 during the 
Regency. The King had boarded the Royal Yacht, Augusta, for a short voyage as an 
experiment by his doctors to see if it benefitted his health. Hornblower happened to be the 
yacht’s commander at the time. By this stage in his life, the King was ailing mentally, 
confused and needing much close care from his attendants. He even mistook Hornblower 
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for a schoolboy and talked about looking forward to seeing his daughter shortly although 
she had died some twenty years before. 
(Hornblower One More Time – Hornblower and His Majesty). 
As a Knight of the Most Honourable Order of the Bath, and on sick leave after his return 
from Russia, Hornblower was sufficiently recovered not to be unable to attend a ceremonial 
service of the Order being held in Westminster Abbey. Also in the congregation was the 
Prince Regent, “the Sovereign of the Order, his scarlet face at odds with the crimson of his 
mantle”.  
His next exposure to royalty occurred in France when he met the Duc d’Angouleme, “the 
eventual heir of the Bourbon line”. He was not impressed. Hornblower was able to observe 
the Duke quite closely. He saw a man who was silent and reserved, seeming mechanical and 
wooden. He “possessed much of that stoical power to endure hardship in public without 
flinching which royalty must always display” but he was “a man of convinced stupidity… 
with a high-pitched mirthless laugh something like a cackling hen”.  Hornblower also saw 
that he possessed typical Bourbon stubbornness and inflexibility. However, he skilfully 
manoeuvred the Duke into granting a pardon to the twenty British mutineers from HMS 
Flame who were facing execution. The Duke’s wife, the Duchess of Angouleme later arrived 
in Le Havre with the need for yet more ceremony and attendance by Hornblower. She also 
brought with her Barbara. The Duchess had a strong personality, “Castlereagh (the British 
Foreign Secretary) calls her the only man in the whole Bourbon family”. True to form, the 
Duchess persuaded a reluctant Hornblower to remain in France rather than escape to 
England and to help her and Count Ladon (and Marie) to raise the Vendee. This was to be 
the local resistance to Napoleon, now in France after his escape from Elba. However, 
Hornblower did not think that other French royalty such as the “gouty old King” or the Duke 
d’Angouleme would rouse “much spirit of devotion” elsewhere in the country. 
(Lord Hornblower, chapters 1, 11, 13, 14 and 18).   
 
 
 
The Noise of a Ship: 
C S Forester described the “battery of noises” heard by Hornblower on HMS Porta Coeli as 
she sailed across a stormy English Channel towards the Bay of the Seine: 
-every timber echoed the shrieking of the rigging and being inside the cabin was being like a 
mouse inside a violin that was being played, 
-there were continual footfalls overhead from the quarterdeck, 
-the clatter of ropes being thrown down was like the same violin body - being tapped by 
small mallets, 
- the motion of the vessel in the water caused the brig’s wooden sheathing to creak and 
crackle like a giant’s knuckles rapping on the outside, 
-the shot in the racks rolled, thumping solemnly and unexpectedly at the end of each roll, 
- at the start of a voyage, there were the assorted noises of various loose and unsecured  
objects cascading to the decks. 
-the noise of the pumps needed because of the working of the ship’s seams as she plunged 
along, 
-the groan of the tiller-ropes as the ship struggled to keep out of the troughs.   
(Lord Hornblower, chapter 3). 
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The Smell of a Ship: 
Hornblower had to make use of a cabin on the eighteen-gun brig, HMS Porta Coeli. 
C S Forester described the smell of it as follows: 
“The cabin, small though it was, housed a prodigious stink. The first thing the nostrils noticed 
was the sooty, stuffy smell of the lamp, but they immediately became aware of a whole 
gamut of supplementary odours. There was the flat bilge smell, tolerable, in fact almost 
unnoticed by Hornblower, who had smelt bilge for twenty years. There was a penetrating 
smell of cheese, and as if to set that off there was a perceptible smell of rats. There was a 
smell of wet clothing, and finally there was a mixture of human odours, the long-confined 
body odour of unwashed men predominating”. 
(Lord Hornblower, chapter 3). 
 
 
 
Napoleonic Spyware: 
While acting as Governor of Le Havre, Hornblower was shown a secret communication 
“from our agent in Paris”. Hidden in a button on a messenger’s coat was “a long, narrow 
strip of paper, yet narrow as it was, it had been longitudinally folded as well as crossways; 
such a peculiar letter”. This contained information about a planned French advance on Le 
Havre. 
(Lord Hornblower, chapter 11). 
 
 
Hornblower and Promotion: 
Hornblower went on to have a glittering career in the Royal Navy. This was undoubtedly 
because of his outstanding ability. With the rank of Commander, and on HMS Hotspur as 
part of Pellew’s squadron, he “had actually allowed his mind to dally with the notion that 
some day he might know the inexpressible joy of being “made Post”, of being promoted to 
Captain”. However, Pellew had been transferred elsewhere and Admiral Parry had retired. 
His principal supporters in the Fleet and at the Admiralty were no longer there. He felt that 
there was no one who was there to help further his interests for future promotion unlike 
many other ambitious officers with well-placed family and friends. On his flagship, HMS 
Hibernia, Cornwallis also pointed out to him his lack of supporters at Court, in the Cabinet or 
at the Admiralty and added “it’s a long step from Commander to Captain, Hornblower”. 
However, as it was in his remit to name three officers for promotion on his retirement, 
Admiral Cornwallis informed him that he was promoting him to Captain.  
(Hornblower and the Hotspur, chapters 11, 19 and 25). 
In October 1805, and after the Battle of Trafalgar, Hornblower was aware that he was 547th    
in seniority in the Royal Navy from a total of 619 captains. Of these, between 100 to 150 
would be on half-pay waiting for employment. At the time, he was travelling to London to 
take command of a ship, the twenty-two gun sloop, HMS Atropos.  
(Hornblower and the Atropos, chapter 2). 
When Lady Barbara first embarked on HMS Lydia in Panama to escape from yellow fever, 
Hornblower realised that he had little option but to agree to this. “With an eye to his 
professional advancement”, he dare not upset a Wellesley and the sister of Sir Arthur 
Wellesley.  
(The Happy Return, chapter 12). 
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Talking to Lieutenant Freeman, the captain of HMS Porta Coeli, reminded Hornblower that 
promotion from lieutenant to captain “depended on the whims of his superiors” while 
lieutenants tended to regard any captain as a lieutenant who had been lucky. Moreover, a 
captain was paid three times more than a lieutenant, as was any prize money. A captain 
became an admiral in the fullness of time. 
(Lord Hornblower, chapter 5). 
While not yet an admiral, in 1814 he was elevated to the peerage becoming “Lord 
Hornblower of Smallbridge”. This was a rare achievement and it followed on from his 
successful role as the temporary Military Governor of Le Havre. He had received the news 
while staying in Paris where he was accompanying Barbara before attending the Congress of 
Vienna. Her brother, the Duke of Wellington, was the out-going British ambassador. For 
Hornblower, his peerage was, on the one hand, “a great honour and distinction, the coping-
stone of his professional career”. On the other hand, he regarded it as “the sheerest lot of 
tommy-nonsense”. 
(Lord Hornblower, chapter 16). 
 
 
 
Hornblower as a Linguist: 
Hornblower was eventually able to speak both French and Spanish. He was to find both 
languages of great use during his career. A French émigré had taught him French as a child 
and his ability improved as circumstances obliged him to speak the language to various 
people in his career. For example, he had had to speak French during his time adrift in a 
small boat in the Bay of Biscay with his own prize crew and the crew of a French brig, Marie 
Galante. He also had to serve as an interpreter during a landing on a beach near Muzillac in 
Brittany where his biographer described him as “stumbling over the French words”. Later on 
in this action, he began to regret his knowledge of French as, without it, he would not have 
been part of a struggling French counter-revolutionary force still in France and but safely 
back on his ship.  
(Mr Midshipman Hornblower –The Penalty of Failure and  -The Frogs and the Lobsters).  
Hornblower learnt to speak Spanish when he was a prisoner of war for nearly two years in 
Ferrol. “In two years of steady application Hornblower had mastered Galician as well as 
Castilian”. 
(Mr Midshipman Hornblower – The Duchess and the Devil). 
Hornblower’s French teacher “had never managed to confer a good accent upon his tone-
deaf pupil. His grammar and his construction were excellent, but no one would ever mistake 
him for a Frenchman”. 
(Hornblower and the Hotspur, chapter 9). 
For all his ability at French and Spanish, Hornblower had to rely on the Sailing Master, Mr 
Turner, as his interpreter when dealing with the Turkish authorities in Marmorice Bay. The 
“lingua franca of the Levant” sounded to him like a mixture of various languages including 
Arabic and Greek. 
(Hornblower and the Atropos, chapter 12).  
Hornblower’s ability at Spanish was particularly useful when he took HMS Lydia to the 
Pacific coast of Central America where resistance to Spanish colonial rule was increasing. He 
“had long before decided that it was merely on account of this accomplishment that he had 
been selected for this special service”. 
(The Happy Return, chapter 3). 
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Such was Hornblower’s grasp of Spanish, he was able to understand Catalan but he could 
not speak it. He discovered this when a local fishing boat from the Spanish Mediterranean 
port of Arens de Mar approached HMS Sutherland carrying a Spanish Colonel of Hussars. 
(A Ship of the Line, chapter 13). 
As a prisoner in the fort of Rosas in Spain, Hornblower tried to speak to his Italian sentry but 
he had “only fluent Spanish and bad French”. 
(Flying Colours, chapter 2).  
When Hornblower began his time sheltering at the Chateau de Gracay with his host and his 
daughter in law, he at first did not look forward to having to find the effort required to 
conduct every conversation in French. He had “laboriously to build up his sentences 
beforehand and to avoid the easy descent into Spanish”. Of course, as time went on, his 
vocabulary, grammar and use of idioms improved rapidly, “thanks to the need for continual 
use of the language”. However, in line with his tone-deafness, his accent was that of a 
toneless foreigner. Unlike Bush, Brown was also acquiring the same level of fluency from 
living below stairs with French people. 
(Flying Colours, chapters 8 and 9). 
Just by way of contrast, when Hornblower was serving in the Baltic, he had as his clerk and 
interpreter a Finn, Mr Braun. This man spoke English, Russian, Swedish, Finnish, Polish, 
German and French, “Lithuanian a little. Estonian a little because it is so like Finnish”.  
(The Commodore, chapter 5).  
Hornblower’s knowledge of French was once again essential when he led the landing into Le 
Havre with the town was on the point of declaring for the Bourbons and the overthrow of 
Bonapartist forces. In dealing with many deputations from sections of the French 
population, he sometimes had to take time “to compose his speech…because his French 
was deficient enough to make circumlocutions necessary when a word or a grammatical 
construction evaded him”. 
(Lord Hornblower, chapter 11). 
 
 
Hornblower and the Pacific: 
The only time that Hornblower sailed in the Pacific Ocean was during his voyage on HMS 
Lydia in 1808. He was well aware of one particular threat to his ship in these waters. “Ever 
since the crew of the Bounty had mutinied, seduced by the charms of the Pacific”, every 
Royal Navy captain in that part of the world “was haunted by this fear”. He therefore kept a 
close eye on the behaviour and apparent morale of his crew especially as food and water 
supplies were running low on the ship. Here he was “in the South Sea, with no other king’s 
ship within two thousand miles of them”. However, the Pacific could be beautiful, “deep 
blue overside and changing to silver towards the horizon”. 
(The Happy Return, chapter 1). 
Hornblower’s enthusiasm for the Pacific was variable. At one stage, he felt himself missing 
the rocks, shoals, fogs and tides of the English Channel and recalling his experiences on HMS 
Hotspur. But later, “far away on the port side the black shape of a whale broke the surface in 
a flurry of foam – dazzling white against the blue sea – and a thin plume of white smoke was 
visible as the whale emptied its lungs. Hornblower liked whales for some reason or other; the 
sight of this one, in fact, led him on his first step back towards good temper”.  
(The Happy Return, chapter 12). 
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What Really Happened to Captain Sawyer?  
The answer to this question is that no one now actually knows.  It all happened over two 
hundred and twenty years ago and the only written report or account of it now available is 
of course by C S Forester, Hornblower’s (official) biographer. He never said whether the mad 
Sawyer fell or was pushed through the hatchway, a fall that left him severely disabled and, 
above all, mute. Hornblower said he did not know what happened nor did Mr Wellard who 
later drowned while serving on a revenue cutter thus becoming unavailable for further 
comment. None of the Royal Marines in the vicinity saw anything. Bush may have had his 
suspicions but he never knew what happened despite asking Hornblower about it in relation 
to Wellard following news of his death. Nevertheless, this has never stopped speculation 
about what might have occurred on HMS Renown. For Hornblower and Wellard, either 
together or independently, there was both motive and opportunity. Throughout the time of 
the incident and afterwards, Hornblower appeared to be very much in control of himself, 
tactfully directing his very shocked first lieutenant, Buckland, and calmly setting an example 
for his more senior lieutenants, all of them worried men. Buckland later made one more 
attempt to find out what had happened. Just as he was going ashore to make his report to 
Admiral Lambert in Jamaica after Renown’s voyage from Samana, “he asked his question 
explosively”. “Tell me, Mr Hornblower – this is the last chance – how did the captain come 
to fall down the hatchway?”  Once again, Hornblower kept “an expressionless face” and 
replied that he was unable to tell him.  
(In a short story outside the main Hornblower canon, (Hornblower One More Time – The 
Hand of Destiny), it was suggested that Hornblower had once acted “for the further good of 
the service” in being a little too slow to stop another mad captain being shot and wounded 
by a half-witted seaman). But for the Sawyer incident, was there ever enough evidence to 
find anyone guilty of murder or manslaughter that would have stood up in a fair trial? 
(Lieutenant Hornblower, chapter 4). 
 
 
The Loire in Spring: 
“The big green Loire was shrinking to its summer level. Hornblower had seen its floods and 
its ice come and go, had seen the willows at its banks almost submerged, but now it was 
back safely in its wide bed, with a hint of golden-brown gravel exposed on either bank. The 
swift green water was clear now, instead of turbid, and under the blue sky the distant 
reaches were blue as well, in charming colour contrast with the spring-time emerald of the 
valley and the gold of the banks”. 
(Flying Colours, chapter 11). 
 
 
First Impressions - El Supremo: 
“He did not seem very impressive or dignified; a small swarthy man, restless and fidgety, 
with piercing black eyes and lank black hair beginning to turn grey. From his appearance one 
might have guessed at only a small admixture of Indian blood in his European ancestry, and 
he was dressed in European fashion, in a red coat laced with gold, a white stock, and white 
breeches and stockings; there were gold buckles on his shoes”. 
This was what Hornblower first saw when he was ushered in to meet El Supremo, the mad 
and dangerous Central American rebel leader. 
(The Happy Return, chapter 4). 
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First Impressions - Lady Barbara: 
“Clearly she was an Englishwoman. She wore a wide shady hat trimmed with roses, in place 
of the eternal mantilla, and her grey-blue silk dress was far finer than any Spanish black. Her 
skin was fair despite its golden tan, and her eyes were grey-blue, of just the same evasive 
shade as her silk dress. Her face was too long for beauty and her nose too high arched, to 
say nothing of her sunburn. Hornblower saw her at that moment as one of the horsefaced 
mannish women whom he particularly disliked; he told himself that all his inclinations were 
towards clinging incompetence. Any woman who could transfer herself in that fashion from 
boat to ship in an open roadstead, and could ascend a rope ladder unassisted, must be too 
masculine for his taste”.  
(The Happy Return, chapter 9). 
So much for first impressions as Hornblower and Barbara would eventually marry and still 
be together in 1848, as evidenced in The Last Encounter, some forty years on from this first 
meeting when she came aboard HMS Lydia in Panama. 
 
 
Hornblower and Horses: 
Hornblower was not a natural horse rider and he did not like them.  
“Hornblower dubiously approached the roan horse. All he knew about riding he had learned 
in farmyards, but he got his foot up into the stirrup and climbed in the saddle, grabbing 
nervously at the reins as the animal started to move off. It seemed as far down to the ground 
from there as it did from the maintopgallant yard”.  
(Mr Midshipman Hornblower - The Frogs and the Lobsters). 
“He slid off the horse’s hindquarters- miraculously avoiding an instinctive kick from the 
irritated animal – collected his thoughts”.  
(Mr Midshipman Hornblower – The Duchess and the Devil). 
Hornblower was very quick to decline an invitation from the steersman of a canal boat to 
drive the pair of horses that were pulling their vessel. He made “no attempt to disguise his 
dismay at the thought of driving two horses” that had already unseated their drunken 
driver. 
(Hornblower and the Atropos, chapter 1). 
To make contact with the local landowner in the Gulf of Fonseca, Hornblower was provided 
with a horse to travel inland to meet the mad El Supremo. “It was a difficult moment for 
Hornblower; he was not a good horseman, as he knew, and he was wearing his best silk 
stockings, and he felt he would not cut a dignified figure on horseback”. He mounted his 
horse “and was relieved to find the tiny horse was submissive and quiet”. 
(The Happy Return, chapter 3). 
During the unsuccessful landing of a British force at Silva de Mar to join up with a promised 
seven thousand Spanish troops, Hornblower at one stage had to use a horse. When he 
waved to his men, he “tried to sit his horse as if he were an accomplished rider”. It pleased 
him to know that Brown was even worse at riding a horse than he was. 
(A Ship of the Line, chapter 18).  
When pirates briefly kidnapped Hornblower from a ball he was attending at a Jamaican 
plantation, horses and mules featured in his experience. He was led off on a mule with men 
guarding him on either side and he crossed a river holding the mule’s tail and generally 
incurred a high degree of saddle-soreness. After his escape, he was given a horse and used 
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“an enormous effort to get his foot up into the stirrup”. From then onwards, “it was torture 
to bump about in the saddle”. It seems that Hornblower rarely enjoyed riding a horse. 
(Hornblower in the West Indies – The Bewildered Pirates). 
Hornblower’s discomfort on a horse was not unique to him. After the Battle of Carabobo, he 
recognised one of the lieutenants from the Bride of Abydos passing by whom he described 
as sitting on “his plodding horse like a sailor”. 
(Hornblower in the West Indies – The Guns of Carabobo). 
 
 
Hornblower – Cautious, Clever and Canny: 
His biographer illustrated an early example of Hornblower’s caution and canniness when the 
nineteen year old had to decide if he could trust the actress, Kitty Cobham, who was 
masquerading as the Duchess of Wharfdale. She had offered to deliver despatches to the 
Admiralty but after he agreed to this, he watched her face closely. “He was looking for a 
gleam of triumph in her expression. Had he seen anything of the sort he would have torn 
the despatches from her body at that moment”. However, he saw nothing of the sort and “it 
was then that he made up his mind to trust her – not before”.  
(Mr Midshipman Hornblower – The Duchess and the Devil). 
Hornblower worked out that the poem left by the Irish rebel, Barry Ignatius McCool, contained a 
code that allowed access to a secret compartment in his sea chest. He cleverly decrypted its 
meaning and was able to open it. The poem ran as follows: 
“Ye heavenly powers! Stand by me when I die! 
The bee (B) ascends before my rolling eye. (I) 
Life still goes on within the heartless town. 
Dark forces claim my soul. So strike ‘em (M) down. 
The sea (C) will rise, the sea (C) will fall. So turn 
Full circle. (O) Turn again. (O)  And then will burn 
The lambent flames while hell (L) will lift its head. 
So pray for me while I am numbered with the dead”. 
(Hornblower and the Widow McCool). 
After the first engagement between HMS Lydia and the Natividad in the Pacific, both 
damaged ships had drifted away from each other. During the night, Hornblower had to 
calculate where he might find her in the morning. He had to assess various possible courses 
that the rebel ship might take and he had to second-guess what was in the mind of her 
captain. If left to chance, he worked out that there was a fifty to one chance of meeting her. 
However, he cleverly calculated what the enemy might do and sighted her at daylight.  
(The Happy Return, chapter 17).  
Hornblower showed his canniness when his men brought on board a French major of 
engineers, Jussey. He had been picked up while looking for a suitable place for a French 
landing on the Russian side of the Dvina River. By appearing to be polite and friendly, 
Hornblower was able to tease out details of the immediate intentions of the besieging 
French force. 
(The Commodore, chapter 17). 
When Hornblower, as the Rear Admiral and the Royal Naval Commander-in-Chief in the 
West Indies, was on a formal visit in 1821 to New Orleans, he became aware that a party of 
Frenchmen had chartered a fast American ship to transport some five hundred soldiers of 
the former Imperial Guard. It was his duty to discover the purpose and destination for their 
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voyage. He had found out clandestinely that the ship was also carrying hundreds of heavy 
uniforms, bearskin hats and muskets. Heavy uniforms and bearskins would not be required 
for service in “the pestilential swamps” of Central America. “Hornblower felt a sudden surge 
of warmth as his blood ran hot with the knowledge that he had guessed the solution”. He 
had cleverly deduced that the ship was sailing for the island prison of St Helena in the South 
Atlantic. From there the ship would proceed to France to start yet another Napoleonic war 
with all its consequential misery for the world. 
(Hornblower in the West Indies – St Elizabeth of Hungary).   
Hornblower thought of the idea of attaching an underwater drogue to the rudder of a fast 
Spanish slave ship in order to slow her down. When this happened, the slower HMS Clorinda 
could catch her and free her wretched cargo of slaves. Hornblower wanted the Clorinda’s 
captain, Sir Thomas Fell, to think that the idea was mostly his and he instructed his 
secretary, Spendlove, to put the idea into his head. In his despatch to the Admiralty, 
Hornblower praised Fell’s role in devising the use of a drogue. If asked if he could explain his 
motives for including this in his report, “nor could he have explained them if he had tried”. 
(Hornblower in the West Indies – The Star of the South). 
Hornblower very skilfully defused a potentially dangerous situation while anchored off the 
coast of Venezuela in 1821 on HMS Clorinda. He had taken control of the deserted Bride of 
Abydos and had put a prize crew aboard her. Shortly afterwards, two frigates, one Spanish 
and the other Dutch, had heaved-to near-by. Each frigate commander wanted to seize the 
prize from him. The Spanish wanted her because she was a privateer in service with the 
insurgents who were trying to overthrow Spanish rule in the colony. The Dutch wanted her 
for her act of piracy in seizing a cargo of guns (which ended up at Carabobo) from the Dutch 
transport ship, Helmond. The two frigates were in a position to threaten action. When 
Hornblower rejected their claims, the Spanish captain, meaning to threaten, stated that “we 
would much regret taking strong action”. Hornblower quickly responded by saying that he 
was delighted to hear that because it confirmed his decision. “We can part the best of 
friends”. Both the frigate captains were left open-mouthed and were more or less hustled 
off the Clorinda. Months later, in one of Barbara’s letters, she reported that she had been 
told that the Spanish and Dutch governments had lodged protests but it was thought that 
any resolution would take years. In the meantime, “their Lordships take a most favourable 
view of your attitude towards the Spanish and Dutch naval authorities”.  Hornblower the 
cautious and canny? 
(Hornblower in the West Indies – The Guns of Carabobo). 
 
 
 
A Dog Watch on a Crowded Warship: 
“A ship of war manned for active service was the most crowded place in the world – more 
crowded than the most rundown tenement in Seven Dials – but long and hard experience 
had taught the inhabitants how to live even in those difficult conditions. Forward there were 
groups of men yarning, men skylarking; there were solitary men who had each pre-empted a 
square yard of deck for himself and sat, cross-legged, with tools and materials about them, 
doing scrimshaw work – delicate carvings on bone – or embroidery or whittling at models 
oblivious to the tumult about them”.  
(Lieutenant Hornblower, chapter 6). 
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Hornblower and Alcohol: 
Hornblower was never what could be called “a drinker” and for most of his career, he 
appears only to pretend to drink rum or wine on most occasions. Even on the cold and dark 
early morning before his duel with the bullying Midshipman Simpson, he refused a sip from 
a pocket flask. Apparently, “his empty stomach revolted at the idea of pouring spirits into 
it”. 
(Mr Midshipman Hornblower – The Even Chance). 
When Hornblower and a small number of seamen boarded the prize, Marie Galante, one of 
the first things he did was to throw overboard bottles of wine that were strewn on the deck 
and being drunk by the captured French crew. His limited experience in the navy had 
already taught him about the need to keep his own seamen away from drink at all times 
when on duty. 
(Mr Midshipman Hornblower – The Cargo of Rice). 
“He sipped cautiously, for he had early found that he had a weak head, and he disliked 
feeling drunk”. 
(Mr Midshipman Hornblower – The Man Who Felt Queer). 
While Hornblower happily devoured the food at a lunch at Government House in Gibraltar, 
he was “determined not to be heavy with wine the night before he sailed in independent 
command”. 
(Mr Midshipman Hornblower – The Duchess and the Devil). 
When Hornblower met the skipper of the Breton fishing boat who unwittingly was providing 
him with information about French Navy activity inside Brest, he usually pretended to drink 
rum with him. There was one time however when he had to keep pretending to tease out 
some important details from him and in so doing he drank more alcohol than he wanted to. 
This gave him a “head swimming with rum – a sensation he detested”. 
(Hornblower and the Hotspur, chapter 15). 
While at a dinner at the Governor’s palace on Malta, Hornblower “was careful with his wine-
glass, contriving merely to sip when the others drank deep”. 
(Hornblower and the Atropos, chapter 10). 
Hornblower returned to HMS Lydia from a visit to the Spanish Viceroy in Panama having 
drunk more wine than he really wanted to. His host had been “pressingly hospitable”. 
Hornblower was “a naturally abstemious man, he hated the feeling of not being quite 
master of himself”. However, the reason for the Viceroy’s enthusiastic hospitality was the 
news that in Portugal, Lady Barbara’s brother, Sir Arthur Wellesley, the future Duke of 
Wellington, had won a great victory over the French. 
(The Happy Return, chapter 10). 
In May 1810, when he and Maria dined with Admiral Leighton and Lady Barbara and other 
captains and their wives, Hornblower was drinking too much wine until he realised what he 
was doing and immediately eased back. “He disliked being drunk even more than 
overeating”. 
(A Ship of the Line, chapter 3). 
While dining with Captain Bolton on HMS Caligula, Hornblower was careful about how 
much he drank. He “poured a few drops into his half-empty glass. A lifetime of practice had 
made him adept at appearing to drink level with his host while actually drinking one glass to 
three”. When by himself, “not one day a month did Hornblower drink anything stronger 
than water”. Yet when he was in the mood and knew what he wanted, he sometimes drank 
“three glasses of claret…and enjoying every drop”. 
(A Ship of the Line, chapters 9 and 10). 
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Hornblower was well aware of the close relationship between British seamen and alcohol. 
During an evening meal on the long road journey from Spain to Rosas, he tested Brown for 
his approach to drink by leaving him to eat on his own with a full bottle of wine as well as an 
already open one on the table before him. Hornblower found “the clearest proof that he 
was safe as regards alcohol” because Brown had limited himself to no more than “a half 
bottle at most”.  
(Flying Colours, chapter 4).    
After the dinner at the Peterhof Palace, Hornblower woke up with quite a hangover. He had 
not put himself into that state for “half a dozen years”. He somehow thought that the 
situation had been unavoidable. What he now wanted was coffee, “scalding coffee”.  
(The Commodore, chapter 12 and 13) 
Hornblower “had not drunk to make himself drunk for nearly twenty years…he detested 
intoxication in himself even more than in other people”. However, he was nearly tempted to 
drink “a good stiff dose of liquor” to put himself to sleep and to escape for a while from the 
depression and misery of his seasickness. He was instantly appalled for even thinking of this   
“new depravity”. Being Hornblower, “he spurned himself in bitter self-contempt”.  
(Lord Hornblower, chapter 3). 
Hornblower nearly drank too much as he carried out his official rounds in New Orleans in 
1821. One place gave him Madeira to drink and another Marsala. At the Governor’s he was 
provided with an iced drink that in the hot steamy climate he drank greedily of its contents 
until he realised he was “talking a little too loudly”. 
(Hornblower in the West Indies – St Elizabeth of Hungary). 
At the sumptuous dinner held on the Bride of Abydos, Hornblower drank very carefully and 
remained sober. This enabled him to observe his host, Mr Charles Ramsbottom, who 
“remained sober as well, cool and quiet voiced”. 
(Hornblower in the West Indies – The Guns of Carabobo). 
However, aged seventy-two, Hornblower was reported to be content to finish his dinner 
with a glass of port having already drunk “two glasses of excellent claret” in order to help his 
digestion. 
(Hornblower and the Crisis – The last Encounter). 
 
 
“Up Spirits!” 
“This was the great moment of the day for most of them, when they would pour their tiny 
issue of rum-and-water down their eager throats. To deprive a man of his ration was like 
barring a saint from Paradise. The speculations that went on among the men, their dealings 
with their rum rations, the exchange, the buying, the selling, made the South Sea Bubble 
seem small by comparison”.  
However, Hornblower was sympathetic to his men’s need for this daily shipboard ritual.  
“This was the great moment of their day, but it was because they had no other moment at 
all, for months and for years, confined within the wooden walls of their little ship, often 
seeing not a shilling of money in all that time, not a fresh face, not a single human problem 
on which to exercise their wits”. 
(Hornblower and the Atropos, chapter 11) 
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Keeping Up Good Spirits: 
When HMS Atropos lay at anchor in Marmorice Bay during days of cold, wet and windy 
weather and a crew bored and idle, Hornblower organised a relay race that involved every 
man on the ship. Members of each team, the port watch and the starboard one, had to 
climb up and down the rigging of each mast. The keen competition had men “dancing with 
excitement” and the losing starboard watch was required to provide the entertainment on 
the following night. This was such a great success that the tone-deaf Hornblower was even 
able to endure “the tedium of the concert” and the “glutinous sentimentality” of its songs. 
(Hornblower and the Atropos, chapter 16).   
 
 
A Life on the Ocean Wave: 
Life for most seamen in the Royal Navy of Hornblower’s time was, to put it bluntly, generally 
bloody awful. It was physically hard work and their manpower was essential in an age 
before machinery. Hornblower secretly sympathised with the lot of his men. Most of them 
were not sailors and did not want to be sailors. They were mostly the sweepings of “an all-
embracing press” and they were from a variety of occupations such as “stevedores, wherry 
men, porters, waggoners and potters”. He even had in his crew “two draper’s assistants and 
a printer”. Depending on where the press had operated, there could also have been 
farmworkers or miners. The press gangs had taken these men away from their families and 
jobs and put them into forced labour. Their food was ghastly, their working and living 
conditions “hideous”. They were subject to violent treatment from petty officers using the 
cane or the lash. About once every ten days there would usually be one death from accident 
or natural causes They could be maimed, drowned, or otherwise killed even before they met 
the enemy.  They had no idea how long this existence would last. There was no leave given 
because they might, not unreasonably, desert. For example, the surviving two hundred crew 
of the Lydia on their return from the Pacific to England after a two years commission were 
all compulsorily transferred to the Sutherland without even setting foot on land. Because of 
their imprisonment on the ship and while still in port, some fifty or so of their wives, real or 
not, were allowed to remain on the lower gun deck in quite sordid conditions. The 
“scandalously badly treated” men had still not been paid for the previous two years. To 
complete the full manning of his new ship required the pressing of another fifty seamen and 
two hundred landsmen and boys. Once pressed men were brought on board, the Articles of 
War were read to them making them now “submissive to the hangmen and the cat”. While 
Hornblower might have had “naturally humanitarian instincts” for them, he still had his 
overarching duty to do and he would drive them as hard as necessary if the circumstances 
required it. 
(The Happy Return).   (A Ship of the Line).    
 
 
“Coup des deux veuves”: 
“The émigré French nobleman who had given Hornblower fencing lessons had spoken of the 
“coup des deux veuves”, the reckless attack that made two widows”. This was what had 
happened to Captain Meadows who had led an attack against the French brig, Guepe, from 
the water-hoy, Princess. He had crushed the skull of the brig’s captain who at the same time 
had run him through with his rapier. 
(Hornblower and the Crisis, chapter 6). 
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Reading the Articles of War: 
The fourth Sunday of the month was “when the worship of God was set aside in favour of a 
ceremonial more strict, more solemn”. Every man on a Royal Navy ship had to listen to “laws 
as all-embracing as the Ten Commandments, to a code as rigid as Leviticus” because the 
captain of each ship was under a duty to read aloud the Articles of War. It was “a code in 
black and white, a stern, unemotional call to duty pure and simple”.  No one on the ship 
would be left in a position where he could plead ignorance of them. Hornblower knew their 
words by heart after hearing and reading them out hundreds of times.  
(Lieutenant Hornblower, chapter 3).  (A Ship of the Line, chapter 7). 
 
 
Some Convenient Deaths: 
In the Hornblower biographies, some deaths seemed quite fortuitous as C S Forester 
described the story of Hornblower’s life and career. The following examples come to mind: 

-the murder in his bed of a very ill  Captain Sawyer by escaped Spanish prisoners on 
HMS Renown probably prevented any further investigation into the captain’s accident in the 
first place. Any possible talk of a mutiny died with him. 
(Lieutenant Hornblower). 

-the death of Captain Meadows in the taking of the French brig, Guepe, meant that 
it was Hornblower who became responsible for the secret Napoleonic dispatches found on 
the ship. He thus got the opportunity to travel by post-chaise to the Admiralty to explain 
their origin and at the same time, get himself noticed by the Lords Commissioners. This led 
to his secret mission that would have been related in the unfinished Hornblower and the 
Crisis, later followed by being appointed captain of HMS Atropos.  
(Hornblower and the Crisis). 

-the death of Maria following the birth of her third child, Richard, made Hornblower 
a widower. 
(Flying Colours). 

-the death at Rosas of Lady Barbara’s husband, Admiral Leighton, made her a 
widow. Both widower and widow later married each other.  
(Flying Colours). 
 -the death of Marie when Hornblower and his party were being pursued by French 
Hussars. Her death removed any doubt there might have been in Hornblower’s mind about 
returning to England and to Barbara. 
(Lord Hornblower). 

-the death in 1821 of Napoleon Bonaparte prevented Hornblower from being 
exposed as a gentleman whose word was not to be trusted. Hornblower had lied on his 
honour for the best of intentions to stop a French force sailing to St Helena to free 
Bonaparte from captivity. He had said that it was a pointless journey because of the earlier 
death of the former emperor. At the time, Hornblower did not know that he had died. 
(Hornblower in the West Indies – St Elizabeth of Hungary). 

 
 

Discretion Required - a Nautical Proverb: 
“Today’s wardroom joint is tomorrow’s lower-deck stew”.  
In other words, whatever was said in the officers’ mess would soon be “discussed in a 
garbled form” elsewhere on the ship.  
(Lieutenant Hornblower, chapter 3). 
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The Colour of Sails: 
“The sails of British ships were darkened with long service in all weathers; when a French 
ship escaped from harbour to run the blockade her spotless unweathered canvas disclosed 
her nationality without real need to take into consideration less obvious technical 
characteristics”. 
 Thus, Lieutenant Bolton on HMS Indefatigable was able to exclaim to Hornblower, “Topsails 
white as milady’s fingers. She’s a Frenchie all right”. 
(Mr Midshipman Hornblower – The Man Who Saw God). 
While sailing back to Plymouth on the water-hoy, Princess, another ship was spotted in the 
distance. “There was that equality between the fore- and main-topmasts; there was that 
white sheen about her canvas; there was even something about the spacing of those masts – 
everything was both significant and dangerous”. ““Frenchman!” said Meadows with a string 
of oaths”. 
(Hornblower and the Crisis, chapter 5). 

 
 

Action Stations: 
Hornblower saw much action during his career but a most intense period began for him 
when he and HMS Sutherland sailed from Plymouth to the Mediterranean. Within the space 
of just a few weeks, he was involved in the following incidents: 

- He fought off an attack on the convoy he was escorting by two French privateers 
off Ushant. 

- He forcibly removed twenty seamen from each of the six East Indiamen he was 
escorting and pressed them into service on the Sutherland. 

-  Off Cape Creux, he captured the French brig, Amelie, and sent her off as a prize 
to Menorca (Port Mahon). 

- He stormed the French held coastal fort at Llansa in Spain and took seven small 
craft as prizes. 

- He led a cutting out raid in the French port of Port Vendres taking another ship as 
a prize.  

- He landed in a lagoon in the Bay of Lions near Cette, captured and burnt a 
coaster sailing on the inland waterway. 

- He bombarded or “cannonaded” a long column of French army on a coast road. 
This caused many casualties and chaos to their reinforcement of that area of 
occupied Spain and was the bloody slaughter of hundreds of Italian soldiers in 
service for Napoleon. It left long columns of marching infantry and their baggage 
trains with “dead and wounded in heaps”. Hornblower was glad to see remnants 
of this force escaping from the coast road up into the hills leaving a broken and 
scattered army “for he was sick of slaughter”. 

Five successful actions, starting with the taking of the Amelie and the bombardment of the 
French army column, all happened within the space of three days and even before the 
Sutherland engaged four French ships of the line off Rosas. 
Map 24 in The Hornblower Companion shows the location on the east coast of Spain and the 
south coast of France of the above actions.  
(A Ship of the Line, chapters 6, 8, 10, 11. 12 and 14). 
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Reprimand for a Midshipman: 
“A fine young flibberty-gibbet you are”. “What’s the Navy coming to, when warrants are 
given to young jackanapes who couldn’t keep their noses clear with a marline-spike! You call 
yourself a King’s officer? You’re more like a winter’s day, short, dark and dirty”!  
Thus yelled Mr Hurst, First Lieutenant of HMS Nonsuch, to some unfortunate midshipman 
one morning. 
(The Commodore, chapter 13).  
 
 
Hornblower and Humour (or the Lack of it): 
Throughout the Hornblower biographies, there are few examples of humour and no “laugh 
out loud” moments. They are not at all funny books and are not meant to be. Naval service 
during the Napoleonic wars could be very hard and grim and Hornblower was a serious 
person. He was acutely aware that there was a constant need for discipline and any 
lightness on his part was something he would not accept or show. 
While a midshipman on HMS Indefatigable, Hornblower had joked and play-acted with his 
fellow midshipmen, Kennedy and Bracegirdle. The latter also made some funny comments 
during the landing at Muzillac but this was all normal low-key humour with the other parties 
taking the lead with little contribution from Hornblower. 
A small exception occurred at breakfast in the wardroom of HMS Renown on the morning 
after Captain Sawyer’s catastrophic fall down a hatchway. Lomax, the purser, lifted the 
tense mood by a few comments. In response to the surgeon, Clive, stating that Sawyer had 
been a little unstable in his mind in the weeks before his accident, Lomax exclaimed, “A little 
unstable!” “He was as mad as a hatter”.  When told that the captain had fractured his nose, 
Lomax commented, “I expect it was spread all over his face, it was big enough”.  
(Lieutenant Hornblower, chapter 5). 
On a rare occasion when Hornblower tried to be funny, he performed in front of the wrong 
audience. HMS Hotspur had come into Plymouth for repairs after damage inflicted on her by 
a French frigate outside Brest. His steward, Doughty, had inquired if he was having dinner 
on board that night. Hornblower’s response was, “Tonight Horatio Hornblower dines with 
Horatio Hornblower”. In other words, he was going ashore to Maria and their young son,  
also Horatio. According to C S Forester, “no joke ever fell as flat as that one”. Doughty 
should have at least smiled because “his captain had condescended so far as to be 
facetious”. Poor old Hornblower!  
(Hornblower and the Hotspur, chapter 17). 
When the Tsar visited HMS Nonsuch in St Petersburg harbour, his aide-de-camp drank far 
too much rum. In a very inebriated state, on his departure from the ship he put his arms 
round Bush to “pat him on the back with wholehearted affection”. This happened with the 
ship’s company looking on and an embarrassed and a red-faced Bush struggled unavailingly 
to free himself from this embrace. Poor old Bush!  
(The Commodore, chapter13). 
When Hornblower sailed up the River Seine from Le Havre to the Normandy capital of 
Rouen, he was carrying the Duke and Duchess of Angouleme and their party. For Lieutenant 
Freeman and his crew on HMS Porta Coeli, it was an exasperating time trying to navigate the 
ship up a narrowing and bendy river while at the same time the royal party were swarming 
over the deck and getting in the way. Hornblower took note of this and tactfully managed to 
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get them to go below deck. Freeman then jokingly and outrageously asked if he should now 
“batten down”. Hornblower, in no mood for joking”, snapped a “No”. 
(Lord Hornblower, chapter 15). 
In Jamaica, a gang of pirates forcibly kidnapped Hornblower and his secretary, Erasmus 
Spendlove, and briefly held them captive in their hideout, a cave some sixty feet up a cliff 
over a river. Spendlove escaped from there in the dark by jumping off into the water whose 
location he had carefully surveyed in daylight. When Hornblower returned with a strong 
force to kill or capture the gang members, he referred to the jump off point as “Spendlove’s 
Leap”. Not bad for Hornblower! 
(Hornblower in the West Indies – The Bewildered Pirates). 
At other times, C S Forester’s humour is visible. He extracted some fun by repeating the 
English version of French words as spoken by Bush and others. See below: 
 
 
Some Mangled French: 
-The “Deux Freres”, a fishing boat out of Brest, was the “Duke’s Freers”, according to Bush. 
-A headland outside Brest, Toulinguet, became Toolingwette, to avoid any 
misunderstanding for Hornblower’s officers. 
-Bertheaume Bay, to the seaward side of the Goulet outside Brest, according to Bush was 
Berthon Bay. 
-While in Normandy, the Caen river was the Cane river and, 
- Cape de la Heve was Cape dee lay Heave. 
 
And some mangled Latin: 
The “Porta Coeli”, Hornblower’s ship in the Bay of the Seine, or “Gate of Heaven”, or to the 
British seaman, “the Silly Porter”. 
 
 
 
Hornblower and His “Charmed Life”: 
Throughout his career, Hornblower was often “in harm’s way” yet never seemed to be 
injured or wounded. During his days as a midshipman and lieutenant, he was at times shot 
at or on the receiving end of cannon fire including heated shot. During the battle near Rosas 
where HMS Sutherland engaged four French ships of the line, he was not even scratched 
whereas Bush had his foot blown off. “He wondered dully by what miracle he survived to 
walk through the tempest of shot back to his post on the quarterdeck”. “High above his 
head towered the three-decker. Musketry was spattering along her bulwarks, and 
Hornblower heard bullets rapping into the deck round him”. The contrast with the wounds 
suffered by Nelson is remarkable. 
(A Ship of the Line, chapter 20). 
Hornblower was very much in danger from bullets and shells during the French siege of Riga 
in 1812 but he succumbed to disease and not explosions. In The Hornblower Companion, C S 
Forester said that Hornblower caught typhus during the siege of Riga from a flea. “Typhus is 
a disease transmitted by lice”. It was “the jail-fever that killed off whole armies that winter”. 
He was later brought home on HMS Clam. He had been experiencing a build-up of tiredness 
and weakness and a general feeling of malaise for sometime and had once fainted but 
recovered consciousness in time to stop a surgeon “bleeding him”. Later, “he was dreadfully 
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tired, quite weak with fatigue and (typically for Hornblower) he was angry at himself for his 
weakness”. Towards the end of the siege, he became delirious and confused. Fortunately, 
Brown was there to take him back from the land to the relative safety of the Nonsuch. 
(The Commodore, chapter 22 and The Hornblower Companion, section 29). 
In 1821 in Jamaica, while Hornblower was leading a force of seamen and marines on land to 
destroy the base of a gang of pirates, he narrowly missed death or injury when a bullet 
“whistled sharply” just above his head. “He suddenly realised that the almost legendary 
career of the great Lord Hornblower might have been terminated then and there, that his 
future biographer might have had to deplore the ironic chance which, after so many pitched 
battles, brought him death at the hands of an obscure criminal in an unknown corner of a 
West Indian island” 
(Hornblower in the West Indies – The Bewildered Pirates). 
 
 
Hornblower and Seasickness:  
Hornblower was seasick on his first day in the Royal Navy. In January 1794, with a gale 
blowing out in the English Channel, the seventeen year old was rowed from Portsmouth out 
to the sheltered waters of Spithead to join his first ship, HMS Justinian. As he approached 
the ship, he was “presumably the huddled figure in the sternsheets looking more like a heap 
of trash with a boat-cloak thrown over it”. Mr Masters, the lieutenant of the watch, saw his 
white face in which “a pair of dark eyes …by contrast looked like holes cut in a sheet of 
paper”. Once led below to the midshipmen’s berth, further nausea overcame him and he 
was sick again. From this occurrence, he was known for a time as the midshipman who had 
been “Seasick in Spithead”. (It is hard to believe that Hornblower was the first such 
youngster to be afflicted in this way).  
(Mr Midshipman Hornblower – The Even Chance). 
Soon after his transfer to HMS Indefatigable, Hornblower took up his first “command” to sail 
a French prize, the Marie Galante, back to England. When this brig sank, he, the prize crew 
and the French crew had to take to the ship’s boat. Here he was once again seasick when his 
“delicate stomach” felt the effects of the small boat’s jerky movements. He spent the night 
“vomiting spasmodically” and suffering again from “hideous seasickness”.  
(Mr Midshipman Hornblower – The Penalty of Failure). 
When Hornblower gave up command of HMS Hotspur and returned to Plymouth in what 
proved to be an eventful voyage, he sailed on the water-hoy Princess. This empty vessel 
with no ballast and her “dish-shaped hull” was a terrible sea boat, unpredictable and “hardly 
more weatherly than a raft”. Consequently, Hornblower endured a very uncomfortable time 
lingering “on the verge of seasickness” although not actually sick. 
(Hornblower and the Crisis, chapter 2). 
Despite having been at sea for several weeks and even after crossing the Atlantic, 
Hornblower could still suffer from seasickness, especially if the ship was just wallowing. This 
happened to him off the coast of Santo Domingo or the eastern end of Hispaniola. For 
Hornblower, “this funereal rolling was nothing like the free action of the Renown under 
sail”. By contrast, Bush had a “cast-iron stomach”.  
(Lieutenant Hornblower, chapter 7). 
Seasickness again came to Hornblower in April 1803 when he took his new command, HMS 
Hotspur out into the English Channel for the first time and met the full force of its rollers. He 
had lost his sea-legs after some eighteen months ashore during the period of the Peace of 
Amiens. He experienced the usual symptoms, “he could feel a cold sweat on his skin and the 
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first wave of nausea rising to his throat”. His stomach heaved and “he could think of nothing 
but his own misery”. However, he usually recovered his sea-legs quite quickly and he found 
that “there was a certain feeling of well-being that came with a remission from sea-
sickness”. 
(Hornblower and the Hotspur, chapters 3 and 4). 
In October 1803, horrendous westerly gales drove the Hotspur and the rest of the Channel 
Fleet to find relative shelter in Tor Bay. Hornblower’s stomach had seemed to take the 
rough seas in the Channel without much complaint. However, on reaching this anchorage, 
the ship, now with greatly reduced stores, “was the plaything of wind and wave and tide; 
she surged about at her anchors like a restive horse. She swung and she snubbed herself 
steady with a jerk; she plunged and snubbed herself again”. Hornblower “could only vomit 
and fret”.  
(Hornblower and the Hotspur, chapter 13). 
At one stage during Hornblower’s commission on HMS Atropos, he had been at sea for six 
months other than the less than six hours spent on land when he had gone ashore in 
Gibraltar and Malta. Perhaps because of this, any threat to him of seasickness was not 
apparent. 
(Hornblower and the Atropos, chapter 19).  
Before he took HMS Sutherland to sea, Hornblower had exhausted himself and had slept 
badly. His troubles included all the many difficulties associated with commissioning his ship 
especially a serious lack of seamen, a lack of money and the tension about leaving Maria 
behind but also his jealousy over Lady Barbara. He wanted “the comfortable solitude which 
surrounds a ship’s captain, leaving all shore worries behind”. Thus, tired with mental and 
physical exertion, he started to suffer his usual serious bout of seasickness. Once out of 
Plymouth Sound and beyond the Eddystone, the Sutherland “met her first big roller and 
heaved as it reached her bow, rolled corkscrew fashion, as it passed under her”. Hornblower 
had “sweat on his face although he suddenly felt bitterly cold”. He was utterly miserable 
and terribly sick and soon it was agony to vomit. 
(A Ship of the Line, chapter 5).  
Just for once, Hornblower did not feel seasick when he went to sea again. He noticed this 
unusual occurrence while he was sailing out to HMS Nonsuch, anchored in the Downs off 
Deal, in a “lively” local lugger. Barbara was accompanying him as far as the ship and she 
actually was feeling ill. Hornblower even had to pretend to feel seasick to distract her. The 
difference for Hornblower this time was that he was fresh and well rested. As Commodore, 
the usual many problems before starting a voyage had been absent for him. He had not had 
to bother with finding adequate crew numbers or supplies or deal with petty dockyard 
officials. “He was perfectly at ease”.  
(The Commodore, chapter 4). 
However, Hornblower did later feel seasick while he was in the Baltic. While reconnoitring 
the entrance to the Frisches Haff, he found the sea choppy and he sat at the stern of a 
cutter that was rearing and plunging. “His stomach felt as uneasy as his body felt 
uncomfortable”.  
(The Commodore, chapter 15). 
After a year mostly ashore following his return from Russia, Hornblower had lost his sea 
legs. When he therefore crossed the English Channel on the eighteen-gun brig, HMS Porta 
Coeli, he was inevitably seasick once more. He began to experience the usual signs, sweating 
and feeling wretched. He had been suddenly torn by the call of duty (and Admiral Lord St 
Vincent) from a comfortable life in London and Smallbridge and from his wife, Barbara and 
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son, Richard. Now he was “seasick and cold, depressed and unhappy”. He later “vomited 
excruciatingly into the scuppers as his seasickness reached a climax”. 
(Lord Hornblower, chapter 3). 
Hornblower could also be “seasick” on land. In New Orleans in 1821, a short journey in the 
“admirably sprung” carriage of the British Consul-General had left him “turning as green as 
the upholstery”. 
(Hornblower in the West Indies – St Elizabeth of Hungary). 
 
 
 
Hornblower’s Canal and River Journeys: 
Not all Hornblower’s waterborne journeys took place at sea. C S Forester described five 
memorable trips made by him by canal and river. In The Hornblower Companion, he said 
that “by a fortunate coincidence”, he “happened to have had extensive experience on the 
rivers and canals of England as well as in other countries”. A plot of each journey is shown in 
Maps 14, 15, 23 and 29 of this book. 
 The first one was the journey that Hornblower made with Maria and their infant son, 
Horatio, from Gloucestershire to London by way of the Thames and Severn Canal and the 
River Thames, as told in Hornblower and the Hotspur.  
The second river journey, covered also in the same book, was Hornblower’s nightmare trip 
on the Thames from Greenwich up to Whitehall Steps on a badly leaking barge carrying 
Nelson’s body for its burial in Westminster Abbey.  
The third and fourth river journeys are related in Flying Colours. The protracted escape of 
Hornblower, Bush and Brown took place on the River Loire over several weeks and C S 
Forester’s writing about it is almost bucolic in its tone. But first, the trio got away from their 
guards in the dark and in a snowstorm by taking a rowing boat from the riverbank and 
drifting quickly down river with the current. They then spent about four months in hiding at 
the chateau of a sympathetic French nobleman and his daughter-in-law. The three men 
eventually rowed to freedom in a twenty-foot rowing boat built by them down to the mouth 
of the river at Nantes on the Bay of Biscay.  
The fifth river journey, related in Lord Hornblower, took place on the Seine with HMS Flame 
and HMS Porta Coeli sailing from Le Havre up to Rouen. This “yachting trip” took place in 
1814 after Napoleon had surrendered and a peace had come to an exhausted France. The 
principal passengers on these ships were the Duke and Duchess of Angouleme and their 
entourage. Lady Barbara was also travelling with them. It was a happy jaunt. “It was oddly 
pleasant to sit up here and look over this green and lovely land of France like some 
sightseeing traveller”. As might be expected, the party were at times a bit of a nuisance 
being on deck at the same time as the crew was very busy with constantly changing tack 
with the bends of the river and for a while they were asked to go below. On a more serious 
note, the river passed through the town of Caudebec where Bush had died. Hornblower 
“stood silent in tribute to his friend. When the war was over he would erect a little 
monument on the river bank there above the quay”.  
(Lord Hornblower, chapter 15). 
In all five journeys, there was one very positive bonus for Hornblower; he was not seasick! 
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Yet More Opening Lines: 
“The chapel stall of carved oak on which Sir Horatio Hornblower was sitting was most 
uncomfortable, and the sermon which the Dean of Westminster was preaching was deadly 
dull. Hornblower fidgeted like a child, and like a child he peered round the chapel and at the 
congregation to distract his mind from his physical troubles. Over his head soared the 
exquisite fan tracery of what Hornblower soberly decided was the most beautiful building in 
the world; there was something mathematically satisfactory in the way the spreading 
patterns met and remet, a sort of inspired logic. The nameless workmen who had done that 
carving must have been far-sighted, creative men”. 
(Lord Hornblower, chapter 1) 
 
Book Appearances: 
Hornblower of course featured in all the Hornblower novels. However, the five people who 
featured most in his life and career were Bush, Brown, Maria, Marie and Lady Barbara. None 
of them appeared in Mr Midshipman Hornblower but they appeared as follows in the other 
ten books: (see page 3 for explanation of the abbreviated titles). 
-Bush: eight books- LTH, HOT, CRS, HAP, SOL, FLY, COM, LDH. He also appeared in 
Hornblower’s Charitable Offering from the 1976 published tribute, Hornblower One More 
Time. 
-Maria Mason, nee Hornblower: eight books- LTH, HOT, CRS, ATR, HAP, SOL, FLY and 
posthumously mentioned in LDH. 
-Lady Barbara Hornblower, nee Wellesley: seven books- HAP, SOL, FLY, COM, LDH, HWI, 
CRS-LE. 
-Brown: six books- HAP, SOL, FLY, COM, LDH, CRS-LE. 
-Marie Ladon: two books- FLY, LDH. 
 
 
Fine Sailing! – HMS Atropos: 
“Now she was thrusting along bravely in the summer evening, lying over to the wind, and 
shouldering all the hungry waves with her starboard bow in great fountains of spray, 
through which the setting sun gleamed in fleeting rainbows of fiery beauty, and leaving 
behind her a seething wake dazzling white against the blue. It was a moment when it was 
good to be alive, driving hard to windward like this, and with all the potentiality of 
adventure at hand in the near unknown”. 
 And later… 
“Atropos, still close hauled, was now, in the lessening wind, only flirting with the waves that 
came on to her starboard bow, meeting them elegantly like a stage beauty extending her 
hand to a stage lover. The dark water all around seemed to fall in with the mood and to 
murmur pretty conventionalities”. 
(Hornblower and the Atropos, chapter 20). 
 
Fine Sailing! – HMS Sutherland: 
“Hornblower stood blinking in the sunshine on the quarterdeck, feeling glad to be alive. He 
had as full a crew as any captain could hope for, and more trained topmen than he could 
ever have dared to expect. So far everyone was healthy; his landsmen were fast becoming 
seamen, and he would train them into gunners even quicker than that. This blessed 
midsummer sunshine, hot and dry, suited his health admirably. He had left off fretting over 
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Lady Barbara, thanks to the intense pleasure which it gave him to see his crew settling down 
into a single efficient unit. He was glad to be alive, with high spirits bubbling up within him”. 
(A Ship of the Line, chapter 9). 
 
 
 
First Impressions- Marie: 
At the Chateau de Gracay, the Comte introduced his daughter-in-law, Madame la 
Vicomtesse de Gracay, Marie. 
“Hornblower noticed the glimmer of her silk dress; her piled up hair was golden, nearly 
auburn”. “The Vicomtesse had black eyes in the maddest contrast with her nearly auburn 
hair. She was stoutly – one might almost say stockily-built, and was somewhere near thirty 
years of age, dressed in black silk which left sturdy white shoulders exposed. As she 
curtseyed her eyes met his in complete friendliness”.  
(Flying Colours, chapter 7) 
 
 
Hornblower and Marie: 
Hornblower was undoubtedly attracted to Marie from the beginning of his time at the 
Chateau de Gracay. He “thought he would not find it hard to fall in love with her” if he was 
stupid enough while he was dependent for his safety on her father in law. Nevertheless, he 
and Marie very secretly started their affair and “so Hornblower numbed his own brain with 
lust and passion”. Marie quickly realised that “she was not any part of his real life”. But with 
her “healthy animalism”, “Marie was everything Hornblower could desire as a mistress”, 
even though his conscience and guilt over “the shameful memory of his treatment of Marie” 
would trouble him as he travelled down the Loire.  
(Flying Colours, chapters 8, 9 and 12). 
To their joint surprise, Hornblower and Marie met each other again at a reception in Paris, 
some three years later. She was with her father in law, Count Ladon, while he was with 
Barbara. Marie had an immediate effect on Hornblower, even though Barbara was in the 
room. “His heart was pounding, and there was roaring in his ears like when he had battled 
for his life in the waters of the Loire. The whole glittering room was seemingly banked in fog, 
save for a single face”.  “Memories were crowding in on him…God! This was unendurable”. 
With Barbara there, “the introductions were not easy. It was not easy to introduce his wife 
and his mistress”.  
(Lord Hornblower, chapter 16).  
Two months after their encounter in Paris, Hornblower travelled with Brown across France 
to the Chateau de Gracay. The Count had invited him to stay and Hornblower, with Barbara 
still away in Vienna, was bored with his lonely life at Smallbridge. “As a captain he had been 
a lonely man and yet a busy one, a very different thing from being lonely with nothing to 
do”. Also, “with Bush dead it was likely that the Count was the man of whom Hornblower 
was fondest in all the world”. Besides, Marie was there too. It was not well to think of 
Barbara while he was with Marie; he had thought of Marie while he was with Barbara”.  
After all the jealous anguish he had suffered in the past about Barbara, what was now going 
on in Hornblower’s mind? If he had analysed himself closely at that time, it is likely that he 
would have been incapable of formulating any clear answer about his behaviour and 
certainly not a logical one. On that first night back at the Chateau de Gracay, the passion 
between them blazed up again. She “was waiting for him, weighted down with longing, 
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heavy with love, tender and sweet”. Later, he was with her when she died a bloody death 
from a bullet that tore “the great artery of the thigh”. * 
(Lord Hornblower, chapters 17, 18, 19 and 20). 
*as a matter of interest, Hankey, the surgeon of the Lydia, had said once that thirty seconds 
was as “long as anyone ever lived after the femoral artery was cut”. 
 
 
The Big “What if” Question: 
During Hornblower’s second visit to the Chateau de Gracay, and with the passionate affair 
between him and Marie once again in full blaze, Brown announced that he was going to 
marry Annette, the daughter of the Chateau’s cook. Brown ventured to suggest that if he 
continued in Hornblower’s service, Annette could join him and cook excellent meals for him 
at Smallbridge. The prospect of years of eating superlative French food  suddenly appealed 
to him but this thought brought him up with a start – was he ever going to return to Kent 
and to Barbara? After five days with Marie, he had “seriously debated with himself the 
possibility of becoming a French seigneur, and turning his back on England”. “On the surface 
Barbara had nothing to complain about; she had gone to Vienna, and during her absence 
Hornblower was visiting old friends”. “As great as was Hornblower’s happiness it was not 
untrammelled”, he and Marie had to act furtively. Any conscience that did bother him was 
over the Count and his generous hospitality that he was abusing. “This was a double life in 
very truth”. 
 C S Forester portrayed Hornblower during his second stay at the Chateau de Gracay, 
perhaps with some exaggeration, as a man who had been overwhelmingly swept away in a 
very passionate affair with Marie. Eventually, Marie was to die in June 1815 as Napoleon’s 
soldiers closed in on Hornblower and his bedraggled group of fighters. But, what if they had 
both survived their capture and had been set free? What would Hornblower have decided 
to do? Would he have come to his senses? Would he have stopped behaving like a lovesick 
loon? Would he have returned to England, to his wife and son, to his naval career as a future 
admiral? Or, would he have stayed in France with Marie? Would the Wellesley family with 
all its connections then  have broken him? What would have happened to all his wealth and 
his income? Would he have been able to live without guilt? Given his self-doubt and his 
habitual tendency for self-analysis but also his fundamental decency, what would have been 
going on in his mind?   
(Lord Hornblower, chapter 18). 
 
The Principality of Seitz-Bunau: 
 Seitz-Bunau was a fictitious name used by C S Forester to indicate an example of the type of 
small state in Germany that Bonaparte had overrun in 1805. Nearly seventy years later, it 
would have been one of the various states that Bismarck incorporated under one federal 
government in 1871. Hornblower’s biographer used fictitious names where he wished to 
give an impression of the type of place he had in mind. The Hornblowers’ country residence 
at Smallbridge in Kent and Count Ladon’s Chateau de Gracay on the Loire come to mind. The 
young prince who gave the principality its title was “His Serene Highness Ernst Prince of 
Seitz-Bunau”, but as a midshipman on the Atropos, he was known as “Mr Prince”. “His 
Excellency the Baron Otto von Eisenbeiss, Chamberlain and First Secretary of State to His 
Serene Highness” accompanied him. On the ship, he was “Dr Eisenbeiss”.  
(Hornblower and the Atropos, chapters 6 and 7). 
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His Reading Tastes:  
Hornblower had received a good education that left him strong in mathematics and with a 
solid background in the classics. For example, his first sighting of Spanish galleys off Cadiz 
reminded him of a line from a Latin poet describing such vessels as having “white wings” 
when the oars were raised and lowered in unison. He realised that he “was looking at 
exactly the same sort of vessel as the ancients used to fight their battles. Polybius and 
Thucydides wrote about galleys almost identical with these”. 
Due to the lack of choice available to him as a prisoner on the French privateer, Pique, 
Hornblower possessed only two books when we first see him with something to read. They 
were books for professional seamen and written in French, Grandjean’s “Principles of 
Navigation” and Lebrun’s “Handbook on Seamanship”. As it happened, he used them to 
start a fire on the privateer in order to slow her down sufficiently for capture by HMS 
Indefatigable.  
(Mr Midshipman Hornblower – The Penalty of Failure and The Spanish Galleys). 
Like all naval officers at the time, Hornblower was a reader of the Naval Chronicle. This 
paper included sections such as Law Intelligence, Naval Courts Martial, the Monthly Register 
of Naval Events, Naval Debates in Parliament, the Plymouth Report and similar ones for 
other ports and, importantly for Hornblower at times, the Gazette Letters.  
(Hornblower and the Hotspur, chapter 17). 
While in Gibraltar, he had bought two books for a “badly needed guinea”.  They were Lord 
Hodge’s “Statement of the Present Political Condition of Italy” and Barber’s “New Methods 
of Determining Longitude, with some Remarks on Discrepancies in Recent Charts”. 
Apparently, “he had wanted to inform himself on both subjects”.  
(Hornblower and the Atropos, chapter 20). 
Hornblower took with him a chest of books to the Mediterranean on HMS Sutherland. In 
addition to his favourite, Gibbon’s “Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire”, he wished to 
acquire “An Account of the Present War in Spain”. He wanted to know more about the 
peninsula on whose coast he was going to fight. 
(A Ship of the Line, chapter 4). 
Lady Barbara had shown “a close knowledge of a remarkable poem called The Lay of the 
Last Minstrel by an Edinburgh lawyer (Walter Scott) but Hornblower “kept his opinion of the 
work to himself”. For him, Gibbon and his Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire was a 
favourite rather than “a barbaric romantic poem with no polish about it whatever”. In 
further conversations, Hornblower and Lady Barbara talked again “of books and poetry”. He 
favoured the “classical school” and of course, talked about Gibbon and also Johnson and 
Swift. He was “vaguely horrified” by what he had heard of Wordsworth.  They both liked 
Coleridge’s The Rime of the Ancient Mariner. 
(The Happy Return, chapters 12 and 22). 
Barbara bought for Hornblower a “score” of books to read during his commission in the 
Baltic on HMS Nonsuch. One of them was Byron’s Childe Harold. He admitted to himself that 
“he was glad of a chance to read it, although he would never have dreamed of buying it for 
himself”. On “flipping through the pages”, his impression was that it was “bombast and 
fustian” 
(The Commodore, chapter 5 and 11). 
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Sunday on a Royal Navy Ship: 
“Sunday was the day of the captain’s inspection, when he went round every part of the ship 
examining everything, to see that the first lieutenant was doing his duty in keeping the ship 
efficient. On Sunday the ship had to be swept and garnished, all the falls of rope flemished 
down, the hands fallen in by divisions in their best clothes, divine service held, the Articles of 
War read – Sunday was the day when the professional ability of every first lieutenant in His 
Britannic Majesty’s Navy was tried in the balance 
(The Happy Return, chapter 18). 
“It was a Godfearing Admiralty who ordered church service every Sunday morning”. 
Hornblower was nevertheless not enthusiastic about such services and he would have liked 
to have dispensed with them. He also had no chaplain on board. “Hornblower hated 
parsons”. However, Sunday church services did play a useful role for him because he could 
assess the morale of his men by the way that they sang the hymns.  
(A Ship of the Line, chapter 7).  
 
 
Concerns for Fresh Water and Food Supplies: 
Throughout most of Hornblower’s career, there are instances where he was much bothered 
about ensuring adequate supplies of water and food for his ship. C S Forester mentioned 
several times the need for fresh water on all ships and the problems caused when it became 
scarce. 
One such concern was in July 1796 when Acting-Lieutenant Hornblower was in temporary 
command of HM transport brig, Caroline, with a cargo of grain and a large consignment of 
cattle. His concern was not about water for his men but for the cattle. “Fresh water was the 
trouble – it was a greater anxiety to Hornblower than even it was to the average ship’s 
captain, for the cattle were always thirsty”. On two occasions as the Caroline meandered 
from Oran in North Africa westwards to Gibraltar, Hornblower sent a raiding party ashore to 
fill up with water from local streams. All this happened during an enforced twenty–two day 
cruise while Hornblower and his crew were in quarantine because of the plague, the Black 
Death, in Oran. Food was not a problem on the voyage because the men on the brig 
consumed a bullock a day. 
(Mr Midshipman Hornblower – Noah’s Ark). 
When HMS Renown returned to Tor Bay with the fleet to take shelter from relentless 
westerly gales, obtaining fresh supplies of water was a vital task. “There was intense 
physical pleasure in opening the throat and pouring down it a draught of fresh clean water 
so different from the stinking green liquid doled out under guard”. 
(Hornblower and The Widow McCool). 
The shortage of water on HMS Hotspur began to be apparent when the extreme gales after 
the winter equinox started to blow almost continuously for days on end. One consequence 
was that the water-hoys trying to sail down towards the Bay of Biscay were badly delayed. 
In the previous six months, the Hotspur had received sufficient water from them to avoid 
rationing. The Hotspur eventually reached relative shelter in Tor Bay with just two days’ 
water at half-rations left. The ship’s company had been on half-rations for a week and at 
two-thirds for four weeks before that. When fresh water became available, there “began an 
orgy of freshwater, clear springwater” which Hornblower and everyone else on the ship 
joined in drinking repeatedly. At the same time, the Hotspur took on its maximum store of 
fifteen thousand gallons of drinking water. The gales also meant that the galley fires did not 
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remain lit but Bush and the purser, Huffnell, had ensured that the cook had before this 
boiled three hundred pounds of salt pork and three hundred pounds of dried peas. The crew 
could therefore still eat cold parboiled pork and cold pease porridge. 
(Hornblower and the Hotspur, chapter 13).  
As Hornblower and HMS Atropos neared Marmorice Bay in Turkish waters, he was looking 
to fill up his water barrels and to buy fresh vegetables. 
(Hornblower and the Atropos, chapter 12). 
After seven months continuously at sea, the first concern for Hornblower when he sailed 
into the Bay of Fonseca on the Pacific coast of Central America was for fresh water and 
food. “He would be restless and uncomfortable until the Lydia was fully charged again with 
food and water and wood and every other necessary, sufficient to take her back round the 
Horn”. See below for his “shopping list”.  Once the food supplies became available, the men 
of the Lydia worked round the clock for two days to load and store what was brought out to 
the ship. “The Lydia was gorging herself full” and “entire independence of the shore” had 
been regained. 
(The Happy Return, chapter 3). 
Six weeks’ later, after the Lydia had fought and won her gruelling battle with the Natividad, 
Hornblower had to re-consider whether his food supplies were sufficient to last until she 
had sailed back round the Horn and could at least reach St Helena. One unfortunate factor 
that helped to make this possible was the loss of a quarter of his crew and therefore a 
smaller demand for food. His water supplies were fully replenished when the Lydia was 
careened and refitted on the island of Coiba near Panama. It was one of those rare times 
again when the men had access to a supply of clear water where they could drink as much 
as they wanted.  
(The Happy Return, chapters 19 and 20). 
As the ship’s company prepared HMS Sutherland for sea, water was deliberately brought on 
board late. The shorter water was kept in casks, the longer it would take to become foul and 
“so alive with living things”.  
(A Ship of the Line, chapter 5). 
In a change from a sea voyage, Hornblower, with Bush and Brown, undertook their escape 
in a river journey on the Loire for some four hundred miles down to Nantes and the Bay of 
Biscay. Food stocks came from the kitchens of the chateau where they had been given 
shelter. The supply and storage of fresh drinking water was not a problem in this case 
because they were floating on it!  
(Flying Colours, chapter 10). 
On arrival with his squadron in St Petersburg, Hornblower took the opportunity to ask the 
Russian Minister of Marine for water and firewood. “Every commanding officer, whether of 
ships or squadrons, carried always at the back of his mind the vital, urgent need for 
renewing his ship’s drinking water”. Once supplied, he would again be “utterly 
independent”. 
(The Commodore, chapter 11). 
Chasing a slave ship into the port of San Juan in Puerto Rico had also compelled him to turn 
it into a formal visit to this Spanish colony. Hornblower therefore took the opportunity for 
the Clorinda’s captain to replenish his water supplies and to acquire what food stores he 
needed. As always, there was the constant concern about ensuring adequate stores of 
water and food. 
(Hornblower in the West Indies – The Star of the South).  
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Although Hornblower and Barbara were passengers on the Pretty Jane when she was almost 
lost in an extreme hurricane, he still took responsibility for obtaining water in the aftermath 
of the storm. In a full deluge, he ordered the ten survivors to use their shirts, and Barbara a 
petticoat, to absorb as much rain as possible so that they could drink. They were therefore 
able to survive in the waterlogged hulk “precariously balanced” on bales of coir until 
rescued by a fishing boat from Puerto Rico. 
(Hornblower in the West Indies – The Hurricane) 
 
HMS Lydia’s Food Order: 
After seven months at sea, the Lydia’s storerooms were nearly empty and fresh provisions 
were required for her crew of three hundred and eighty men. Hornblower demanded the 
following from El Supremo: 
- 200 bullocks (250 if they were thin and small), 
- 500 pigs, 
- 100 quintals of salt, 
- 40 tons of ship’s bread or biscuit (or the equivalent amount of flour with ovens and fuel to 
bake it), 
- the juice of 40,000 lemons, oranges or limes, 
- 10 tons of sugar, 
- 5 tons of tobacco, 
- a ton of coffee,   
- 20 tons of potatoes. 
For current needs while in harbour he also wanted five bullocks a day, two dozen chickens, 
as many eggs as possible and sufficient fresh vegetables for each day. Additionally, and to 
Hornblower’s great joy and relief, a supply of rum was also obtained.  Payment for these 
provisions was to come from handing over from Lydia “five hundred muskets and bayonets, 
five hundred pouch-belts, and the million rounds of small arm ammunition” loaded at 
Portsmouth.  
“In any matter regarding his ship fear of being deemed a failure drove him into unexpected 
hardness and temerity”. 
(The Happy Return, chapter 3). 
 
 
Hornblower and Bracegirdle: 
On HMS Indefatigable during 1795 and 1796, Midshipmen Hornblower and Bracegirdle were 
good friends. During an engagement with a French frigate, when the ship’s mizzen-mast was 
felled by the French guns, Hornblower was able to transfer from his post in the mizzen-top 
via the shrouds to the main yard where he was “received with rapture in the maintop by 
Midshipman Bracegirdle”. With his characteristic good nature, Bracegirdle greeted him by 
thumping him on his back with “Midshipman Hornblower, our flying angel”. Later, they had 
both landed on the beach at Muzillac during the ill-fated incursion by French royalists and a 
small force of British infantry or, as Bracegirdle referred to them, “these lobsters” in their 
red tunics. When they met, Bracegirdle greeted Hornblower with a broad grin and “from 
quarterdeck to dung cart is no more than a step…from midshipman to captain of artillery” 
with two six-pounders. They were both ordered to blow up a stone bridge and they both 
enjoyed themselves doing this like a pair of naughty schoolboys. In the final hours of the 
retreat from the beach, Bracegirdle saved his men but had to lose the guns. From his cart, 
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he again greeted Hornblower with “Boadicea and her chariot!” When their ship was at 
anchor in Gibraltar, Bracegirdle was jokingly able to tell his friend to “examine your 
conscience well” when he heard that Hornblower had been summoned to see Captain 
Pellew in his cabin. Hornblower was off to face his examination for lieutenant. Bracegirdle 
lent him a clean shirt and advised him about the best way to handle his cocked hat. Then in 
July 1796, when Hornblower came into Gibraltar Bay with a ship carrying cattle as food for 
the fleet, Bracegirdle greeted him with “Hullo, Noah, how are Shem and Ham”? While in 
Gibraltar, Hornblower had to attend a dinner at Government House and it was Bracegirdle 
again who lent him clothes, this time “a pair of the finest white stockings of China silk”.  
(Mr Midshipman Hornblower – The Man Who Saw God, The Frogs and the Lobsters, The 
Examination for Lieutenant, Noah’s Ark, The Duchess and the Devil).    
It would therefore appear that Hornblower and Bracegirdle were the best of friends and 
likely to remain so. However, perhaps it says more about Hornblower than Bracegirdle if 
one considers the way that Hornblower treated his old friend when they met again over 
nine and a half years later in January 1806 just before Nelson’s funeral in Westminster.  
Hornblower was trying to recover the watch that he had left attached to Nelson’s coffin 
during the waterborne procession to Whitehall Steps. Bracegirdle was under the strictest   
orders not to allow anyone access to the coffin and he was perhaps a trifle glib when he 
refused his old friend. To this, Hornblower replied, “Your humour is frequently misplaced, 
Mr Bracegirdle, and you seem to have forgotten that the difference in rank between us 
should invite a more respectful attitude on the part of a junior officer”. “Hornblower was 
tired and irritated; even as he said the words he was annoyed with himself for saying them. 
He was fond of Bracegirdle. 
Was Hornblower being too pompous and precious about his rank with Bracegirdle, now an 
officer junior to him? The two of them were speaking to each other at the time out of 
earshot of anyone else and arguably, Hornblower did himself little credit by his behaviour. 
Unfortunately for both of them, Hornblower did not get the opportunity to put matters 
right, (he “was about to make a pacific reply”), before Admiral Lord St Vincent loomed up 
behind them. 
(Hornblower and the Atropos, chapter 5). 
 
 
Uninvited Memories; 
Being Hornblower, he could occasionally be caught off guard by painful thoughts and 
memories when he was not expecting them. In one instance, while thinking about captured 
foreign ships now in Royal Navy service with either their original names or with newly 
changed English ones such as HMS Sutherland, previously the Dutch warship, Eendracht, he 
felt sudden regret for his old ship. He did not want to think about his surrender of that ship 
even though a court martial had honourably acquitted him. This then led on to thoughts of 
Maria “now nearly three years in her grave” and then about his surviving son, Richard, and 
then suddenly the memory of Marie de Gracay surfaced. He tried to cancel this memory by 
thinking of Barbara, “his loyal and understanding wife” but found that difficult. “With ghosts 
at his side in the chill, bleak winter day”, he grimly walked up and down the deck and men, 
seeing his face, “shrank from crossing his path”. For him, this was “that day of horrible 
introspection”. 
(Lord Hornblower, chapter 9).  
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The Peace of Amiens: 
The Treaty, or Peace of Amiens, temporarily ended the fighting between France and Great 
Britain. It was signed in the city of its name on 27th March 1802 and lasted just over a year 
until 18th May 1803. For historians, it marked the period of peace between the French 
Revolutionary Wars (1792-1802), and the start of the Napoleonic War (1802-1815). It was 
the only period of peace in Europe between 1792 and 1815. 
C S Forester portrayed the effect of this interval on Hornblower and Bush and the 
consequent running down of naval warfare at the end of Lieutenant Hornblower and at the 
beginning of Hornblower and the Hotspur. The Royal Navy was being reduced to a 
peacetime establishment with nine ships out of ten paid off. 
(Lieutenant Hornblower, chapters 18-20). 
One consequence of the Peace of Amiens was the freeing of French prisoners of war 
including some of the more able and distinguished French naval captains. As Hornblower 
discovered when he encountered the French frigate, Loire, her captain must have been one 
of them. He showed a high degree of skill in his chase of the Hotspur from a position just 
outside Brest north westwards to Ushant 
(Hornblower and the Hotspur, chapter 6). 
 
 
Shipboard Infestations: 
C S Forester described one aspect of the aftermath on HMS Renown from the carrying to 
Jamaica of the Spanish prisoners taken from Samana. They were on the ship for six days and 
“had infested the ship with all the parasites they had brought with them. Fleas, lice, and 
bedbugs swarmed everywhere”. The tropical heat helped this plague to flourish. Counter 
measures included the shaving of heads and the baking of bedding, all with limited success. 
The ship’s own rats and cockroaches joined in by increasing their numbers. 
(Lieutenant Hornblower, chapter 17).   
During HMS Hotspur’s return to Plymouth for repairs, she became plagued with” disease, 
bed bugs, fleas and lice”. Of these, the worst were the bed bugs that needed many weeks of 
diligent removal. 
(Hornblower and the Hotspur, chapter 19). 
The press had brought on board the Sutherland new hands some of whom had been taken 
from local gaols. There was a need to rid them of vermin to keep the ship clear of flees, lice 
and bugs. Failure to tackle this problem would make life on board a misery. After shaving 
their heads, they were thrust under the washdeck pump.  Hornblower encouraged them in 
this activity and amazed them by declaring that he too underwent a shower when at sea.  
(A Ship of the Line, chapter 1). 
When a footman served Hornblower at a formal dinner in the Peterhof Palace in St 
Petersburg, Hornblower noticed the fleabites on his wrist. He really did not want this. His 
naval career so far had seen a “ceaseless war against body-vermin in crowded ships”. In his 
cabin the next morning, he saw a flea in his nightshirt and to his disgust, he saw that “his 
smooth round belly was pockmarked with fleabites”. He now faced the “dreary prospect of 
the nuisance of having to rid himself of vermin”. He ordered Brown to disinfect his clothes. 
(The Commodore, chapters 12 and 13). 
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Blockading the French Coast: 
C S Forester at various times in the Hornblower books described conditions for both men 
and ships at sea in the Bay of Biscay watching for any attempts by the French to enter or 
leave their ports. He described the gales and storms coming from the west and the cold 
ones from the east, the wear on the ships and constant wetness on board for the crews, the 
poor food and, above all, the boredom except at rare times of action. The occasional chance 
of an imminent opportunity for battle and possible death brightened up their lives! C S 
Forester first introduced this aspect in Hornblower’s life when he was a midshipman on 
HMS Indefatigable. 
(Mr Midshipman Hornblower – The Man who Saw God). 
He covered the subject at greater length when Hornblower was stationed off Brest in 
command of HMS Hotspur. His principal role was to be the “eyes” of the Channel Fleet by 
getting in as close to Brest as he dared in what were very rocky and potentially dangerous 
approaches to the harbour. He had to establish the extent of the preparations of the French 
fleet for any attempt at a break-out. Admiral Cornwallis had also instructed him “to make 
contact with the fishermen of Brest” to see if he could bribe them and obtain all possible 
information about their ships. To facilitate this, Hornblower was able to use a supply of 
some 1,300 francs worth of gold coins. These comprised fifty 10-franc, twenty 20-franc and 
ten 40-franc pieces.  
(Hornblower and the Hotspur, chapter 4). 
C S Forester recounted how the slow strangulation of French ports during a long blockade 
came at a price for the Royal Navy and despite its efforts, “fragments of Bonaparte’s navy 
sometimes evaded blockade”. “There was a constant petty drain” of manpower. This could 
arise from illnesses, rheumatism, falls from the rigging, ruptures from heavy lifting, crushed 
fingers and feet, infections from lacerations leading to gangrene, amputation and death, 
accidents during target practice, fights among the crew and hangings for disciplinary 
offences. Hornblower attempted to reduce the extent of such losses by keeping the crew as 
busy and occupied as possible. Hornblower and the Hotspur spent “a year and a half among 
the rocks and shoals of the Iroise”, the area of sea between Ushant in the north and the 
Pointe du Raz and within which the major port was Brest. 
(Hornblower and the Hotspur, chapters 12, 20 and 23). 
Admiral Leighton had not liked Hornblower’s independent, but very successful and effective,   
action while waiting for the arrival of the flagship at the agreed rendezvous off Palamos 
Point in the Mediterranean. “Admirals were always plagued by the tendency of their 
captains, when on blockade service, to make excuses and get away and act independently – 
if only because it increased their share of prize money”.  
(A Ship of the Line, chapter 15). 
 
Gales and Hurricanes: 
Hornblower experienced many storms at sea, as very likely did C S Forester. He particularly 
wrote at some length about a very severe storm in Hornblower and the Hotspur, A Ship of 
the Line and a hurricane in Hornblower in the West Indies – The Hurricane. 
“The creaking and the groaning of Hotspur’s fabric blended with the noise of the wind, and 
the actual woodwork of the ship vibrated with the vibration of the rigging until it seemed as 
if body and mind, exhausted with the din and with the fatigues of mere movement, could not 
endure for another minute, and yet went on to endure for days”. 
(Hornblower and the Hotspur, chapter 13). 
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C S Forester wrote about a severe storm that afflicted Admiral Leighton’s Squadron in the 
Mediterranean off Cape Creux on the Spanish coast and in particular, the gale that fell on 
the flagship, HMS Pluto and Hornblower’s HMS Sutherland. At one stage, “the shrieking 
wind brought hail with it – hailstones as big as cherries, which bit and blinded and stung, 
rattling with an infernal din on the decks, and whipping the sea into a yeasty foam whose 
hiss was audible even through the other noises”. For Hornblower, “the air, even the deluges 
of rain and spray, were exhilarating after the stifling heat of the last few days”. Then “a 
sudden howling squall” dismasted the flagship, HMS Pluto, nearly turned her over and left 
her in a parlous state. Rolling “insanely” she was drifting to leeward towards the coast and 
its protective heavy guns. Hornblower’s biographer then proceeded to describe in some 
detail his superb seamanship and courage as he eventually managed to tow the Pluto into 
clearer sea and safety. 
(A Ship of the Line, chapter 16). 
The Hornblowers eventually left Jamaica and started their long voyage home as the only 
passengers on the packet, Pretty Jane. Initially, it was for him “his first holiday after three 
years of strenuous work” and they both enjoyed their relaxation and idleness. The ship had 
just left the Caribbean Sea and had entered the Atlantic with Dominica to the south west 
and Puerto Rico to the south east of them. In the evening, Hornblower noticed “something 
heavy in the breathing of the air, and something unusual about the swell that was rolling the 
Pretty Jane so heavily”. A gale began to blow and then progressed into what was to be a 
horrendous hurricane. The air was now hot and the sea “really heavy”. “The vibration of the 
taut standing rigging transmitted to his bunk via the deck”. This was to be what C S Forester 
referred to as “Hornblower’s Hurricane”. With the ship taking a heavy pounding, he   
struggled with Barbara across a deck under surging waves to the mainmast where they 
joined survivors of the crew by roping themselves to it. From there, he saw their bunkhouse 
swept overboard. The ship and the people on it began to endure what was to be a night and 
day of relentless fury from the wind and sea. “The wind was tearing the sail from its gaskets. 
The process was repeated along the yard, as the wind with fingers of steel pried into the 
solid roll of the sail to tear it loose, rip it open, split it into ribbons, and then tear off the 
ribbons to whirl them away to leeward. It was hard to believe that a wind could have such 
power”. In addition, the waves “were appalling in their immensity”. The ship quickly filled 
with water but stayed afloat because its cargo of coir was so buoyant. 
(Hornblower in the West Indies – The Hurricane). 
 
 
His Stewards and Servants: 
Hornblower’s first personal steward was John Grimes, “a weedy young seaman” on HMS 
Hotspur. He had apparently been a captain’s steward on a West Indian packet. Despite this, 
Hornblower had to instruct him in the making of his morning coffee. Grimes later 
committed suicide by hanging himself in Hornblower’s cabin. He probably knew that he 
would be sentenced to be hung or given “five hundred lashes” for showing cowardice. 
(Hornblower and the Hotspur, chapters 5, 10 and 11). 
In place of Grimes, Hornblower’s new steward was James Doughty. For Hornblower, he was 
“the best of servants”, the most experienced and attentive steward he ever had during his 
time at sea. Doughty was a superb cook able to produce superior dishes from ordinary 
ingredients. He always seemed to be available to “dress” Hornblower according to the 
circumstances. Clearly, at some stage in Plymouth, Hornblower had spoken very highly of 
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Doughty and had introduced him to both Maria and her dragon of a mother, Mrs Mason. 
The two women were jealous of Doughty and his talent and professionalism. With 
Doughty’s superb service, Hornblower also began to realise that below the surface, there 
was “an unseen circle of stewards, with its own secret rites and passwords, managing the 
private lives of their officers without reference to them”. However, Hornblower was to lose 
the services of Doughty in a very unfortunate way. His steward had struck a superior officer 
and was therefore under arrest for mutiny. Under the Twenty-Second Article of War, if 
found guilty, Doughty would be hung, a thought that sickened Hornblower.  
After Doughty’s “contrived desertion”, Hornblower had to put up with the “clumsy 
administrations” of Bailey, “the gun-room steward. He’s the best of a bad lot”. He was “all 
knees and elbows, with the figure of a youth despite his years”. Hornblower was however 
relieved to hear that Bailey could not read. He had passed on to Hornblower a piece of 
paper written to him by Doughty that might have just incriminated Hornblower in his 
desertion. In the ship’s muster rolls, there was an “X” next to Bailey’s name. As a Scotsman, 
Bailey’s illiteracy was thought to be unusual. 
(Hornblower and the Hotspur, chapter 11, 14, 17, 20, 22 and 23).  
On HMS Lydia and HMS Sutherland, Hornblower’s steward was Polwheal who was “a man 
of gratifyingly few words”. However, Hornblower still felt it was necessary for him to appear 
in Polwheal’s eyes as “superior to human weakness”. On being woken up by his steward and 
still feeling very fatigued with aching joints, he “stood up abruptly and posed as somebody 
feeling perfectly wide awake”. 
(The Happy Return, chapter 15). 
“Polwheal was not the man for an emergency”. Because of this and because he was 
wounded, Hornblower selected his coxswain, Brown, to be his steward. He picked Brown 
not because of any stewarding experience but because he was the right man for an 
emergency such as a possible escape from French captivity.  
(Flying Colours, chapter 3). 
Brown continued as Hornblower’s steward on HMS Nonsuch in the Baltic and, while ashore, 
as his unofficial bodyguard. 
(The Commodore, various chapters). 
There was no provision for Hornblower to have a steward on the brig, HMS Porta Coeli. 
However, his coxswain, Brown, filled the gap with his usual quiet efficiency and tact. 
(Lord Hornblower, chapter 4). 
In the West Indies as a Rear Admiral and using the small HMS Crab as his flagship and later 
the frigate, HMS Clorinda, Hornblower’s steward was Giles. This man was very suitable for 
the job given that he was attending an often bad-tempered admiral but he seemed to be 
able to cope with him. 
(Hornblower in the West Indies – St Elizabeth of Hungary). 
 
 
“Arme’s en Flute”: 
This was a description of a French warship with her guns removed. There was therefore a 
likeness to “a flute when her ports were opened – she had a row of empty holes down her 
side”. This would create a huge increase in deck space so that large numbers of men could 
be carried. Hornblower deduced that such changes taking place in the port of Brest was a 
prelude to an attempted landing of French troops in Ireland.  
(Hornblower and the Hotspur, chapter 15). 
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His Food Tastes and Experiences -1: 
Throughout the biographies, C S Forester would often provide generous detail of the various 
foods that Hornblower experienced:  
When Hornblower dined with his captain and other senior officers on HMS Indefatigable, he  
“kept silent, as midshipmen should, thereby being able to devote their undivided attention to 
the food, so vastly superior to what was served in the midshipmen’s berth”. 
(Mr Midshipman Hornblower – The Man Who Felt Queer). 
After taking the prize, Le Reve, into Gibraltar, Hornblower received an invitation to lunch at 
Government House not realising that he was there to meet the Duchess of Wharfdale who 
was to sail with him back to Plymouth. However, the meal had it consolations with delicious 
food provided to a young man with a huge appetite for such food. He enjoyed “a smoking 
sirloin of beef” albeit “tough and stringy” from North Africa. There followed meringues, 
macaroons, custards and fruits. 
(Mr Midshipman Hornblower – The Duchess and the Devil). 
Sometimes, the prevailing mood of the company could adversely affect what normally could 
have been a delicious meal. For example, at a breakfast in the wardroom on HMS Renown, 
on the morning after Captain Sawyer’s accident, Hornblower found it a silent and cheerless 
experience. This was despite it being “a breakfast of fried slivers of salt pork with onions, 
hot coffee and good biscuit, fresh air and sunshine and fair weather”. 
(Lieutenant Hornblower, chapter 5). 
In Jamaica, a new captain, Cogshill, joined the Renown. He hosted a dinner at which 
Hornblower, Bush, Buckland and others attended. The food presented included coconut-fed 
land crab, (preferred by some to “dairy-fed pork”), a saddle of fresh lamb, real potatoes (not 
yams), a West Indian pepper pot, (not as good as those in Trinidad), cheese, fruit and nuts. 
There was plenty of wine, and a choice of brandy, Dutch Geneva, Curacao, and Swedish 
schnapps. 
(Lieutenant Hornblower, chapter 16). 
While on half-pay, Hornblower and Bush went into a Portsmouth eating-house offering “a 
fourpenny ordinary. Sixpence with pudding”. They had “boiled mutton – not very much 
mutton – potatoes and carrots and parsnips and barley and a dab of pease pudding, all 
swimming in pale gravy”. A very hungry Hornblower ate all this at great speed. This was 
followed by currant duff “with a saucer of jam to spread on it, cheese and a pint of wine -     
port wine”. 
(Lieutenant Hornblower, chapter 19). 
Before leaving Portsmouth in HMS Hotspur for his reconnaissance task outside Brest, 
Hornblower with his limited money had bought his “captain’s stores”. These comprised six 
dozen eggs (half of them found to be bad), six pounds of heavily salted butter, a loaf of sugar 
and some pots of jam (and only blackcurrant at that). He had no bacon or potted meat and 
not a chicken, sheep or a pig. As his stores ran low, Hornblower had to borrow or beg 
mustard from the wardroom to apply to salt beef. He could notice a difference between 
some types of salt beef depending on the newness of the cask it came from or perhaps a 
different victualling yard. With his stores all consumed, “he was likely to be living on 
seaman’s fare, unrelieved salt beef and pork, dried peas, biscuits. Cheese twice a week and 
suet pudding on Sundays”.  He was however able to pay for freshly caught pilchards and 
lobster when he came across Breton fishing boats. At that stage in his life, he had only eaten 
lobster twice before when he had worked as a professional whist player in the Long Rooms.  
(Hornblower and the Hotspur, chapter 5 and 7). 
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On the morning of his arrival in Marmorice Bay, Hornblower was feeling hungry and looking 
forward to his breakfast. What he had in mind was “a generous slice of fat pork, fried to a 
pale brown”. It had to be served very hot “and he would have biscuit crumbs fried with it, 
and he would top it off with black treacle smeared on a biscuit, thick. That was a breakfast 
worth thinking about”. 
(Hornblower and the Atropos, chapter 12).  
 
 
 
The Famous Castle Pie Dinner: 
In mid 1803, Hornblower was the junior captain at a dinner held on HMS Tonnant, the 
flagship of the Inshore Squadron then blockading Brest. Several other captains were present 
but particularly Tonnant’s captain, Captain Edward Pellew, under whom he had served on 
HMS Indefatigable. Admiral Cornwallis presided over the proceedings.  
C S Forester described in some detail the food on offer: 
-the largest dish, a “magnificent pie” of beef and kidneys with its pastry covering “built up 
into a castle, from the turret of which flew a paper Union Jack”, 
-a ragout of pork with boiled onions, 
-chickens, (specially fed with weevils saved from biscuit bags), 
- galantine, a brawn flavoured with truffle flakes, “a kickshaw in which my chef takes 
particular pride”, 
- fresh vegetables – cauliflower, carrots, spring greens, puree potatoes,   
- a rich pudding with raisins and currants, (also known as duff), jellies of two different 
colours. 
-three cheeses (Caerphilly, Wensleydale and Red Cheshire). Hornblower discovered the 
“heavenly twins” combination of Wensleydale and vintage port. 
As junior officer, Hornblower had to propose the loyal toast, taken by all present standing. It 
later became a special privilege for the Royal Navy to drink the royal health while sitting 
down in recognition of low deck beams. 
(Hornblower and the Hotspur, chapter 9). 
(Members of the C S Forester Society who attend its Annual General Meetings will of course 
know that at the first dinner held each year, “castle pie” is the main course). 
 
 
Hornblower and His Morning Coffee: 
In 1795, as an eighteen-year old midshipman ashore on a raid in Brittany, he had a cup of 
coffee with his breakfast. “He was not sure if he liked it; he had only tasted coffee three or 
four times before”. This statement is worth noting as, in the various books that followed, a 
recurrent theme was how much Hornblower looked forward to his (always hot) coffee in the 
morning! 
(Mr Midshipman Hornblower – The Frogs and the Lobsters). 
When Hornblower woke up on HMS Hotspur early one morning near the beginning of her 
watch on Brest in April 1803, “he wanted a cup of coffee. He wanted two or three cups of 
coffee, strong and scalding hot”. To get it, he had to instruct his steward, the very nervous 
Grimes, how to prepare it. This involved counting out 20 beans, toasting them over the 
galley until brown-not black, grinding them in a pestle and mortar (courtesy of the surgeon), 
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ground until “like large grain gunpowder, not mealed gunpowder” and “see that it’s hotter” 
next time! At that time, coffee cost “seventeen shillings a pound” (85p).  
(Hornblower and the Hotspur, chapter 5). 
After seven months at sea on HMS Lydia, Hornblower’s stock of coffee had long since been 
consumed. Instead, his morning coffee was a “black extract of burnt bread”. Apparently, it 
was “sweet and hot”. 
(The Happy Return, chapter 1). 
After a long anxious night spent on deck, “Hornblower suddenly realised how much he 
wanted that steaming cup of coffee. He took it eagerly and drank thirstily before he 
remembered that he must not display human weakness of appetite before his servant”. 
(The Happy Return, chapter 17). 
On HMS Sutherland as Hornblower gradually recovered from yet another bout of 
seasickness at the beginning of a new voyage, “the pleasant aroma of coffee reached his 
nostrils”. He sipped it and felt “the blessed warmth of the strong sweet coffee inside him”. 
Later still, “Polwheal came in with his breakfast, and Hornblower turned to the steaming hot 
coffee for a spur to his already flagging energies”. 
(A Ship of the Line, chapters 6 and 15). 
As Hornblower made his progress by road towards Paris with Bush and Brown, always 
guarded by their French escort, he had to get used to what in blockaded France was called 
coffee. It was a black liquid that reminded him of “the infusion of burnt crusts” he 
sometimes had to put up with towards the end of long voyages. 
(Flying Colours, chapter 5). 
“A cup of coffee was welcome at this time in the morning. Hornblower did not have to 
pretend eagerness to drink it”. 
(Hornblower in the West Indies – The Star of the South). 
Just how much Hornblower had become reliant on his morning coffee can be seen in The 
Hurricane, the last part of his biography covering his three years as Commander-Chief in the 
Caribbean. His aides, Gerard and Spendlove, dreaded dealing with their bad-tempered boss 
before he received his first cup, especially as they were starting work in the office at five 
o’clock in the morning.  
(Hornblower in the West Indies – The Hurricane). 
 
 
His Food Tastes and Experiences -2: 
On HMS Lydia, after a voyage of seven months, his breakfast had become “burgoo”. This 
was “a savoury mess of unspeakable appearance compounded of mashed biscuit crumbs 
and minced salt beef”.  
(The Happy Return, chapter 1). 
Hornblower attended a banquet given by the Spanish Viceroy in Panama. He “felt as if there 
were no skin left on his palate, so highly peppered had been every dish”. 
(The Happy Return, chapter 11). 
At the Angel Inn in Plymouth in the afternoon of 5th May 1810, Hornblower and Maria dined 
with Rear Admiral Leighton and his wife, Barbara, and the captains and wives of the rest of 
Leighton’s squadron. On the menu was beef, duck, “neats’ tongue”, cold beefsteak pie and 
some “foreign kickshaws”. Cheese and dessert followed including pineapples but, according 
to Lady Barbara, they were “not as good as we enjoyed in Panama, Captain Hornblower”. 
(A Ship of the Line, chapter 3). 
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When Hornblower later rendezvoused with HMS Caligula off Palamos Point in the western 
Mediterranean, he dined on her with Captain Bolton. On a scorching hot day, he was 
subjected to a heavy pea soup, red mullet and mutton with boiled cabbage followed by 
stilton cheese and a “syrupy port. There was no salad or fruit or any other fresh produce 
from Menorca from which Bolton had just left.  
(A Ship of the Line, chapter 9). 
Hornblower and Bush enjoyed breakfast together on deck as his squadron proceeded 
through the Sound, between Denmark and Sweden, and with the possibility of batteries on 
either side opening fire on them. Barbara had supplied the food as part of Hornblower’s 
stores. The meal consisted of “the best hard bread money could buy; butter in a stone crock, 
not nearly rancid yet; strawberry jam, a heavily smoked mutton ham from an Exmoor farm; 
Cheddar and Stilton cheese; potted char”. They drank lemonade, freshly made by Brown 
who knew that Hornblower did not drink beer, even small beer, at breakfast time. 
Unfortunately, Hornblower let his “cross-grainedness” spoil the occasion because he could 
not have his precious breakfast coffee. The galleys had been dowsed when the Nonsuch 
went to action stations. Bush ignored his companion’s mood. “If his queer commodore 
chose to be in a bad mood it was best to leave him to it”.  
 (The Commodore, chapter 6). 
Once over his seasickness on HMS Porta Coeli in the English Channel, Hornblower dined in 
his cabin sitting on a locker with his back to a bulkhead. This time on the “menu” was cold 
salt beef (quite a good cut) and “Rexam’s Superfine Ships’ Biscuits” (courtesy of Barbara), 
red cheese (tangy and seasoned) and two glasses of claret! And to top all this, he felt really 
satisfied “at having to lead this sort of life again”.   
(Lord Hornblower, chapter 4). 
Although Hornblower knew he was a condemned man, he still ate a hearty meal. An hour 
before his “trial” before a French military court, he had a meal of an omelette, bread, wine 
and cheese. Because he had gone a long time without food, he was ravenously hungry and 
he thirstily drank the wine regardless of his impending fate.  
(Lord Hornblower, chapter 20). 
As the guest of honour at an official reception in a very hot New Orleans, Hornblower faced 
a substantial dinner “served in the Continental fashion which had come in after Waterloo, 
with no hodge-podge of dishes set out on the table for the guests to help themselves”. The 
meal started with “turtle soup, thick with gobbets of green fat”. The diners drank several 
toasts, to the President of the United States and assorted European royalty. 
Once back on his ship, his steward, Giles, then served him dinner. It comprised chicken 
Marengo, cheese, port and coffee from a porcelain cup that Barbara had given him. 
However, Hornblower was not hungry but he “must not display human weaknesses” and so 
he consumed something.  
(Hornblower in the West Indies – St Elizabeth of Hungary). 
The rather crusty old Governor of Jamaica, Hooper, eating his breakfast of steak and onions, 
looked at Hornblower oddly when he asked for “papaya and a boiled egg”. The Governor 
thought Hornblower to be an eccentric for having “these outlandish Frenchified notions 
about breakfast”.   
(Hornblower in the West Indies – The Bewildered Pirates). 
The arrival in Jamaica of Mr Charles Ramsbottom on the Bride of Abydos, a ship converted 
from a former Royal Navy brig, led to a “fine dining experience” for Hornblower and various 
other members of Jamaican society. With his charm and general behaviour, Ramsbottom 
had made himself very popular and he made himself more so with the dinner he held on his 
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ship. His purser had already bought two tons of ice (at sixpence a pound) and in the cabin, a 
glittering linen cloth covered the table and there were flowers everywhere. “Wind scoops at 
the scuttles helped to deflect the trade wind into the cabin” and two wheels cranked by a 
seaman on deck “propelled currents of air” into it.  
Hornblower enjoyed the following items: 
 - a sherry, “pale, dry, infinitely delicate in flavour and bouquet, cool but not chilled”, 
 - caviar (in dishes filled with cracked ice) and vodka, 
 - flying fish in an excellent sauce with the “merest hint of mustard”, 
 - to drink, “Ock” or champagne, 
 - a fiery mulligatawny soup, 
 - roast chickens and a leg of pork, 
 - “a made dish” - a ragout of preserved beef with poached eggs on top, 

- the above dish served with “an excellent Burgundy”. 
(Two matters of interest here: Hornblower discovered another great match in the 
combination of flying fish and champagne. He was also introduced to the use of canning to 
preserve food. He tasted beef very different from the beef preserved in brine that he usually 
ate. His host suggested that this invention would make a “noticeable difference to the food 
supply” on ships). 
(Hornblower in the West Indies – The Guns of Carabobo). 
 
 
 
His Food Tastes and Experiences – 3: 
The dinner attended by Hornblower at the Peterhof Palace deserves a special mention. He 
had arrived with his squadron in St Petersburg on 30th May 1812 where he received  
a “command” from the Tsar and the Prince of Sweden, Bernadotte, to attend dinner at the 
palace at “four o’clock accompanied by your staff”. His partner for the occasion was the 
Countess Canerine. She guided Hornblower through the buffet because the servants spoke 
only Russian. Hornblower was surprised that the dinner was being taken standing up. He 
was hungry and he enjoyed the caviar and the vodka on offer. He had found another well-
matched union of food and drink. “Under the tutelage of the Countess”, he also ate stewed 
mushrooms, smoked fish, salad, eggs (both hot and cold), a ragout of pork plus various 
liquors. “It might be a queer way to have dinner, but Hornblower thought he had never 
tasted such delicious food”. He also realised that he had drunk more than usual. He felt 
“comfortably replete” and was now looking forward to coffee to “complete his internal 
satisfaction”. Then it dawned on him that what he had just enjoyed was not the dinner, only 
an introductory buffet. More delicious food and wine followed as did his seduction by the 
Countess with her sultry eyes and the pressing of his foot under the table. Just slightly 
spoiling the evening was the singing of an unaccompanied male choir of hundreds of voices 
filing the room with their “din”. Hornblower was experiencing all these stimulations while 
having just recently prevented the assassination of the Tsar by secretly slashing at the wrist 
of his secretary armed with Hornblower’s own pistol. He then went on to experience even 
more stimulation in the bedroom of the Countess. 
(The Commodore, chapter 12). 
The subject of food again came up when Hornblower discussed it with General Essen, the 
Governor of Riga, at a reception in that city. The Governor turned out to be a gastronome. 
The two of them enjoyed their conversation “with Hornblower well exercised in having to 
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discuss food with someone to whom food was clearly a matter of deep interest”.  They 
talked about: caviar and vodka, eggs and bacon, partridge and burgundy, spinach and 
gammon, frutti di mare, delicacies of the West Indies and Central America, resinated wine, 
Trinidad pepperpot and so on. 
(The Commodore, chapter 18). 
 
 
Words of Wisdom from Erasmus Spendlove: 
Spendlove was Hornblower’s secretary when he was the Rear Admiral commanding Royal 
Naval ships in the Caribbean: “I have learned one thing while I have been at sea, and that is 
to snatch at any meal that makes its appearance. Fairy gold vanishes no faster than the 
opportunity of eating food at sea”. 
(Hornblower in the West Indies – the Star of the South). 
 
 
Ice in the Caribbean: 
Before the invention of refrigeration, the only means of obtaining ice in the Caribbean was 
by bringing it down from New England to the West Indies by “fast schooner”. “Cut and 
stored away in deep places during the winter, it was hurried to the Caribbean insulated in a 
packing of sawdust. At the height of the summer it commanded fantastic prices” and was 
“more precious than gold”. 
(Hornblower in the West Indies – St Elizabeth of Hungary). 
(Hornblower in the West Indies – The Guns of Carabobo). 
 
 
Hornblower’s Captain’s Stores: 
Before HMS Sutherland sailed for the Mediterranean, Hornblower wanted to buy sufficient 
stores for his own use during the ship’s commission. What he had in mind was: 
A litter of pigs, two dozen fowls, a couple of sheep, five or six dozen bottles of wine, 
(entertainment mainly, not actual enjoyment!), port, sherry, madeira (ditto), apples, cigars, 
raisins and cheeses, a dozen shirts, four more pairs of silk stockings, a chest of tea, pepper, 
cloves, allspice, prunes, figs and  wax candles. “All these things were necessary to his dignity 
as captain”. “He hated the idea of people thinking him poor”. These stores arrived on board 
late because Hornblower had had to wait before he could pay for them. He had pawned his 
new sword with Duddingstone, the chandler, who advanced him forty guineas for it. 
(A Ship of the Line, chapter 4). 
 
 
On Writing a Naval Report and Receiving Orders: 
A naval officer “proceeded”, never “set sail” or “went” or “put to sea” or “journeyed”. 
Likewise, he “respectfully submits”, never “suggests” or “advises” or “recommends”. 
(A Ship of the Line, chapter 15). 
When writing a report of some action, there was sometimes, especially in Hornblower’s 
case, a need of “having to steer a ticklish course between the Scylla of open boastfulness and 
the Charybdis of mock-modesty”. A naval officer, on receiving his written orders, found that 
“You are hereby requested and required” and that “You are therefore strictly charged”. 
(Lord Hornblower, chapters 2 and 8). 
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Old English Words: 
C S Forester occasionally employed some old English words rarely seen in everyday usage. 
Here are a few examples: 
Burthen: an archaic variation of the word “burden” or weight. 
 -In Tor Bay, HMS Hotspur took on board fresh water from a lighter (or barge). Each lighter 
was of fifty tons burthen and carried ten thousand gallons of drinking water. 
 (Hornblower and the Hotspur). 
 
Cresset: a fire basket or metal container of oil mounted on a pole or slung to give light.  
-Hornblower looking at the light-tower on Ushant saw a gaunt framework topped by a 
cresset. 
(Hornblower and the Hotspur). 
 
Dispart: separate. 
-Gerard himself laid the gun, “squatting on his heels to look along the dispart sights with the 
gun at full elevation”. 
(A Ship of the Line, chapter 14). 
 
Gyve: a fetter or restraining chain. 
-The prisoner Doughty arrived at the cabin door with gyves upon his wrists. 
(Hornblower and the Hotspur). 
 
Kickshaw: a fancy dish in cookery, a term usually used derogatively. 
Neat: an archaic English word for a bovine animal, cow or cattle in general. 
-On the menu was beef, duck, neats’ tongue, cold beefsteak pie and some foreign 
kickshaws. 
(A Ship of the Line, chapter 3). 
 
Tatterdemalions: a person in tattered clothing, a ragged fellow. 
-Hornblower and the Comte de Gracay – these two exhausted tatterdemalions. 
(Lord Hornblower, chapter 20). 
 
Ternal: three way, having three parts. 
-Steering the ship was easier because the leverage of the sail “tended to balance the ternal 
drag of the tow aft”. 
(A Ship of the Line, chapter 16). 
 
Showers on Deck: 
Hornblower seemed to be ahead of his time in his hygienic habit of enjoying a shower on 
the deck of his ship. This is first seen when he was a junior lieutenant serving on HMS 
Renown. After a hot afternoon exercising the lower-deck guns, he requested permission for 
the use of the wash-deck pump with “four men for the handles. One for the hose”. “Casting 
his towel aside and standing naked in the sunshine”, he thoroughly enjoyed his sousing with 
fresh seawater. 
(Lieutenant Hornblower, chapter 5).  
By the time Hornblower was a captain on his own ship, as a matter of course, “he took his 
bath under the washdeck pump”.  
(Hornblower and the Atropos, chapter 20).  
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During the long voyage on HMS Lydia to the Pacific, Hornblower’s morning routine included 
a shower. Polwheal, his steward, “followed him along the deck to the head-pump, removed 
the dressing gown, and then pumped up seawater from overside while his captain solemnly 
rotated under the stream”. Unfortunately for Hornblower, his daily routine of a naked 
shower under a deck pump was later disrupted by the presence on board of Lady Barbara 
and her maid. 
(The Happy Return, chapters 1 and 10). 
He was happy to “multi-task” when he had his deck shower. “Hornblower rotated himself 
under the jet of the washdeck pump” while he gave orders to the sailmaker, standing to 
attention in front of him, to make up a French tricolour. 
(A Ship of the Line, chapter 10). 
On the long road journey from Rosas towards Paris, Hornblower “yearned for the cold 
shower bath he had been accustomed to take under the jet of the wash-deck pump”. He 
was clearly missing this ritual and “his skin seemed to creep”. His French captors permitted 
him only basic washing facilities.  
(Flying Colours, chapter 5).  
While at his home in Smallbridge, Hornblower had to make do with only a hip-bath leaving 
just the middle portion of his body submerged. This arrangement irritated him as he 
recalled the “thousands of more comfortable baths taken on the deck of a ship, under a 
wash-deck pump which threw over him unlimited quantities of stimulating sea water”. 
(The Commodore, chapter 1).  
When Hornblower had his first wash-deck shower in the Baltic, he had quite a shock. In 
April, the sea contained new snow-water and melting ice from the recently ended winter. 
For most of his career, he had been used to lukewarm seawater in the Mediterranean and 
the tropics but he nevertheless appreciated the stimulation and “pranced grotesquely under 
the heavy jet”.  
(The Commodore, chapter 7). 
Suffering from a hangover that was for him unusual, Hornblower restored himself with his 
shower-bath. 
(The Commodore, chapter 13). 
Even on a cold day in the English Channel, Hornblower still took his shower under the wash-
deck pump. He had felt unclean and this habit of his was unknown to the crew of the 
eighteen-gun brig, Porta Coeli, on which he was sailing as Commodore. “The bitterly cold 
seawater stung as it hit his naked skin, and he leaped and danced and turned about 
grotesquely, gasping”. He ear caught “some surprised and jocular comments from the hands 
rigging the pump”. “His skin glowed delightfully as he put on his clothes in his cabin” and his 
feeling of well-being rose even higher when he drank the steaming coffee that Brown 
handed him.  
(Lord Hornblower, chapter 7). 
After HMS Clorinda had left San Juan on yet another hot and sticky morning in pursuit of the 
Spanish slave ship, Estrella, Hornblower decided that it was time for him to have a bath 
under the wash-deck pump. He had just taken off his full-dress uniform, some “ten pounds 
of broadcloth and gold”. Much to the unvoiced disapproval of the Clorinda’s Captain, Sir 
Thomas Fell, “Hornblower pranced with middle-aged abandon under the stinging impact of 
the water” “pumped vigorously” by the seamen. “He felt a new man as he came on deck 
again”. 
(Hornblower in the West Indies – The Star of the South). 
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Walking the deck in deep thought: 
For Hornblower, the best way for him to think and to sort out matters in his mind when at 
sea was to pace the deck. Coincidentally, C S Forester admitted that at times he also worked 
out problems by “pacing up and down”, albeit on land.  
(The Hornblower Companion, section 24). 
With Hornblower, this habit is first seen when, as a seventeen year old midshipman in his 
first command, he is in charge of a prize crew attempting to sail the captured French brig, 
Marie Galante, to England from the Bay of Biscay. Unfortunately for all concerned, a shot 
from the frigate HMS Indefatigable, had holed her below the water line and her cargo of rice 
was absorbing water and breaking the ship apart as it swelled up. Under great pressure, 
Hornblower “turned to pace the deck so as to allow his feelings to subside and to set his 
thoughts running in an orderly fashion again”.  
(Mr Midshipman Hornblower - The Cargo of Rice). 
Similarly, as a junior lieutenant on HMS Renown he had to decide what to do with a sea 
chest containing incriminating information left by the Irish rebel, Barry McCool. “There were 
many hours to come of pacing the deck before he reached his decision”. 
(Hornblower and the Widow McCool). 
Bush had already noticed Hornblower’s walking style. “He walked with his chin nearly down 
on his breast, his drooping head balanced by the hands behind his back”. 
(Lieutenant Hornblower, chapter 6). 
A briefing with Admiral Cornwallis at the George Inn in Portsmouth had left Hornblower in 
deep thought. He stood “shifting his weight from one foot to the other, which was the 
nearest he could get to pacing up and down”.  
(Hornblower and the Hotspur, chapter 1). 
The habit continued while he was captain of the Hotspur. In particular, his thinking about 
how to handle the incident of Doughty’s mutiny required “a turn up the deck in deep 
thought”.  
(Hornblower and the Hotspur, chapter 20). 
When Hornblower’s plans seemed to have been thrown into chaos following the wounding 
in a duel of his salvage expert, Mr McCullum, he needed to think about what to do next. “It 
was his instinct to walk the deck; that was how he could work off the high internal pressure 
of his emotions. It was only incidentally that the rhythmic exercise brought his thoughts into 
orderly sequence”. Such was his need to be able to do this that he angrily cleared the deck 
of his officers and men. “So he had the quarter-deck to himself, on which to stride up and 
down, from taffrail to mizzen mast and back again”. 
 (Hornblower and the Atropos, chapter 10). 
On the very first page written about Hornblower, C S Forester describes him walking for 
about an hour up and down in deep thought on the weather side of the quarterdeck. On 
HMS Lydia, the space available to him for this exercise was twenty-one feet long and five 
feet wide.  During this process, he was not to be disturbed or interrupted! The crew of the 
Lydia were so used to this sacrosanct habit that they had to “hustle away” from him one 
morning some half-dozen Spanish officers who were newly taken prisoners of war. 
(The Happy Return, chapters 1 and 7). 
There came the time one morning during his deck walk when “the little Negress Hebe”, Lady 
Barbara’s maid, walked up to Hornblower to pass on Lady Barbara’s invitation to breakfast 
with her. He erupted at this gross interference with his daily ritual and shouted his refusal 
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back to her. Hebe was not at all put out by his behaviour, “she was used to white gentlemen 
who were irascible before breakfast and attributed little importance to the symptoms”. 
(The Happy Return, chapter 12). 
For Hornblower, “one of the more attractive points” about HMS Sutherland was her stern 
gallery. Its length of eighteen feet would allow him to take his exercise there in privacy free 
from interruption. It was here that he walked up and down bubbling with excitement and 
joy at the prospect of seeing Lady Barbara the next day. 
(A Ship of the Line, chapter 1). 
Hornblower soon learned the most efficient way of walking in his stern gallery. 
Automatically he would pace up and down with his head bent under the beams limiting his 
steps to four between the door and the twelve-pounder. Sometimes this confined walking 
was just not enough. He would then storm up on to the quarterdeck and walk up and down 
“nearly thirty yards of quarterdeck and gangway” to address a particularly difficult problem. 
(A Ship of the Line, chapters 5 and 8). 
When not able to walk his quarterdeck, Hornblower still walked up and down his prison cell 
or along the ramparts of the fort at Rosas in Spain. He paced his room, “three paces up and 
three paces down” until he exhausted himself. 
(Flying Colours, chapter 3). 
It was on HMS Victory, as she sailed back to Portsmouth, that Hornblower learnt of the 
death in childbirth of Maria. He eventually went up on deck where it was good “to have a 
deck to pace up and down, up and down, between the slides of the quarterdeck carronades 
and the line of ringbolts in the deck”. 
(Flying Colours, chapter 17). 
There is an amusing description of Hornblower’s stay at a London inn. He had just been 
briefed at the Admiralty and at the Foreign Office about his forthcoming voyage to the Baltic 
in command of a small squadron. He therefore had a tremendous amount to think about. At 
sea, he would have walked the quarterdeck but in his room, he could only pace up and 
down. Not to be able to do this would have led to a feeling of “slow strangulation”. He 
walked in his room for a considerable amount of time in the middle of the night leading 
eventually to a complaint from the occupant of the room below, an “unknown Lordship”. 
Much to the relief of Brown and the innkeeper, Hornblower stopped and retired to bed.   
(The Commodore, chapter 3) 
After two weeks as the acting Governor of Le Havre, Hornblower used his vast room in the 
Hotel de Ville for walking up and down. His found his room to be “far better adapted for 
walking in than was any quarterdeck”. 
(Lord Hornblower, chapter 11). 
 
 
 
Walking and Talking: 
C S Forester described the way by which two officers could keep up a conversation while 
walking next to each other on a deck with limited space. “Long ago the navy had discovered 
that when the walking distance was so limited conversation must not be interrupted by the 
necessary frequent turns. Every pair of officers turned inwards as they reached the limits of 
their walk facing each other momentarily and continuing the conversation without a break, 
and walking with their hands clasped behind them as a result of the training they had all 
received as midshipmen not to put their hands in their pocket”. 
(Lieutenant Hornblower, chapter 6). 
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A Pacific Sunrise: 
“Astern of them now the faintest hint of pink began to show in the greyness of the sky. Now 
the bulk of the grey waves overside could be seen as well as their white edges. Overhead by 
now the stars were invisible. The accustomed eye could pierce the greyness for a mile about 
the ship. And then astern, to the eastward, as the Lydia lifted on a wave, a grain of gold 
showed over the horizon, vanished, returned, and grew. Soon it became a great slice of the 
sun, sucking up greedily the faint mist which hung over the sea. Then the whole disk lifted 
clear, and the miracle of the dawn was accomplished”. 
(The Happy Return, chapter 17). 
 
 
 
Further Opening Lines: 
“Having climbed up through the locks, the canal boat was now winding over the pleasant 
Cotswold country. Hornblower was bubbling with good spirits, on his way to take up a new 
command, seeing new sights, travelling in an entirely new way, at a moment when the 
entirely unpredictable English weather had decided to stage a clear sunny day in the middle 
of December. This was a delightful way of travelling, despite the cold”.  
(Hornblower and the Atropos, chapter 1). 
 
 
A New Captain “Reads Himself In”: 
A new captain joined HMS Renown in Jamaica. He produced a paper, unfolded it and read it 
aloud. “Orders from Sir Richard Lambert, Vice-Admiral of the Blue, Knight of the Bath, 
Commanding His Majesty’s ships and vessels on the Jamaica station, to Captain James 
Edward Cogshill, of His Majesty’s ship Buckler. You are hereby requested and required to 
repair immediately on board of His Majesty’s ship Renown now lying in Port Royal Bay and 
to take command pro-tempore of the aforesaid ship Renown”. Thus, this brief but formal 
ceremony legally gave him “the enormous powers of a captain on board”. 
(Lieutenant Hornblower, chapter 15). 
In a similar fashion, Captain James Percival Meadows read himself in when he took over 
command of HMS Hotspur from Hornblower in the Bay of Biscay. 
(Hornblower and the Crisis, chapter 1). 
Hornblower read himself in on the deck of HMS Atropos in October 1805. “Now he was 
legally captain of the Atropos, holding a position of which only a court martial – or an Act of 
Parliament – or the loss of the ship - could deprive him. And from this moment his half-pay 
ceased and he would begin to draw the pay of a captain of a sixth-rate”. 
(Hornblower and the Atropos, chapter 3). 
When Hornblower came to the end of his three year term as the Commander-in-Chief in the 
West Indies, his successor, Rear Admiral Ransome, “paper in hand, read the orders of the 
Lords Commissioners to him” and so assumed his new command from Hornblower. In 
passing, C S Forester related that with the coming down of his flag, Hornblower “was the 
poorer by forty-nine pounds three shillings and seven pence (£49.18) a month command 
pay”. 
(Hornblower in the West Indies – The Hurricane). 
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The Rules of Neutrality: 
C S Forester mentioned the neutrality rules as they once affected Hornblower. When HMS 
Hotspur and the enemy French frigate, Felicite, were both in Cadiz harbour, it was necessary 
for Hornblower to leave port as soon as possible so as not to be followed by the Frenchman. 
One aspect of the rules was that “a ship of one contending nation could not leave harbour 
until one whole day after the exit of a ship of another contending nation”. The Hotspur 
managed to slip away first. 
(Hornblower and the Hotspur, chapter 21). 
The matter of neutrality emerged again for Hornblower, this time in the Baltic. His squadron 
had chased a French privateer, the Blanchefleur, into Swedish waters and he wanted to be 
able to capture or destroy what he saw was a menace to shipping. The apparently neutral 
Swedes did not want to provoke Napoleon but Hornblower was having none of it. 
“Neutrality has obligations as well as privileges” and he demanded to know the time limit 
allowed for her presence. In the end, Hornblower’s squadron very effectively dealt with the 
problem by the use of its two bomb-ketches.   
(The Commodore, chapter 8). 
 
A Dislike of Farewells: 
One reason for Hornblower not liking to say farewell to anyone close to him was the risk of 
a show of emotion. Maria “knew that her incomprehensible husband disliked any show of 
emotion even in private, and disliked it twenty times as much with a third party present. She 
had learned that he had moments of withdrawal which she could not resent because he was 
sorry for them afterwards.” Maria thus had to put up with a husband with such a tortured, 
self-punishing nature. He seldom allowed his emotions to show and if he did, he soon 
regained control over himself and tried to conceal any irritation from any such lapse. 
(Hornblower and the Crisis, chapter 7).  
When the time came for Hornblower to leave HMS Atropos behind in Sicily, “it was 
strangely painful to say goodbye to the officers and crew”. “Even to the bad characters it 
was hard to say goodbye – a sentimental fool, Hornblower called himself”.  
(Hornblower and the Atropos, chapter 21).  
 
 
 
Hornblower’s Baltic Squadron in 1812: 
In May 1812, Commodore Hornblower led his squadron into the Baltic Sea. His force of six 
ships comprised: 
HMS Nonsuch, a “74”, (Captain William Bush). This was the flagship.  
HMS Lotus, a sloop, (Commander Vickery – “young and ardent”). 
HMS Raven, a sloop, (Lieutenant Cole – “grey-headed and bent”). 
HMS Harvey, a bomb-ketch, (Lieutenant Mound – “young”). 
HMS Moth, a bomb-ketch, Lieutenant Duncan – “young”). 
HMS Clam, a cutter, (Lieutenant Freeman – “swarthy and with long black hair like a gypsy). 
(The Commodore – various chapters). 
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“The Man Alone”: 
When Hornblower informed the new commander of the Inshore Squadron off Brest, Rear 
Admiral Parker, that he thought that the French were about to use transport ships to carry a 
landing force against Ireland, he received only a blank acknowledgement. Consequently, 
Hornblower decided that until he received a better reply, it was his “duty to act without 
orders”. 
(Hornblower and the Hotspur, chapter 15). 
To some extent, and like any other naval captain of the time with limited opportunities for 
communicating with his superior officers, Hornblower had little option but to act as “the 
Man Alone”. “In a ship detached far from superior authority there was nothing a captain 
might not do”. He was even tacitly encouraged to use his independence when Admiral 
Collingwood remarked that “not that you young captains with your saucy little ships want to 
stay tied to a fleet’s apron strings”. 
(Hornblower and the Atropos, chapter 9). 
Hornblower realised that having to make important decisions on his own left him exposed 
to criticism from Admirals or the Lords of the Admiralty if he made the wrong choices even 
if he complied strictly with his orders. “In a world where news took months to travel, and 
where complete upheavals of international relationships were not merely possible but likely, 
he had learned now by bitter experience to keep in the closest contact with the shore”. 
(The Happy Return, chapter 8). 
Hornblower knew that the political situation in the Baltic was both complicated and 
sensitive. For a time, for example, he did not know what the relationship was between the 
Swedes and the Russians. Were they allies or enemies? It was therefore only for 
Hornblower, the man on the spot, to decide whether he should attack and destroy a French 
privateer sheltering in Swedish waters. He could look at his Admiralty orders again but he 
was really on his own when dealing with such sensitive international matters. He hoped that 
just filling his water casks in St Petersburg would justify his dealings with the Russians in the 
eyes of Whitehall and the Admiralty. 
(The Commodore, chapters 10 and 14). 
When Hornblower decided to assist in the overthrow of Bonapartist forces in Le Havre, he 
was acting as “the Man Alone”. It was his decision, albeit supported by Admiral Pellew who 
sent him the seventy-four, HMS Nonsuch (Captain Bush) and the thirty-six gun frigate, HMS 
Camilla (Captain Howard). But, “Heaven only knew what Whitehall and Downing Street 
would say when they heard of what he had been doing”. It was possible that the 
government in London had no intention of supporting the restoration of the Bourbons or 
the recognition of Louis XVIII. 
(Lord Hornblower, chapter 9).   
 
 
His Captains: 
 -Captain Keene, HMS Justinian 
 -Captain Sir Edward Pellew, HMS Indefatigable. 
 -Captain Chadwick, HMS Marguerite. 

-Captain Sawyer, HMS Renown. 
-Captain Cogshill, HMS Renown. 
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His Admirals: 
-Rear-Admiral the Honourable Sir William Cornwallis: C-in-C of the Channel Fleet and the 
first admiral that had direct contact with Hornblower, told him that at the prisoner McCool’s 
execution on HMS Renown, “there’s to be no speechifying when he’s strung up”. (Admiral 
William Cornwallis was the brother of General Charles Cornwallis of Yorktown fame). 
(Hornblower and the Widow McCool). 
-Vice Admiral Sir Richard Lambert: C-in-C, Jamaica when Hornblower arrived on HMS 
Renown. Promoted him to Commander and transferred him as captain of the newly 
captured prize, HMS Retribution, formerly a Spanish privateer, Gaditana.  
(Lieutenant Hornblower, chapter 15). 
Cornwallis happened to be staying in the George Inn in Portsmouth at the same time as the 
wedding of Hornblower and Maria. Just after the ceremony, the Admiral called Hornblower 
to his room and proceeded to brief him about what he wanted him to do outside Brest with 
the Hotspur. This was before the Channel Fleet was to arrive three weeks later to resume 
the blockade. In payment for his interruption of the festivities, Cornwallis then invited 
himself to the gathering, toasted the “happy couple” and impressed the other guests with 
his brief appearance. 
(Hornblower and the Hotspur, various chapters). 
The last time Hornblower spoke to Cornwallis was on his flagship where he informed him of 
his impending retirement. Cornwallis had been in the Navy for fifty-one years and in his last 
two years and three months of service had never “set foot on shore”. He also told 
Hornblower that he was promoting him from Commander to Captain.  
Hornblower was for a short time subject to Admiral Parker and his Inshore Squadron and he 
later encountered him as he sailed south to begin the blockade of Cadiz. Hornblower did not 
like the “grey” Parker who ordered him to proceed towards Ushant and the Channel Fleet.  
- Admiral Lord Gardner had replaced Cornwallis. 
(Hornblower and the Hotspur, chapter 23). 
- Admiral Lord St Vincent, (Jervie), gave orders to Hornblower to proceed in the Atropos to 
the Mediterranean. He also took Hornblower with him to the Court of St James’ for a King’s 
levee. The Admiral told Hornblower that the Navy had two duties – “to fight the French, and 
give Boney what for” and that “we have to see that when we go we leave behind us a Navy 
which is as good as the one in which we served”. He said this when he had “forty-three 
years’ seniority” in January 1806. (Hornblower and the Atropos, chapter 6).  
-Vice Admiral Lord Cuthbert Collingwood had received his peerage after Trafalgar and he 
was now the commanding officer in the Mediterranean. He told Hornblower that he had not 
set foot on land for three years. He ordered Hornblower to sail on to Malta and there to 
take on board the Atropos a sailing master, Mr Turner, who had a great knowledge of the 
eastern Mediterranean and especially of Turkish waters. With the assistance of Turner and 
the salvage specialist, McCullum, Hornblower’s task was to recover “a very considerable 
sum in gold and silver coin” from a sunken British transport ship in the Bay of Marmorice. 
(Hornblower and the Atropos, chapter 9).  
On the return voyage to England from the Pacific, Hornblower sailed the Lydia round Cape 
Horn and up into the Atlantic. He headed first for St Helena where he encountered an East 
India convoy preparing to make the homeward journey. Admiral Sir James Saumarez 
received Hornblower on his flagship, HMS Temeraire. He ordered the Lydia to accompany 
the convoy and to be its single escorting frigate. 
(The Happy Return, chapter 24). 
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As captain of HMS Sutherland, Hornblower became part of the Mediterranean Inshore 
Squadron under Rear Admiral Sir Percy Gilbert Leighton, who had recently married Lady 
Barbara. The other two ships in the Squadron were the flagship, HMS Pluto and HMS 
Caligula. Hornblower did not like Leighton and had little regard for his ability as an admiral 
and a leader of a squadron of ships of the line. Neither his other officers nor his men liked 
him. In short, “Barbara’s husband was not a man whom it was a pleasure to serve”. Leighton 
was wounded by a splinter at the battle off Rosas and died of his wounds in Gibraltar, thus 
making Lady Barbara a widow. 
(A Ship of the Line, various chapters). 
As Hornblower, together with Bush and Brown, escaped from France in the Witch of Endor, 
a Royal Navy warship on blockade duty intercepted them, as expected, and passed them 
over to the flagship of the Channel Fleet under the command of Admiral Lord Gambier, or 
“Dismal Jimmy”, a very unpopular man. Nevertheless, he welcomed Hornblower and 
received his report but Hornblower was effectively now under arrest until his court martial 
took place.  A good sign of what might happen to Hornblower was that Gambier arranged 
for Bush’s promotion to Commander, a recognition for Bush but also a “high compliment to 
the captain himself”. 
(Flying Colours, chapter 16). 
It was Admiral Louis who requested Hornblower’s attendance at the Admiralty. He greeted 
Hornblower cordially and sat him beside “the vast fire which he maintained summer and 
winter since his return from the command of the East Indian Station”. He then briefed 
Hornblower about the situation in the Baltic and outlined what would be required of him as 
Commodore of a small Royal Navy squadron. He even went so far as to allow him to select 
Bush to be the captain of the “74” assigned to him, HMS Nonsuch.  
(The Commodore, chapter 2). 
Hornblower met Admiral Lord St Vincent, now the First Lord of the Admiralty, for a second 
time at a service of the Order of the Bath in Westminster Abbey in October 1813. This was 
the Admiral “who had so boldly risked the fate of England on a single prompt decision at the 
battle which gave him his title”. The Admiral urgently took Hornblower out of the service to 
return to the Admiralty to give him his orders for going back to sea to deal with a mutiny on 
a ship of the Channel Fleet. 
(Lord Hornblower, chapter 1). 
 
 
An Embarrassing Moment for Hornblower: 
In 1821, and at the age of forty-five, Hornblower found himself on the receiving end of a 
teenage infatuation from the seventeen year old daughter of a wealthy Jamaican plantation 
owner. Miss Lucy Hough, of whom his secretary, Erasmus Spendlove, was enamoured, had 
“flung herself on her knees” before him and “frantically” kissed his hand, greatly to his 
embarrassment. She declared that she had loved him since she first saw him. Hornblower 
had hardly noticed her and had never encouraged this behaviour. He soon forgot about the 
girl realising “the passion of a child hardly out of the schoolroom for a man of mature years 
was likely to be fleeting and transient”. His secretary later reminded him that he wanted to 
marry her. Spendlove went further and asked him to speak to her on his behalf. Hornblower 
hoped that “Spendlove might catch her on the rebound”. 
(Hornblower in the West Indies – The Bewildered Pirates). 
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How to be a Successful Forger: 
Hornblower was able to listen while the famous forger, the Reverend Doctor Claudius, 
explained  to Mr Marsden, the Secretary to the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty, how 
to forge a document purporting to come from Napoleon Bonaparte so that no one would 
suspect it not to be genuine. In summary the main points were: 

1. Do not try to forge a long document in the handwriting of another. 
2. As the document is purporting to come from Napoleon, let a Frenchman write it using 

the “standard script used by a French clerk”. 
3. Have the document composed by a Frenchman. 
4. Let him write it “ab initio”, merely outline to him what you want him to say. 
5. Reproduce the signature perfectly. 
6. Use the right type of ink. 
7. Ensure the printed heading uses the exact type. 
8. Obtain and use the correct type of paper, checking for any watermark. 
9. Always use the method of delivery that conforms with the method of all the other 

deliveries. 
10. Be careful not to allow anything to call particular attention to the document out of all 

the others received. 
(Hornblower and the Crisis, chapter 9). 
 
 
 
Surgeons and Doctors: 
HMS Justinian:       - Dr Hepplewhite. 
 
HMS Indefatigable:  – “Mr Low the surgeon” and his surgeon’s mate,   

Muggridge. 
HMS Renown:                             – “Clive, the surgeon” and his surgeon’s mates, 

Coleman and   Pierce.   
Naval Hospital, Jamaica:         – Hankey. (in passing, a lob-lolly boy is a sick-berth    

attendant). 
 
HMS Hotspur:                         - “Wallis, the surgeon”. 
 
HMS Atropos:          - Doctor Eisenbeiss. (known also as Baron Otto von   

Eisenbeiss). 
 
HMS Lydia:                                        – “Hankey the surgeon”. “He had died of all the 

complications of drink and syphilis off the Horn”. In his 
place, the purser’s steward, Laurie, was appointed 
acting surgeon. 

 
HMS Sutherland:           - “Walsh the surgeon”. A new appointment unaware 

that Hornblower did not like too much gory detail. 
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Hornblower and “Bleeding”: 
 Towards the end of the siege of Riga, a very tired and weak Hornblower had lost 
consciousness on his return to the church that served as the Headquarters for the Russian 
defenders. He recovered to find a “surgeon, lancet in hand, and about to open a vein to 
bleed him”. “Hornblower withdrew his arm abruptly for he did not want to be touched by 
that thing, nor by those hands which were black with other men’s blood”. 
(The Commodore, chapter 21). 
During his career, Hornblower experienced times when he saw surgeons drawing blood 
from patients. He was always sceptical about its worth and did not believe that it was an 
appropriate form of treatment. As he and Barbara were recovering in the Governor’s Palace 
in Puerto Rico after their hurricane ordeal, he noticed that the surgeon attending them 
brought with him a “case of lancets” and was getting ready to draw blood from Barbara. 
Hornblower stopped him, preventing him also from “substituting leeches for venesection”. 
(Hornblower in the West Indies – The Hurricane). 
 
 
 
Courts Martial: 
Hornblower relinquished command of HMS Hotspur on 17th May 1805 and the next day,   
under her new captain, James Meadows, the ship was lost on the Black Rock in the Goulet, 
just outside Brest. “She touched on a falling tide. Holed herself and filled and then rolled off 
on the flood”. No lives were lost. A court martial was convened on 20th May with 
Hornblower called as an expert witness. Under questioning, he described the difficult and 
hazardous waters of the area close up to the Goulet. Bush and Prowse, the first lieutenant 
and the sailing master, were cleared but the captain, Meadows, was found guilty and 
received a reprimand. This was Hornblower’s first experience of a court martial but his own 
one was still to come. 
(Hornblower and the Crisis, chapter 3). 
He was still worried about having “to run the gauntlet of a court martial for the loss of the 
Sutherland”. His anxiety rose the closer his return to England approached now that he had 
actually escaped from France and was on a British warship (HMS Victory) and sailing back to 
Portsmouth. Even a simple reprimand would wreck his career. His fears about his court 
martial turned out to be groundless. He was found not guilty and “honourably acquitted”. 
“This Court is of the unanimous opinion that your gallant and unprecedented defence of His 
Majesty’s ship Sutherland, against a force so superior, is deserving of every praise the 
country and this Court can give. Your conduct, together with that of the officers and men 
under your command, reflects not only the highest honour on you, but on the country at 
large”. 
(Flying Colours, chapters 2, 15 and 18).  
 
 
Court of Inquiry: 
“Not nearly as awe-inspiring as a court-martial”. No gun fired, no court martial flag hoisted, 
captains in everyday uniforms, witnesses not required to give evidence under oath”. 
This was the Court of Inquiry held on HMS Renown to look into the violent uprising of 
Spanish prisoners on the voyage from Samana Bay to Jamaica.  
(Lieutenant Hornblower, chapter 16). 
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Hornblower and Captivity - 1: 
Hornblower’s first experience as a prisoner was during the few days that he was held on the 
French privateer, Pique. This ship had rescued him and his prize crew of four from a small 
boat in the Bay of Biscay in July 1794. Fortunately for Hornblower, he was able to bring 
about his rescue by starting a fire below decks that led to her subsequent capture by his 
own ship, HMS Indefatigable. 
(Mr Midshipman Hornblower- The Penalty of Failure).  
He was again a prisoner for a very short period when he and Captain “Dreadnought” Foster 
were pulled out of the water in Gibraltar Harbour by a Spanish boat. However, shortly 
afterwards, a British guard boat intercepted their boat and freed them from their Spanish 
rescuers who were subsequently sent back to Cartagena under cartel.  
(Mr Midshipman Hornblower – The Examination for Lieutenant) 
For nearly two years, Hornblower was a prisoner of the Spanish in Ferrol, on the Spanish Bay 
of Biscay. He endured misery and despair, not from his crowded living quarters, no worse 
than being on a warship, but “it was the loss of freedom, the fact of being a captive, that 
was so dreadful”. By way of some relief, he used his time to learn Spanish, “slowly and 
painfully”. He also received the news of his promotion to lieutenant and was no longer a 
midshipman or an acting-lieutenant. His promotion led to better living quarters, half pay for 
his rank and, importantly, the acceptance of his word on parole. This gave him “liberty to 
visit the town and the neighbourhood for two hours each day”. When he witnessed the 
foundering of a Spanish privateer on a reef just off Ferrol, he was there to launch a 
dangerous rescue attempt. “After two years of the misery of confinement he did not care 
whether he lived or died”. The bravery he displayed in this incident and his honouring of his 
parole by returning to captivity from the British frigate that had rescued him was recognised 
by the Spanish authorities and he was given his liberty and returned “under a flag of truce to 
your fellow countrymen”. 
(Mr Midshipman Hornblower – The Duchess and the Devil).   
One consequence of being a prisoner for a long time was that it caused a gap in his 
knowledge of recent news and history. Hornblower therefore was unaware that during his 
two years in Ferrol, there had been a bloody rebellion in Ireland. 
(Hornblower and the Widow McCool).  
The time that Hornblower spent on his parole periods wandering in and around Ferrol was 
put to good use when he briefed Mr Barrow, the Second Secretary of the Admiralty, about 
the difficulties of blockading this Spanish port. However, as he did so, “the memory of that 
desperately unhappy time came back to him in a flood and he was momentarily lost in 
retrospective misery”. 
(Hornblower and the Crisis, chapter 8).  
 
 
Hornblower and Captivity – 2: 
After Hornblower had surrendered his ship, the badly damaged HMS Sutherland, he became 
a prisoner of the French for a few weeks in the fort of Rosas on the Spanish east coast of the 
Mediterranean. As a young lieutenant, he had been a prisoner before for “two 
heartbreaking years” in Ferrol. “It was torture now to be a prisoner” even though his 
captors permitted him to walk up and down the ramparts of the fort. He “fretted against his 
confinement” like “a caged lion”. After a British squadron had successfully attacked French 
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warships sheltering under the fort at Rosas, he nearly fell “into a passion of despair” at 
watching them sail away. 
(Flying Colours, chapters 1 and 2). 
The second phase of Hornblower’s captivity came when he, together with a wounded Bush 
and his coxswain, Brown, were transferred from the fort at Rosas to be taken by road on the 
long journey to Paris for trial and possible execution. Up until the point that an opportunity 
to escape presented itself, the overwhelming feeling was that of “complete helplessness”. 
(Flying Colours, chapters 3 and 5). 
The third phase of captivity took place in the comfort and safety of the Chateau de Gracay 
on the Loire. Hornblower could not venture outside for walks and instead he had to remain 
hidden. He missed the “freedom of the sea”, still being a prisoner he found “revolting”. 
“They were black days, all that winter of confinement”, “he was thinking too much and he 
had too little to do”.  
(Flying Colours, chapter 9). 
Hornblower temporarily became a prisoner again when French Hussars captured him and 
Brown on the Loire as they attempted to escape from France. The French held a very 
exhausted Hornblower in a dungeon to await his trial and subsequent execution. He briefly 
considered suicide in order to cheat his captors but dismissed the idea. A “judicial murder” 
on the orders of Napoleon’s would be better and also, “he would not like Barbara to think of 
him as a suicide”. At his so-called “trial”, the Court informed him that a court martial held in 
his absence on 10th June 1811 had already condemned him to death “on charges of piracy 
and violation of the laws of war”. This referred to his activities in the Mediterranean on HMS 
Sutherland in 1810. He was sentenced to be shot at dawn. However, before his execution 
the next morning, news was received about “a great battle at a place called Waterloo” (18th 
June 1815) where Napoleon had been defeated. The French General had decided that there 
would be no executions that morning. As we now know, Hornblower was eventually freed 
and he returned to England. 
(Lord Hornblower, chapter 20). 
Hornblower experienced captivity for the last time when he and his secretary, Spendlove, 
were forcibly kidnapped by a gang of “bewildered pirates”, the bedraggled remnants of an 
older and better organised gang. He was held for a night before the pirates set him free on 
what he knew would be a fruitless mission to obtain a pardon for them from the Governor-
General in Jamaica. This would then save Spendlove from torture and death. Fortunately, 
Spendlove also managed to escape later by jumping some sixty feet from the gang’s cliff 
side cave and landing in deep water below. Hornblower returned to the area in force with a 
mortar to blast them out of their hideout. C S Forester explained that by 1821, “the jig was 
up for piracy in the Caribbean”. American, French and British ships-of-war were all helping 
to eradicate the threat.   
(Hornblower in the West Indies – The Bewildered Pirates). 
 
Why Shelter in Tor Bay and not Plymouth? 
Sometimes when the south-westerly gales blew and the Channel Fleet had to run up 
channel for shelter, under orders from Admiral Cornwallis its ships had to bypass Plymouth 
Sound and sail directly to Tor Bay. Sailing out of the Sound became difficult if the wind 
turned to an easterly whereas ships could anchor in Tor Bay, be replenished, and then leave 
from it more easily. By not going ashore, there was also a reduced chance of disease being 
introduced to the ship and desertion was less. 
(Hornblower and the Hotspur, chapter 9). 
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His Physical Reaction on Thinking of an Idea for Action: 
While taking part in the blockade of Brest and after receiving a “really flattering letter” from 
Captain Edward Pellew, the commander of the Inshore Squadron, Hornblower began to 
form a plan about an attack on the French signal station at Petit Minou.  He “could feel the 
blood running faster” and a “stirring within his skull as the ideas began to form”. He 
immediately wanted to pace up and down the quarter-deck to think more deeply. This 
particular episode happened on May 14th, 1803. When inspired in this way, he “could feel 
the flush of blood under his skin that foretold the development of a plan, in the same way 
that the witch in Macbeth could tell the approach of something wicked by the pricking in her 
thumbs”.  
(Hornblower and the Hotspur, chapter 7 and 9). 
“The prospect of immediate action was stimulating. He could feel his pulse quickening at the 
thought, and the more he considered it the more anxious he was that the choice should fall 
on him”. The “choice” in this case was whether a toss of a coin would allow him to take the 
Sutherland north along the coast on a raid against French transport ships and shore 
batteries. “He could not bear to sit still any longer with immediate action awaiting him just 
over the horizon”.  
(A Ship of the Line, chapter 9). 
At a stage on the long road journey to Paris, Hornblower suddenly realised that an 
opportunity had presented itself for him, together with Bush and Brown, to make an escape 
from his French guards. “The blood was running hot under his skin now, as it always did 
when he was making plans” and then later, “Hornblower observed with mild interest that his 
fever was abating as he formed his resolve”. 
(Flying Colours, chapter 6). 
As Hornblower approached the harbour at Nantes on his river journey down the Loire, he 
“knew that moment the old sensations of excitement, which he called fear to himself – the 
quickened heartbeat, the dampening palms, the tingling in the calves of his legs. He had to 
brace himself to master these symptoms”. 
(Flying Colours, chapter 12). 
As Hornblower prepared to sail to the Baltic as Commodore with a small squadron of 
warships, he experienced his usual “quickening of his pulses, the tensing of his muscles” at 
the prospect of danger. He was entering an area of fog and shoals, the unknown behaviour 
of the Russian and Swedish Navies and French privateers and uncertain alliances.    
(The Commodore, chapter 3). 
Hornblower was putting on his trousers when the idea came to him of sending ships’ boats 
into the Frisches Haff. “With one leg in and one leg out, the idea suddenly came to him”. “He 
checked himself, standing in his shirt with his left leg bare and his right leg covered only from 
ankle to knee”. His idea was to insert four boats from his squadron at night with a hundred 
and fifty men into the long and narrow waterway and then to destroy as much enemy 
shipping as possible. He sent Nonsuch‘s launch and cutter and the cutters from the Lotus 
and Raven. 
(The Commodore, chapter 15). 
When Hornblower arrived in the Bay of the Seine with the task of recovering HMS Flame 
from the mutineers who had taken her over, he had little idea of how to accomplish it. Any 
attack on the ship would drive her into the hands of the nearby French authorities and his 
meeting with the mutineers had been hostile and fruitless. However, an idea soon came to 
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him as did the usual symptoms. These included “the dryness in his throat, the tingling in his 
legs, the accelerated heartbeat”. (See under Mutinies – 2). 
(Lord Hornblower, chapter 5). 
The fast Spanish slave ship, Estrella, had beaten the frigate, HMS Clorinda, in a race to reach 
the safety of the port of San Juan in the Spanish colony of Puerto Rico.  With both ships due 
to go to sea again, Hornblower needed a means of catching the other. He realised that he 
had “the stirring of an idea” when he felt “the old symptoms, as recognisable as ever, the 
quickened heartbeat, the feeling of warmth under the skin, the general restlessness”. He had 
thought of the idea of attaching a drogue to the Estrella’s rudder.  
(Hornblower in the West Indies – The Star of the South). 
Hornblower never lost this response to the prospect of action. “Even at seventy-two there 
was a little tingle of quickened blood in arteries and veins at the chance of action”. This 
occurred in 1848 when a stranger claiming to be Napoleon Bonaparte knocked on his door 
on a wet and stormy night in Smallbridge in Kent.  
(Hornblower and the Crisis – The Last Encounter). 
 
An Evening’s Interlude on a Canal Journey: 
Hornblower “was not a man with a gift of happiness” but sometimes even he could be 
happy, just for a while… 
“The winter evening was closing around them, the light mellowing while it faded over 
ploughland and meadow, over the pollard willows knee-deep in the stream, over the 
farmhouses, and cottages. It was all very lovely; Hornblower had the feeling that he did not 
want this moment ever to end. This was happiness as his earlier feelings of wellbeing 
changed to something more peaceful, just as the surface of the river had changed below the 
eddy. Soon he would be back in another life again, plunged once more into a world of cruelty 
and war – the world he had left behind in the tidewater of the Severn and would meet again 
on the tidewater of the Thames”. 
(Hornblower and the Atropos, chapter 2). 
 
Signalling on Land: 
While Hornblower was briefing the Secretary and Second Secretary to the Lords 
Commissioners of the Admiralty about the secret French dispatches he had recovered from 
the French brig, Guepe, he was able to see the use of signalling by semaphore between 
London and the ports at Plymouth and Portsmouth. During daylight and in clear weather, 
the telegraph “could transmit a message from Plymouth in fifteen minutes”. This was in 
contrast to a time of twenty-three hours for a relay of couriers riding at full speed and 
changing horses at ten-mile stages. This reminded Hornblower of his landing ashore from 
HMS Hotspur at Petit Minou outside Brest to destroy its telegraph station. That particular 
semaphore station was used to signal to the French fleet in Brest the movements of the 
British Inshore Squadron. 
(Hornblower and the Hotspur, chapter 7; Hornblower and the Crisis, chapter 8). 
After their overnight escape from Nantes in the Witch of Endor and now lying on a windless 
morning off Noirmoutier, Hornblower was able to observe the working of the nearby 
semaphore station as it undoubtedly signalled their location. Shortly afterwards, the Witch 
found herself being pursued by three large boats each full of Frenchmen intent on their 
recapture.  
(Flying Colours, chapter 14)    
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Hornblower’s Landings Ashore: 
During his career, Hornblower took part in various landings ashore into hostile or potentially 
hostile areas. 
His first one took place in 1795 when, as a midshipman, he landed with a mixed force of 
British infantry and French royalists on the beach near Muzillac in Brittany. This raid was 
unsuccessful and the invaders had to retreat swiftly back to the safety of the sea and HMS 
Indefatigable in particular. 
(Mr Midshipman Hornblower – The Frogs and the Lobsters). 
While on HMS Renown in the West Indies, Hornblower landed with a force on Samana Bay 
in Santo Domingo to capture the Spanish fort and battery that controlled the entrance to 
the bay. Although it was led by Bush, Hornblower played a key role in the raid.  
(Lieutenant Hornblower, chapter 8). 
Hornblower landed in France again in 1803 to lead the attack on the semaphore station and 
battery at Petit Minou, just outside Brest. This incursion was a total success. The semaphore 
station was burned down and the battery blown up. In his report, Hornblower praised his 
officers including the Guernseyman, Lieutenant Cotard from HMS Marlborough and Royal 
Marine Captain Jones. Unfortunately, Cotard had lost an arm while Jones was killed when 
the battery was blown up.  
(Hornblower and the Hotspur, chapters 10 and 11). 
Hornblower’s next landing on a potentially hostile shore took place when he led a small 
party of nine other men on to a sand spit the other side from a lagoon on the Gulf of Lions in 
the Mediterranean. The lagoon formed part of a long chain of an inland waterway allowing 
the safe travel of small French shipping “all the way from Marseille and the Rhone Valley to 
the foot of the Pyrenees”. They captured and burnt a coaster carrying a cargo of oil in 
barrels and sacks of grain. During the episode, readers discovered that Hornblower was a 
poor swimmer with an “unscientific breaststroke” who was content, of necessity, to carry 
out his attack and return from it totally naked. A small group of elderly French peasants had 
thrown the clothes of the British seamen into the lagoon (or etang). Still naked, Hornblower 
arrived back on HMS Sutherland to receive the salutes of his officers and marines with side 
boys in attendance. He did not go below to dress until he had given Bush instructions for a 
new course. 
 (A Ship of the Line, chapter 12).   
Admiral Leighton appointed Hornblower to lead a landing party ashore at Silva de Mar on 
the Mediterranean Spanish coast near Rosas. It comprised six hundred men from the three 
ships of the line in Leighton’s Inshore Squadron – Pluto, Caligula and Hornblower’s 
Sutherland. Its intention was to capture the fortified port of Rosas and hinder greatly 
Napoleon’s invasion of Catalonia. Hornblower was not at all enthusiastic about the landing 
because he had no faith in the Spanish allies and the promise of the seven thousand men 
due to join him. The Admiral ignored Hornblower’s misgivings. For Hornblower, a much 
better use of the British force was its continued role at sea in disrupting French supplies. 
“Hornblower had never yet heard of a combined operation of war in which everything went 
right. 
(A Ship of the Line, chapter 17).  
Hornblower stepped on to the quayside in Le Havre when he led a landing in the French 
port from the newly recaptured HMS Flame. He was not certain until his force appeared in 
the town whether the reaction would have been one of violent resistance. “Hornblower 
sprang onto the bulwark and from there to the quay, sword, cocked hat, epaulettes and all”. 
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In the event, by skilfully handling some young and confused French subalterns, there was 
hardly any violence.  
(Lord Hornblower, chapter 10). 
 
 
 
Hornblower and His Children: 
“Letters from home; letters about little children and domestic squabbles; they were the 
momentary lifting of a curtain to reveal another world, utterly unlike this world of peril and 
hardship and intolerable strain. Little Horatio was running everywhere on busy little legs, 
and little Maria was cutting her first tooth, while here a tyrant’s armies had swept through 
the whole length of Italy and were massed at the Straits of Messina”. 
(Hornblower and the Atropos, chapter 21). 
Hornblower and Maria became the parents of three children, Horatio, Maria and Richard. 
Horatio was born on 1st January 1804 and Maria two years later, also in January. Maria was 
born in Deptford where the Hornblowers were in lodgings while he was preparing to take 
HMS Atropos to sea. It was during this time that, after arriving home one evening, his son’s 
“face lit up with a smile as he caught sight of his father, – the most flattering experience 
Hornblower had ever known”. Sadly, in early 1808, Hornblower arrived home after leaving 
the Atropos behind in Sicily to find both Horatio and Maria very ill with their skin feeling like 
“small shot felt through velvet”. They later “died of the smallpox in a Southsea lodging”.  
The third child, “Richard Arthur Horatio Hornblower”, was born in 1811 when Hornblower 
was hiding in France at the Chateau de Gracay during his escape on the journey from Rosas 
in Spain to Paris. Richard had actually been conceived “in mad jealousy of the moment when 
he heard of Lady Barbara’s marriage to Admiral Leighton”. Maria had died shortly after 
Richard’s birth but Hornblower only became aware of this on his return to England on HMS 
Victory. Most fortunately for the child, Lady Barbara made herself responsible for his 
upbringing in Hornblower’s absence, believed dead. Hornblower saw his son for the first 
time when he visited Lady Barbara at her house in Bond Street. There he experienced deep 
happiness in holding the baby and in the realisation that “he knew she was his for the 
asking”. Richard went on in later life to distinguish himself in the Army and in 1848, he was a 
“Colonel in the Guards with his frequent need for attendance on the young Queen at court”. 
Hornblower therefore saw very little of his children during their childhood. He was absent 
for long periods of time on naval service and the lives of Horatio and Maria were cut short in 
infancy. Richard would probably have seen more of his father although he also would have 
been away at school at Eton. Hornblower was in France from October 1813 to May 1815 
and in the West Indies from May 1821 to October 1823 when Richard entered his thirteenth 
year.  
 
 
One Law of the Sea… 
As Hornblower was to be reminded by his off-hand treatment from his canal boat 
steersman, “the ship first and personal dignity a long way second”. 
(Hornblower and the Atropos, chapter 1). 
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Hornblower and Lady Barbara: 
Hornblower and Lady Barbara first met in August 1808 when she boarded HMS Lydia to 
escape an outbreak of yellow fever in Panama. After a few days, he began to notice, in no 
particular order, that: 
-she was a good whist player, 
-she had an infectious laugh,  
-she had “long slender fingers”, 
-she looked “positively pretty”, 
-they shared the same distaste of spicy Spanish food, 
-she shared his opinion on the Spanish “national temperament”, 
-she was a “sharp-witted” woman, 
-she seemed “completely at ease” with all the ship’s officers, 
-he felt jealous when she spoke to the handsome Lieutenant Gerard, 
-she had expressed her gratitude to Hornblower for allowing her to embark on the Lydia, 
-they spoke together about their reading tastes, 
-he noticed her delight at the beauty of the Pacific, 
-she teased him about his use of the non-committal “ha – h’m”, 
-and later apologised for doing so, 
-she was very different from Maria! 
 
As the voyage of the Lydia continued in the Pacific, Hornblower and Lady Barbara drew 
closer to each other. At the end of each day, they would sit quietly and talk together at the 
taffrail out of earshot of the other officers on the quarterdeck. “They had formed a habit of 
each other” with various daily rituals, meeting on the quarterdeck in the morning, he 
showing her the ship’s daily progress and meeting at sunset. After “four continuous months 
in close contact”, they had become very close to each other although she told herself that 
things would change on their return to civilisation with a truer perspective. However, after 
rounding the Horn, Hornblower felt more uneasy in Lady Barbara’s company. “To meddle 
with Lady Barbara would mean risking utter ruin – professional, social, and financial”. “He 
was playing with fire”. But, he was “in a white-hot passion as he thought of her, slim and 
lovely, understanding and sweet”. The dam broke on the last night as the Lydia approached 
St Helena. They had begun to declare their love for each other in a passionate embrace but 
then, and most unfortunately, Hebe, Lady Barbara’s maid, happened to enter the cabin. 
Much to Lady Barbara’s anger and dismay, an embarrassed Hornblower withdrew. They 
briefly said their farewells to each other the next morning and Lady Barbara moved to a 
more comfortable ship, the Hanbury Castle, and part of the homeward bound convoy. 
(The Happy Return, chapters 19, 22 and 23). 
Hornblower next met Lady Barbara at a dinner in Plymouth where she was accompanying 
her new husband, Rear Admiral Leighton. Hornblower, as captain of HMS Sutherland, was 
part of Leighton’s Inshore Squadron due to sail to the western Mediterranean. The dinner 
invitation, dated 4th May 1810, was in a “clear feminine handwriting”, that of Lady Barbara 
herself and left Hornblower’s “heart singing songs at the knowledge that Lady Barbara was 
only two hundred yards away”. When he did see her, “the fringes of the room seemed to be 
deep in mist; only Lady Barbara could be clearly seen”. “To smell the scent of her, and to 
hear her voice again, was still some romantic drug to him”. 
(A Ship of the Line, chapters 2 and 3). 
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Prior to the unsuccessful landing on the Spanish coast at Silva de Mar, Hornblower attended 
a briefing in Admiral Leighton’s cabin on the flagship, Pluto, accompanied by the captains of 
that ship and HMS Caligula. Leighton was the husband of Lady Barbara, much to 
Hornblower’s jealous anguish. Her portrait hung in the cabin, “a likeness so good as to be 
startling – Hornblower felt as if he might hear her voice at any moment”. Sensibly, he “tore 
his thoughts away from Lady Barbara with an effort” and returned his attention to the 
impending attack.  
(A Ship of the Line, chapter 16).  
As soon as he could, on his arrival in London, Hornblower visited Lady Barbara at her home 
in Bond Street. There he also met his new son for the first time and held him, experiencing a 
feeling of intense happiness. Then “his eyes met Lady Barbara’s again, and he knew she was 
his for the asking”. At this stage, C S Forester brought a temporary halt to his account of the 
romance that had begun on HMS Lydia in the far-off Pacific some two years previously. 
(Flying Colours, chapter 19). 
Sir Horatio and Lady Barbara Hornblower are next seen living at their country residence of 
Smallbridge House in Kent. In April 1812, Hornblower was summoned to London to receive 
details of a new assignment at the Admiralty. Before he left, Barbara expressed her sadness 
with his forthcoming absence saying that she had had “six months of happiness with you”. 
This implies that they had married about October 1811. He had returned to London on his 
escape from France in the summer of that year.    
(The Commodore, chapter 1). 
C S Forester described a tender and loving couple, now married for six months, saying 
farewell to each other as Hornblower joined his flagship, HMS Nonsuch, anchored in the 
Roads off Deal in Kent. He wrote about her “mouth beneath the keen aquiline nose set 
firm”. Despite appearances, “her heart was breaking” and she uttered words of longing for 
him. “For all her patrician birth, for all her keen wit, for all her iron self-control, Barbara 
could say foolish things just like any blowsy wife of any ordinary seaman” and “Hornblower 
loved her more for it”.  
(The Commodore, chapter 4). 
When HMS Clam sailed away from the rest of his squadron taking despatches back to 
London and also an affectionate letter from him to Barbara, Hornblower realised that he 
was feeling homesick. He had been “plunged into a storm of emotional disturbance as he 
always was when he wrote home”. He was missing Barbara, his son Richard and even his life 
at Smallbridge. At the same time, he recalled his feelings when he had been recalled to 
duty, particularly his feeling of “emancipation” and the prospect of “not having to defer to 
Barbara’s wishes”. With his independence had come responsibility, a “terrible load of 
responsibility”.    
(The Commodore, chapter 16). 
While he was in the Baltic, Barbara wrote to Hornblower every week but such was the 
limited means of communication, he received a batch of fifteen of them while he was in 
Riga. They were always in a loving and affectionate tone. She wrote about their son, 
Richard, any events at Smallbridge, the progress of the war and any gossip from London. 
(The Commodore, chapter 21). 
It was from their Bond Street residence that he and Barbara had to say farewell to each 
other when duty demanded that he immediately leave London to address the mutiny that 
had taken place on HMS Flame. “Capable, far-sighted, level-headed Barbara” had quickly 
organised the practical aspect of packing his kit. But it was a passionate and emotional 
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leave-taking “as the last reserve melted” between them. “They were more united than they 
had ever been before, and they knew it”.   
(Lord Hornblower, chapter 2). 
Barbara later surprised Hornblower by arriving without warning in Le Havre where he was 
totally pre-occupied as the Military Governor. Although he did not say anything, he was very 
likely irritated by her presence. His grief over Bush and the pressing needs of his role “would 
not let him sink into simple uxorious happiness”. Barbara quietly realised that her visit was a 
mistake and for the present, the passion in their marriage since they had last been together 
was not the same. She actually had to ask Hornblower if he was pleased to see her. He 
wished he “could rejoice naturally and artlessly in the unexpected arrival of his wife”. He 
was left feeling resentful against her but he really did not want to spoil her visit. At 
breakfast one morning, over coffee and bacon and eggs, “a domesticity that was still unreal 
to him”, an urgent and important dispatch arrived. He was desperate to deal with it but 
Barbara urged him to stay and finish his food. This demand on his time and his conflicted 
attention was leaving “a coldness between him and his wife”. Not for the first time, he 
reflected that “it was a mistake for a man to have his wife with him on active service”. 
(Lord Hornblower, chapter 14). 
With the peace in 1814, Hornblower and Barbara moved on to Paris where they were 
expected to attend what seemed like a non-stop succession of nightly receptions and 
various other social events surrounding the newly restored Bourbon dynasty. Barbara’s 
brother, the Duke of Wellington, was the British Ambassador in the French capital. 
Hornblower was bored and sated with what to him were “uncounted martyrdoms”. Worse 
was to come for him. The “show” was moving on to Austria for the Congress of Vienna and 
Barbara was to act as hostess for her brother. Much to Barbara’s annoyance, Hornblower 
adamantly refused to follow his wife there. “He did not like politics, not even politics on a 
European scale”. In the end, they agreed that she would go to Vienna while he would return 
home to Smallbridge. “Life in future might be dull and safe, but it would be happy. Barbara 
would not be in Vienna for always”. These were Hornblower’s thoughts a few hours after he 
had met Marie again during a diplomatic reception in Paris. 
(Lord Hornblower, chapter 16). 
In 1821, Hornblower was serving in the West Indies as a Rear Admiral. While there, he was 
remembering a life of contentment with Barbara, “a loving wife” in the years since his 
return from France (…and Marie) in 1815. It is not known what, if anything, Barbara knew 
about Hornblower’s life on the Loire during the “hundred days” of Napoleon’s return. 
However, before Hornblower left England, Barbara had spoken “long and earnestly” to his 
flag-lieutenant, Gerard, with instructions for him to ensure that his Admiral kept dry and ate 
regular meals.  
(Hornblower in the West Indies – St Elizabeth of Hungary). 
Hornblower in Jamaica was re-reading a letter he had received from Barbara. It was two 
months old but it had arrived a fortnight ago. The well-educated or pedantic Hornblower 
looked at her greeting, “My dearest husband”. “She sometimes misused her superlatives; 
that “dearest”, strictly implied that she had at least three husbands, even though it also 
implied that Hornblower rated highest of the three”.  However, her affectionate letter also 
told him that he was soon due to receive a visitor from England, a Mr Charles Ramsbottom, 
a young “millionaire”. Hornblower had never seen the word “millionaire” before and he 
could not conceive how one man could have a million pounds.  
(Hornblower in the West Indies – The Guns of Carabobo). 
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Hornblower spent nearly three years in the Caribbean and towards the end of his time as 
Commander-in-Chief, Barbara sailed out to him so that they could return home together. 
The ship for both directions was the packet, Pretty Jane. Their reunion was a very 
affectionate affair. “They laughed in each other’s faces out of sheer happiness before they 
kissed again and then eventually drew apart” to travel on to Admiralty House. “Her cheeks 
were golden with sunburn after a month at sea”. Barbara took the opportunity of her short 
stay in Jamaica to enjoy island society. She rode most days and this allowed Hornblower to 
attend to his duties. He “disliked horses in any case”. Later, as they both recovered in Puerto 
Rico from their experience of surviving a hurricane, the Spanish Governor’s staff arranged 
for them to be fitted with new clothes. Fortunately for Barbara, the local fashion was not to 
wear “stays”. Her body was still covered in lacerations and bruises but “she was of a Spartan 
breed, trained in a school which scorned to admit physical weakness”.  
(Hornblower in the West Indies – The Hurricane). 
 
 
Hornblower and Jealousy: 
Hornblower had not suffered the anguish of intense jealousy until he met and fell in love 
with Lady Barbara. News that she had recently married had left him mad with jealousy and 
he quickly tried to assuage this by conceiving another child with Maria. He “writhed in fresh 
anguish” at the thought of Lady Barbara being in bed with her new husband. However, “he 
told himself very sensibly that only misery and madness lay before him if he allowed himself 
to think about that”. This was very likely a forlorn pursuit. 
(A Ship of the Line, chapter 3). 
Jealous misery for Hornblower would continue to surface and afflict him time after time. 
Here is another example provided by C S Forester: “His memory of a cool and self-collected 
Lady Barbara, the perfect hostess, …was overlaid by mental pictures of a tender Lady 
Barbara, a loving Lady Barbara, with a beauty which would take a man’s breath away. His 
heart was torn with longing for her; he felt sick and sad and lonely in his rush of desire for 
her; …His pulse beat faster as he remembered her white bosom with the sapphire pendant 
resting on it, and animal desire came to reinforce the boyish affection he bore her”. 
(A Ship of the Line, chapter 19). 
 Imprisoned in the Spanish fort of Rosas, he “was torturing himself” with “jealous torments 
of longing” for her. She had married Admiral Leighton, Hornblower’s own admiral whom he 
regarded as her “unworthy husband”. Meanwhile, Hornblower’s own wife, Maria, was 
home in England, pregnant again after the death of their first two children to smallpox. 
(Flying Colours, chapter 1). 
Hornblower later heard that Leighton had been wounded by a splinter in the attack on 
Rosas. At that stage, he did not know if his wounds were severe. The news drove him into a 
fit of speculation about its possible consequences. If Leighton had died, perhaps the 
widowed Barbara would marry again and then “he would have to go once more through all 
the torment he had endured when he had first heard of her marriage to Leighton”. “He 
grew sick with longing for his liberty, for his freedom, for Barbara and for Maria”. 
(Flying Colours, chapter 2).  
Even during and after his affair with Marie while hiding from recapture in France, 
Hornblower still felt “the miseries of longing he had been through on Barbara’s account” 
and “how much he still desired her”.  
(Flying Colours, chapter 10). 
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Such was his “unregenerate hunger for Barbara that Hornblower’s third child with Maria 
had been conceived “in mad jealousy of the moment when he heard of Lady Barbara’s 
marriage to Admiral Leighton”. 
(Flying Colours, chapter 15). 
Hornblower experienced a flare up of his old jealousy when a sad Barbara said goodbye to 
him as he left for the Baltic. He realised that he was the second husband she had seen off to 
war and he wondered to himself if she was thinking of the first one. For Hornblower, this 
jealous thought was “like a bloated corpse rising to the surface from the ooze at the bottom 
of the sea”. He had tried to contain his jealousy for some time and he was “annoyed with 
himself for allowing it to happen” again. 
(The Commodore, chapter 4). 
As Hornblower faced the prospect of imminent death by shooting following his capture on 
the Loire, he realised that his death would allow Barbara to marry again. This thought 
caused him a pang of jealousy at the idea of her being in another man’s arms. But this was 
the same Hornblower who had just experienced a four-month long torrid love affair in 
France with Marie. 
(Lord Hornblower, chapter 20). 
Hornblower’s intense feelings of jealousy caught fire once again when he was with Barbara 
at a formal reception for the Admiral who was succeeding him in the West Indies. There 
they met a Captain “Perfecto” Coleman who reminded her that he had served under her 
first husband, Admiral Leighton, who had died of his wounds some thirteen years previously 
at the battle of Rosas Bay. “A harmless enough remark, but enough to shatter Hornblower’s 
frail happiness, to darken the brightly-lit room, to set the babble of conversation in the room 
roaring in Hornblower’s ears like a torrent”. “He hardly ever thought about it, but when he 
did he still experienced a jealousy which he knew to be insane”. It brought back “with 
agonising clarity the recollection of the despair, the envy, the black self-derision he had 
known”. But later, during the middle of an awful hurricane, with huge waves sweeping over 
the deck and Barbara in danger of losing her life, she insisted on telling Hornblower that she 
had always loved him and had “loved no one but you in all my life”. This clearly had its effect 
on Hornblower. “Huddled on the deck of a waterlogged ship with a hurricane shrieking 
about him, he was suddenly aware that an old hurt was healed, that he would never again 
feel that dull ache of jealousy of Barbara’s first husband, never, as long as he lived”  
(Hornblower in the West Indies – The Hurricane). 
 
 
Lady Barbara’s Acts of Compassion: 
Lady Barbara shocked Hornblower when he found her engaged in attending the many 
wounded men from Lydia’s battle with the Natividad. There were seventy-five casualties 
suffering below decks in the cockpit. “Lost souls in hell could hardly have had a more 
hideous environment, or be suffering more”. Lady Barbara ignored Hornblower’s protests 
and carried on with the compassionate work that she would not leave unfinished. She held 
the hands of men as they died, she helped with the removal of wood splinters from 
sickening wounds and she insisted that patients were taken up on deck to benefit from 
clean sea air.  
(The Happy Return, chapters 18 and 19). 
Barbara showed her charity and compassion again when she was in Jamaica. Towards the 
end of Hornblower’s term as the Commander-in Chief in the West Indies, she sailed to the 
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Caribbean for an affectionate reunion with him and a planned trip home together. Soon 
after arrival, he told her of the impending court martial and very probable hanging or very 
severe flogging of a young Royal Marine bandsman, Hudnutt, for his refusal to obey an 
order about the proper playing of a musical note (B or B flat?). She was appalled by this and 
without Hornblower’s knowledge, she arranged for his escape from the island. She then 
participated in the search for Hudnutt on horseback knowing it to be a futile exercise. She 
had even asked her husband to give her £200 (of her own money) so that she could pay one 
of the island’s merchants and fishing-boat owner, Bonner, a man with a shady reputation, to 
organise Hudnutt’s escape. Hornblower thought she had wanted the cash to pay a gambling 
debt incurred from playing cards with the Governor’s wife.  A catastrophic hurricane on the 
voyage to England forced its abandonment. The Hornblowers were rescued and landed on 
Puerto Rico. He had been there some two years before when he captured the Estrella del 
Sur, a Spanish slaver, as she left San Juan.  The Captain-General of the island formally 
received them after they had recovered. To their amazement, one of the trumpeters 
announcing their arrival to the tone-deaf Hornblower was none other than Hudnutt. 
Hornblower told his host’s aide-de-camp that he recognised the escapee. In response, the 
aide alluded to the previous capture of the Estrella and the absence of any convention 
between Britain and Spain about the return of deserters. Hornblower hoped that he hid any 
indication that “he had just been hoist by his own petard”. 
Barbara later that evening guiltily admitted to an astonished Hornblower the extent of her 
involvement in saving Hudnutt from his fate at the hands of Naval discipline. Hornblower 
was first outraged, “It’s a felony…you could be sent to Botany Bay”. Barbara replied that she 
had wanted to tell him about it during the hurricane but there was no time to do so. 
However, for Hornblower, “nothing counted in the world except Barbara”.  
(Hornblower in the West Indies – The Hurricane). 
 
 
The Smartly Dressed Hornblower: 
Following Hornblower’s return to England from the Pacific and his commission on HMS 
Lydia, he had been able to afford to buy new clothes and to improve greatly on what he 
regarded as the “poverty of his wardrobe”. He bought new uniforms – the finest blue 
broadcloth with heavy epaulettes of “real bullion” and “broad gold lace round the edges 
and the buttonholes”. Parts of his coat now flashed when they caught the light. He had a 
thick China silk cravat and white “kerseymere breeches” together with the best white silk 
stockings. “From the crown of his head to his ankles he was dressed as a gentleman should 
be dressed”. However, his shoes still had brassy “pinchbeck” buckles. Gold buckles cost 
twenty guineas. 
(A Ship of the Line, chapter 3). 
Barbara, with her acute sense of fashion, prevailed on Hornblower to “dress up” as the new 
squire when he prepared to greet a gathering of his tenants and other villagers for the first 
time after moving into their new home at Smallbridge. With Brown’s assistance, he put on a 
“two guinea linen shirt”, tight trousers, a neck-cloth and his uncomfortable stock. This last 
item was the “damned choker which Brummell and the Prince of Wales had made 
fashionable”. He also wore a flowered waistcoat, added a gold fob and his varnished boots 
and then his coat, “of buff and blue”, with big blue buttons and inside pocket flaps and the 
reverse of the lapels and collar in a matching blue. This was the first time in twenty years 
that he was not wearing uniform and he moodily considered his appearance in the mirror to 
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be “unnatural, grotesques, ridiculous”. Later, he also added a pair of dogskin gloves and a 
tall beaver hat. However, Barbara approved and thought it “a refreshing change to see you 
out of uniform”. 
(The Commodore, chapter 1). 
 
   
Hornblower’s Views on the Spanish: 
It is a fair comment to say that Hornblower did not like the Spanish. He had many dealings 
with them during his career. As a midshipman, they captured him and held him for two 
years in Ferrol. There he learnt the language and was given his freedom after leading the 
rescue of some seamen from a wrecked ship and honouring his parole at the same time. He 
saw their cruel use of galley slaves near Gibraltar. He fought against them when a lieutenant 
in the Caribbean at the eastern end of Santo Domingo and then recaptured the Renown 
from Spanish prisoners on board when they rose up. In Central America as captain of HMS 
Lydia, he had to deal with them as both an enemy and then later as an unhelpful ally. From 
HMS Sutherland, Hornblower later embarked on an unsuccessful landing on the Spanish 
coast to attempt the capture of the French held town and port of Rosas. This failed because 
the promised support of some seven thousand Spanish troops did not materialise. As the 
French began to counter attack his force, Hornblower watched the Spaniards he thought 
were in support escape into the surrounding hills. Looking at them, he “felt a sudden feeling 
of hatred for them and the race they represented”. “They were a proud nation, yet never so 
proud as to disdain favours from others, hating foreigners only a little more than they hated 
each other, ignorant, misgoverned, misusing the wealth with which nature had endowed 
their country”. It should be borne in mind that C S Forester was writing about Hornblower’s 
life at a time when, and he had witnessed some of it, there was a bloody civil war continuing 
in Spain. From Hornblower’s mouth, he presciently placed the words that “some time in the 
future the country would be torn to pieces in the strife between Liberals and 
Conservatives”. A grim future lay in wait for Spain “unless the Spaniards set their house in 
order”. 
 
 
 
The Intendant of Livonia…and his Wife: 
Livonia was a historical region on the eastern shore of the Baltic, part of the Russian Empire 
in 1812 but now part of both today’s Estonia and Latvia. From 1812, an Intendant was a 
position in the Tsarist army responsible for supply and administration. In this particular case, 
the Intendant referred to was a senior public official. Of much greater interest was his wife, 
the Countess Canerine. Hornblower’s biographer described her as a stunning beauty with, 
among other attributes, “a magnificent bosom white as snow”. At a royal reception at the 
Peterhof Palace in St Petersburg, she easily seduced an unusually inebriated Hornblower 
and they eventually ended up at her apartment in the palace. At the start of the evening, 
the Grand Marshall had informed Hornblower that he would partner the Countess Canerine 
at dinner. It is easy to assume that this was an arrangement used by the Palace as a means 
of ensuring special guests did not lack for anything during their visit.  Next morning, 
Hornblower returned to the Nonsuch with a hangover and with his “smooth rotund belly 
pockmarked with fleabites”. In The Hornblower Companion, C S Forester explained that 
although typhus is a disease transmitted by lice, it was likely that Hornblower caught typhus 
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at the end of his time in Russia from a flea in Riga and not from any “body vermin” carried 
by the Countess.  Hornblower met her again in Riga at another formal reception and he 
“had to struggle to conceal” any embarrassment but met only indifference from her and her 
husband who, as the direct representative of the Tsar, was unimpressed and bored by 
attending a provincial reception.  
In the “Companion”, he also referred to a “one small incidental point”. The Commodore was 
published in 1945 and in the USA it was also serialised in the Saturday Evening Post. He had 
included in the novel what he referred to as “a certain small amount of adultery. Not even 
very profound adultery”. Apparently, “not since the days of Benjamin Franklin had adultery 
made any appearance at all in the pages of the Saturday Evening Post”. All this “really 
caused quite a flutter”. Presumably, Flying Colours and Lord Hornblower were never 
serialised in the same paper because the effect on its righteous readers of Hornblower’s 
adultery with Marie in his first stay at the Chateau de Gracay while he was married to Maria 
and his repeat performance on his second visit when he was married to Barbara would have 
been quite shocking!  
(The Commodore, chapters 12 and 18. The Hornblower Companion, section 29). 
 
 
 
Parley Invitations: 
Hornblower took part in a “parley in accordance with the established etiquette of war” 
when he was a lieutenant serving on HMS Renown. With Bush in charge, he was ashore in 
the captured fort overlooking Samana Bay on the Caribbean island of Santo Domingo. 
Because he could speak Spanish, Bush ordered him to speak to a Spanish colonel (Ortega) 
who had been rowed across the bay from the fortress on the opposite shore. Two men had 
landed from the boat, one carrying a white flag and the other held a trumpet that he kept 
blowing. The “pealing notes of the trumpet” and the white flag “attested the pacific 
intentions of the bearer” so that two enemies could speak to each other safely. Hornblower 
met the colonel and they proceeded to talk to each other with a translated version later 
related to Bush. 
(Lieutenant Hornblower, chapter 11).   
Another request for a parley occurred in the Bay of Panama in 1808 when a lugger sailed 
out towards the Lydia flying a “white flag over Spanish colours”. The Spaniard was bringing 
news that Britain and Spain were no longer at war with each other.  
(The Happy Return, chapter 8). 
Use was made of the parley convention during the siege of Riga in 1812. “At the foot of the 
breach, apparently, a trumpet was pealing. High challenging notes”. A blindfolded French 
officer was led in to ask for a two-hour cessation of hostilities to allow the recovery of 
wounded soldiers of both sides. 
(The Commodore, chapter 22). 
Hornblower made use of this convention when he sent a parlementaire, “a mounted officer 
with a white flag and a trumpeter”, to deliver a letter asking for news of Bush.  A very large 
explosion had killed him on a raid at the town of Caudebec on the River Seine where siege 
artillery was waiting to attack Le Havre. In response, General Quiot, the French General in 
command, wrote back to say that unfortunately hardly anything remained of those men 
caught up in the explosion, “just a few rags and tatters of men”. 
(Lord Hornblower, chapters 13 and 14). 
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An equally serious parley took place in June 1815 when a squad of French Hussars 
surrounded Hornblower and his group of Brown, Marie and her father in law, Count Ladon. 
This was during their attempted escape as a defeated party of royalists “in the campaign of 
the Upper Loire”. An officer walked towards their position waving a white handkerchief with 
a Hussar blowing a trumpet.  Hornblower rejected his request for them to surrender and 
threatened him with his pistol until he quickly “trotted away without dignity”. 
(Lord Hornblower, chapter 20). 
 
 
Tall, Gawky and Envious of the Physically Stronger Brown: 
Hornblower was five foot eleven inches tall (1.8 metres). During his career at sea, he nearly 
always had to crouch when below decks. He therefore noticed the difference in the suite on 
Captain Pellew’s ship, HMS Tonnant, whose deck beams were six feet high. This ship was a 
French built “eighty-four” now in Royal Navy service. 
 In 1803, Hornblower was only twenty-seven years old but when he went aloft to get a 
better view of what was happening in Brest, “he was uncomfortably aware of his slowness 
and awkwardness”. He compared himself to “his lightfooted and lighthearted subordinates” 
and “he was breathing heavily by the time he reached the foretopmast-head”.   
(Hornblower and the Hotspur, chapters 9 and 15). 
At a crucial point in the attempt to rescue the stricken Pluto and to take her in tow away 
from the rocks of Cape Creux, Brown, Hornblower’s coxswain, got ready to throw a line to 
the flagship. “He made a magnificent picture there against the sky, with no hint of 
nervousness as he watched the distance dwindle. Even at that moment Hornblower felt a 
hint of envy of Brown’s physique and robust self-confidence”.  
(A Ship of the Line, chapter 16). 
Hornblower was quite aware of his physical shortcomings when he compared himself with 
his coxswain, Brown. On the long enforced road journey from Spain towards Paris, 
Hornblower was necessarily in close proximity to Brown and the wounded Bush. “Brown 
had thews and sinews which Hornblower had often envied; he had a stolid courage in action 
which Hornblower could never hope to rival. He could knot and splice, hand, reef, and steer, 
cast the lead or pull an oar, all of them far better than his captain. He could go aloft on a 
black night in a howling storm without thinking twice about it.” 
(Flying Colours, chapter 4). 
In April 1812, Brown was Hornblower’s personal servant, “the best manservant heart could 
desire”. He had also been “the best captain’s coxswain” and “a loyal subordinate during the 
escape from France”.  
(The Commodore, chapter 2). 
At the height of his seasickness and all its accompanying misery, it was the “brawny hand” 
of Brown that helped Hornblower prepare to go up on deck. “Brown never lost his sea legs. 
Brown was never sick; Brown had the vast physical strength that Hornblower had always 
coveted. He stood on his straddled legs like a rock, quite unmoved by the antics of the brig”. 
Brown continued to amaze Hornblower with all of his skills. These included knotting and 
splicing, steering a ship, carving a goose, driving a pair of horses, carving model ships for his 
son, Richard, being the boy’s tutor and nursemaid, heaving the lead, reefing, dealing with a 
weary bad-tempered captain and, above all, knowing when to stay quiet. Hornblower 
thought that if Brown had had a formal education rather than being a pressed man, “he 
would probably be a captain by now”. Brown was also an “accomplished linguist”. He could 
“speak with fluency the language of the servant, the language of the lower deck, the 
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language of the country lanes and of the London alleys, and French besides”. Hornblower 
was “irritated” that he never mixed them up. 
(Lord Hornblower, chapters 3, 4 and 17). 
 
 
An Enquiring Mind: 
“Hornblower was of the type that would continue to observe and to learn on his deathbed”. 
While on HMS Indefatigable as a midshipman, Hornblower learned, among other things,  a 
lot about coastwise navigation and organising a cutting-out raid. 
(Mr Midshipman Hornblower – The Man Who Felt Queer). 
The shipwrecked crew of the Hotspur and her former commanding officer, Hornblower, 
sailed back to Plymouth on the water-hoy, Princess. This ship was full of “experts” desperate 
to tell her captain how best to sail her and trim her sails, much to his annoyance. However, 
Hornblower’s “curious eye” told him that the relative trim of the ship’s two big lugsails were 
in fact properly set. His “analysis of the complicated - and desperately interesting - problem 
in mechanics suggested significantly that the setting was correct”. 
(Hornblower and the Crisis, chapter 5). 
On the island of Santo Domingo in 1800, there was nobody on HMS Renown with any 
knowledge or experience of heating shot and then firing it from a cannon. But for 
Hornblower, this was a challenge. “I’ll try and find out for myself, sir”, he said to Bush. See 
below under “Hot Shots”. 
(Lieutenant Hornblower, chapter 10). 
  
 
Hornblower - New Technology and Progress: 
In October 1805, Hornblower, Maria and their son, Horatio, travelled by canal from 
Gloucestershire to Deptford on the Thames in London where his new command, HMS 
Atropos, was waiting for him. They were travelling on “a miracle of modernity” because 
their horse-drawn express boat had priority over all slower ones. “Farmers’ wives and 
wenches” were now able to make twenty-mile trips to market and back in a single day. To 
Hornblower it was “quite astonishing”! C S Forester never made clear why the Hornblowers 
had been in Gloucestershire in the first place. 
With his naturally curious mind, Hornblower took note of the workings of a canal system 
that had become a major factor in the economic progress of England since the latter end of 
the 18th century. “Engineering marvels” of canal development included the two-mile long 
Sapperton Tunnel and he experienced “steering a passage-boat at nine miles an hour along 
the Thames and Severn Canal”.  
(Hornblower and the Atropos, chapter 1). 
In 1810, as Hornblower and HMS Sutherland sailed from Gibraltar into the Mediterranean to 
rendezvous with HMS Caligula,  his lookouts spotted a raft which turned out to be carrying 
two escaped French prisoners of war surviving in a pitiful state. Before closing on them, 
what went through Hornblower’s mind were the suggestions by various inventors of the 
time when the enemy could one day use small boats that exploded against the sides of 
ships. Hornblower could not have known that what was to come was the development and 
use of suicide bombers, torpedoes and contact or magnetic mines. These comments by C S 
Forester indicated that Hornblower’s mind was open to thoughts about new technology and 
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progress in naval weapons. He presciently reflected that if such “wild schemes” ever came 
to exist, “the day of the battleship’s magnificent security would be over”.  
(Hornblower One More Time – Hornblower’s Charitable Offering). 
A new experience for Hornblower was his introduction after some twenty years of service to 
the use of bomb-ketches. They were in effect large floating mortars able to lob 13-inch 
shells over and on to an enemy such as a French privateer seeking safety behind a sand-spit 
in the Baltic. He “had been conscious that naval gunnery was an art which should be 
improved”. “Mortar fire from a bomb-vessel was the uttermost refinement of naval gunnery, 
brought to a high degree of perfection, although it was only a bastard offshoot”.   
(The Commodore, chapter 9). 
While on a formal visit to the USA and the city of New Orleans, Hornblower saw the use of 
steam tugs for the first time. A steam tug had pulled his ship, HMS Crab, “against the 
hundred miles of current from the sea to New Orleans” during the day for a punctual arrival. 
On the river, he also saw several paddlewheel steamers at work up and down the river and 
opening up the Mississippi Valley to development. Hornblower had remained silent when he 
heard suggestions that one day there would be “ocean-going ships propelled by steam” 
because he “had not been quite so sure” about this prospect. In the meantime, being pulled 
up and down the river had required the worried captain of the Crab to keep his men 
pumping water on the rigging and the decks to reduce the risk of fire. The ship was 
proceeding at about five knots both against the current and the wind but with little sound 
from the rigging. 
Hornblower also came across the use of a shower, or a “douche bath”, in the house of the 
British Consul-General in New Orleans. By standing underneath it and pulling a chain, he 
was able to receive “a deluge of delicious cold water”. He compared it favourably with a 
wash-deck pump and intended to install something like it when he returned home one day 
to Smallbridge House.   
(Hornblower in the West Indies – St Elizabeth of Hungary). 
During Hornblower’s time in the West Indies as a Rear Admiral, he had the services of a very 
able secretary, one Erasmus Spendlove. One of his skills was his ability to use “this new-
fangled shorthand” whereby C S Forester described him “slashing down the letter at a speed 
that made light of Hornblower’s stumbling sentences”. He “had not yet acquired the art of 
dictation”. 
(Hornblower in the West Indies – The Star of the South). 
At a dinner in Jamaica on board the Bride of Abydos, his host introduced Hornblower and 
other guests to canned food. “A square box, apparently of iron” was opened and the top 
prized back. Inside was beef that was quite different from the usual shipboard beef 
preserved in brine. The host claimed that this new form of food storage would in the future 
improve the quality of food carried on ships. 
(Hornblower in the West Indies – The Guns of Carabobo). 
Hornblower was no technophobe but sometimes he forgot about progress.  
In 1848, he had been thinking about the availability of a ship for crossing the Channel, “but 
the wind was south-westerly – Hornblower pulled himself up with a jerk. The steam packets 
paid no attention to wind or tide, although it was hard for a man who had all his life 
commanded sailing vessels to remember it”. 
(Hornblower and the Crisis – The Last Encounter). 
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Hornblower’s Hot Shots: 
Hornblower first encountered the use of heated shot in 1800 when he was a lieutenant on 
HMS Renown and she attempted to enter Samana Bay in Santo Domingo. It was 
immediately obvious from the smoke seen rising from the shore battery near the entrance 
to the gulf that the Spanish were using a furnace to produce red-hot shot. They began to fire 
at the ship with rounds of twenty-four pounds of red hot iron while even “ten pounds of 
red-hot glowing metal lodged in the dry timbers of the ship could start a blaze in a few 
seconds”. Because of this reception and after the frantic effort of re-floating herself after 
being aground, the Renown had little option but to retreat out to sea. C S Forester devoted 
almost an entire chapter about how to use heated shot. He had obviously researched this 
subject and said in The Hornblower Companion that he had come across a British Army 
Artillery Manual from 1860. He explained the details through the eyes of Hornblower who 
was learning the hard way with no prior experience of this type of weapon other than being 
on the receiving end of it just a few hours before.  Early disastrous experience by the French 
had made it clear that “shot could only be heated in a battery on land; a sea-going ship, 
constructed of inflammable material, could not run the risk of going into action with a 
flaming furnace inside her”. C S Forester detailed the technique of using red-hot iron while 
in proximity to gunpowder. This explained why hot shot and powder were not brought up to 
the gun platform at the same time and why the guns were fired in salvos and not singly. 
There was also always the risk that the extremely hot shot rammed into the muzzle would 
burn prematurely through the wads, two wet and one dry, and cause an unexpected recoil 
of the gun. Heating the shot too much would cause it to begin to melt and go out of shape 
and therefore not fit into the muzzle.  
(Lieutenant Hornblower, chapters 7 and 10).  
Hornblower again saw heated shot being prepared for use while he was a prisoner in the 
fort of Rosas in Spain. His experience of this weapon told him that its employment by the 
enemy would have been foolish because of the presence of French ships close to English 
ones. 
(Flying Colours, chapter 2). 
 
 
 
Hornblower’s Finances and Prize Money: 
While in Jamaica on HMS Renown, Hornblower received £100 in prize money, his share from 
the Spanish privateers captured at Samana Bay. Bush also received the same and between 
them, they somehow spent all this money in Kingston in “two wild days and two wild 
nights”. (It is somewhat difficult to imagine even a young Hornblower behaving in this way). 
With the Peace of Amiens in 1802, the Royal Navy started to return to a peacetime 
establishment with nine out of ten ships being laid up. This had serious consequences for 
the officers and men of the service and left both Hornblower and Bush on half pay without a 
ship to serve on. For Hornblower it was worse. For three months, he had been a 
commander drawing a commander’s pay but on his return to England, his promotion could 
not be confirmed. He was therefore required to repay his excess pay by means of stoppages 
against his lieutenant’s half- pay. He therefore received no naval income for seven months. 
He just about managed to survive by being a professional whist player on a retainer of half a 
guinea a week at the Long Rooms gambling establishment in Portsmouth.  
(Lieutenant Hornblower, chapters 17 and 18).   
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“The possibilities of prize money bulked large in the thoughts of every naval officer” and to 
some extent this included Hornblower. He had heard many captains talk of huge amounts 
won, sometimes without risk or loss of life for seizing a French merchant ship sailing on its 
own. He considered “the whole system as pernicious” in the way by which it was earned and 
paid. However, if Bush’s thoughts were any indication, Hornblower’s views were “insane 
and liberal minded, revolutionary, subversive and dangerous”. Once again, he was out on 
his own. Those ships in sight when a prize was secured shared its value. The destruction of 
the battery at Petit Minou by men from the Hotspur made possible the capture off Brest of 
six French coasters by the frigates Naiad and Doris. These ships shared the prize money but 
Hotspur received nothing. 
However, “it was prize money and the possibility of gaining it, that kept the Navy quiet 
under the otherwise intolerable conditions. The great mutinies at Spithead and the Nore 
were less than ten years old” (in 1804). The opportunity of sharing a huge amount of prize 
money (his share might have been £150,000), a vast amount then, later came to 
Hornblower from Admiral Cornwallis who tasked the Hotspur with four frigates to find and 
intercept the Spanish treasure fleet that was known to be at sea and heading for Cadiz. 
However, the Hotspur never took part in the capture because she was engaged in heading 
off a French frigate. 
(Hornblower and the Hotspur, chapters 4, 7, 17 and 19). 
For Hornblower to be responsible for the water-borne carriage of Nelson’s body meant that 
he was required to wear “black breeches and stockings, and mourning bands”. “He 
wondered where the money was coming from to do it”. 
(Hornblower and the Atropos, chapter 4). 
Hornblower was again unlucky in winning thousands of pounds of prize money when he was 
obliged to hand over the recently captured Spanish ship, Natividad, to the mad rebel leader, 
El Supremo, because Spain was still an ally of Bonaparte. The alternative prospect of 
capturing the annual Spanish treasure ship sailing in the Pacific from Acapulco was also to 
be denied to him when Spain later ceased to side with Bonaparte and became an ally of 
Britain. Before he became aware of this change, he had begun to imagine himself rich 
enough to buy an estate in England (such as eventually happened when he acquired 
Smallbridge) and becoming the local squire with Maria unsuccessfully trying to play the part 
of a great lady.  
(The Happy Return, chapter 7). 
Lady Barbara’s arrival on HMS Lydia in Panama to become a passenger and use 
Hornblower’s vacated cabin caused him to be “bitter” about his poverty. He had not been 
able to buy any minor comforts or furnishings that many frigate-captains could afford. 
 (The Happy Return, chapter 9). 
While in the Mediterranean on HMS Sutherland, Hornblower was able to seize a French brig, 
Amelie, with a cargo of 150 tons of military stores, and send her on to Port Mahon in 
Menorca with a prize crew. For once, his ship was the only one in sight and this meant he 
would be entitled to two-ninths share of her value, “several hundred pounds at least”. Later, 
men from the Sutherland stormed and destroyed the shore battery at Llansa and took as 
prizes “four tartans, a felucca and two cutter-rigged boats”. At Port Vendres, Hornblower 
had actually led a cutting out raid and captured another ship that he also sent off with a 
prize crew to Port Mahon. These prizes were likely to make him £1000. “He had never 
before in his life had a thousand pounds”. Hornblower’s financial position was at last 
beginning to improve – no more “pinchbeck buckles” on his shoes for him!  
(A Ship of the Line, chapters 10, 11 and 12). 
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One surprise for Hornblower, when he thought of it, was the likely award of prize money for 
the recapture of the Witch of Endor. More unusually, Brown as the sole member of the 
lower deck looked as if he would be entitled to a quarter of the prize money. In the event, 
Hornblower received £2600, Bush £1000 and Brown £400. When added to his existing 
holding of £3000 in Government Funds from prize money won in the Mediterranean in the 
Sutherland, Hornblower’s total fortune at that stage was getting on for some £6000. He 
could now live comfortably on half-pay, if it was necessary, and to “educate Richard Arthur 
Horatio properly”. Matters improved even more. At his investiture as a Knight of the Bath, 
Hornblower received the honorary title of a Colonel of Marines for which he was paid £1200 
per year with no duty attached until he achieved flag rank. “He had attained financial 
security at last, for the first time in his life”. 
(Flying Colours, chapters 16, 17 and 18).  
Now living at his country house in Kent at Smallbridge and as the local Squire, Hornblower 
was a “landed gentleman, owner of many acres”. In the London bank of Coutts, he held in 
their vaults “a store of golden guineas”. He seemed to have it all, “fame, wealth, security, 
love, a child – he had all that heart could desire”. But typically for Hornblower, he found 
himself “still not happy”. It was boredom and he was missing stimulation. He was 
experiencing these feelings just before he received a summons to the Admiralty to 
undertake a commission that would take him as a Commodore to the Baltic. This was in 
April 1812. Hornblower’s wealth allowed him to be “reckless” with money and this in turn 
gave him a “queer dubious pleasure, this guilty joy”. This feeling arose because he had been 
poor for so long, economising and scraping for most of his earlier life. 
(The Commodore, chapters 1 and 3). 
Another source of money akin to prize money was the payment of “head money”. The 
British Government paid this to ships’ companies for the recovery of slaves carried on 
slaving ships. At the time that Hornblower was serving as the Royal Naval Commander-in-
Chief in the West Indies, an amount of £5 per slave was the rate paid. A quarter of such 
money went to the captain and an eighth to the Admiral. The crews on the ships also 
received a share. C S Forester explained that for most naval officers it was the prospect of 
this money that was the driving force for intercepting slavers and “not from any 
philanthropic feelings about slavery”. Havana was the main slave market for the Spanish 
colonies but most slavers touched first at Puerto Rico as they sailed in from the Atlantic. This 
accounts for the positioning of Hornblower and the frigate HMS Clorinda (Captain Sir 
Thomas Fell) in 1821. 
(Hornblower in the West Indies – The Star of the South). 
By 1848 as Admiral of the Fleet, Hornblower was a rich man. At this stage, “he could never 
be on half-pay; rain or shine, peace or war, he would receive his very handsome three 
thousand a year”. He also received an investment income of £3000 a year and he was able 
to give his son, Richard, a further £500 a year as an allowance as Colonel in the Guards. 
(Hornblower and the Crisis – The Last Encounter). 
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“Droits of Admiralty” v. “Droits of the Crown”: 
C S Forester explained the difference between these two legal concepts and their impact on 
both Hornblower and Bush. “Droits of Admiralty” meant that the Government and not, 
perversely, the Admiralty, could seize “wrecks; stranded whales; flotsam and jetsam” and 
any enemy ship that was in a British port when war broke out. However, prize money arising 
from ships or prizes seized at sea in a time of war were “Droits of the Crown” with the rights 
of the Crown waived in favour of the Admiralty. To Bush’s delight and probably the relief of 
Hornblower, prize money from the millions of pounds in gold and silver seized from the 
Spanish treasure fleet, or flota, by a squadron of four British frigates that should also have 
included Hornblower’s Hotspur, was not prize money after all because war had not then 
been declared with Spain. HMS Hotspur had therefore not lost any share of a non-existent 
pot of prize money. 
(Hornblower and the Hotspur, chapter 24).   
 
 
Hornblower’s Thoughts on Naval Wives:   
Hornblower was guilt stricken about his lack of attention and urgency to the preparations 
for sea of the Atropos. This was notwithstanding that at the same time he had been given 
responsibility for organising Nelson’s waterborne procession before his funeral and that his 
wife, Maria, had just given birth to their second child. In his view, “a naval officer should not 
have a wife or children”. 
(Hornblower and the Atropos, chapter 7).  
Hornblower “had always strongly disapproved of captains and admirals who had their wives 
with them on active service”. Therefore, the arrival in the port of Le Havre of Barbara had 
left Hornblower not enthusiastic about her presence although he tried very hard not to 
show this.  
(Lord Hornblower, chapter 14). 
 
 
 
Hornblower after 1815: 
The war with Napoleon ended finally in 1815. Apart from a visit to Portsmouth in 1819 to his 
old friend and former commander, Edward Pellew, not much appears to have been 
recorded about Hornblower’s career between 1815 and 1821 until C S Forester wrote that 
by then, he was a Rear Admiral and “Commander-in-Chief of His Majesty’s Ships and Vessels 
in the West Indies”. As this was peacetime, he commanded just three frigates and “fourteen 
sloops and schooners”, policing the Caribbean where there were many privateers operating 
with letters of marque from both nationalist and insurgent governments. He also had a role 
in hunting for pirates and suppressing the slave trade. Until his promotion to flag rank, 
Hornblower had spent over five years on half-pay. Although comfortably off and living 
happily with Barbara and his young son, Richard, and with a seat in the House of Lords, for 
him these years had also been “fretful”. His appointment to the West Indies had given him 
“intense joy”. It was extended by a year so that it was three years before he returned to his 
home at Smallbridge in England. 
Now at the level of Admiral, he had more sympathy for the older senior officers he had 
served under and who had in the past “entrusted him with enterprises” of a sensitive 
nature. However, he was conscious of something that Barbara had once said to him. “Good 
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fortune is the portion of those who merit it”. Another problem he discovered as Admiral 
was that he had to force himself not to interfere with the running of another commander’s 
ship. 
 In New Orleans, he ordered the captain of the Crab, Harcourt, to spy on the American ship, 
Daring, that was lying nearby. If the Americans had found out about this, there would have 
been a diplomatic row with serious consequences for his career. He had wanted to discover 
why Frenchmen in the city had chartered an American ship. He would have been fully 
responsible for any blundering by his junior. Fortunately for the world, and despite the 
known presence in the Caribbean of a force of the old Imperial Guard, at that time 
Napoleon was still “under lock and key in St Helena”. 
(Hornblower in the West Indies – St Elizabeth of Hungary).   
The size and number of his ships in the peacetime navy of 1821 “never failed to raise a wry 
smile on his face” when Hornblower looked about him. In contrast with a wartime fleet, he 
“had three small frigates and a motley collection of brigs and schooners”. However, in his 
mind “the frigates became three-deckers and the brigs seventy-fours and the schooners 
frigates. He had a van, a centre, and a rear; he cruised in formation ready to meet the 
enemy”. 
(Hornblower in the West Indies – The Guns of Carabobo). 
Just before the end of his term of service in the Caribbean, Barbara arrived in Jamaica so 
that the Hornblowers could travel home together. When he ceased to be the Commander-
in-Chief, it “was the beginning of one of those periods of transition which Hornblower knew 
so well, as did every sailor, the strange days, or weeks, between one life and the next”. 
(Hornblower in the West Indies – The Hurricane). 
Because of his death in 1966, C S Forester was unfortunately not able to complete a full 
biography of Hornblower and his career. There is no record by him of the period between 
his return from the West Indies until 1848. However, he was able to record that Hornblower 
was Admiral of the Fleet in 1848 and living very comfortably and happily with Barbara at 
their country residence of Smallbridge House in Kent.   
(Hornblower and the Crisis – The Last Encounter) 
 
 
 
Last Impressions – Lady Barbara:  
C S Forester last portrayed Barbara as a woman, probably in her early seventies, in 1848 
living happily and comfortably with Hornblower, at their country residence at Smallbridge in 
Kent. “The advancing years had strangely made (her) more beautiful than in youth, the 
sinking of her cheeks calling attention to the magnificent modelling of the bones of her face, 
just as her white hair was in strange and lovely contrast with her straight back and effortless 
carriage”. Amusingly, he added that, “lately she had had to wear spectacles for reading, 
which modified her dignity profoundly so that she always whipped them off when there was 
a chance of a stranger seeing her”. 
(Hornblower and the Crisis – The Last Encounter) 
In passing, Hornblower first met Lady Barbara in Panama in 1808. C S Forester had then 
described her as “twenty-seven and still unmarried”. In 1848, she would have therefore 
been sixty-seven years of age, not yet in her early seventies. However, in the earlier 
Hornblower biographies, he often seemed to be running about five years ahead. 
(The Happy Return, chapter 11). 
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The Last Encounter – the Hornblowers in their early seventies: 
Almost by way of closing Hornblower’s story, the last reported biographical details for his 
life were set in 1848, a year of great upheaval and revolution for many countries in Europe 
and the world. However, for Lord and Lady Hornblower, life was very comfortable and 
secure in their country home at Smallbridge. Seventy-two years old and recently promoted 
to Admiral of the Fleet, he enjoyed “full health, a large income, a loving wife, a fine son 
(Richard), promising grandchildren, and a good cook”. Hornblower “had known the deepest 
private unhappiness, and now he knew the deepest happiness” after early periods of poverty 
and hunger and uncertainty and peril. He had “escaped by a hair’s breadth…. cannon ball 
and musket shot, drowning and disease, professional disgrace, and military execution”. 
There appears to be no record of Hornblower ever sustaining any notable injuries. 
Hornblower’s biographer continued at some length in what seemed like a farewell salute to 
his subject: “For six years of his life he had warred against bloody and victory-crazed 
revolution; for the next fourteen he had warred against the grinding and treacherous 
tyranny that had inevitably supplanted the revolution. For fourteen years he had staked his 
life in a struggle against Bonaparte”. “In two hemispheres, on fifty coasts he had fought for 
liberty”. 
But for all this, he was also the same old Hornblower. “All very gratifying, he said to himself; 
even in his old age he could not address himself without a sneer”. “He had no sooner 
congratulated himself on his happiness than he began to wonder what would imperil it”. “In 
typical fashion he was impairing his happiness by wondering whether it might be taken from 
him”. And one other negative aspect: “the life of a country gentleman might be pleasant and 
secure but sometimes it was damnably dull”.  
(Hornblower and the Crisis – The Last Encounter). 
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